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SUW.ARY

section 1t A brief review of the physiological and

psychological difference of the two types of sleep, rapid

eye movement Ui£M) and orthodox (NREM), is followed by a

review of the evidence of a need for the each type.

The effects of commonly used psychoactive drugs on sleep

is reviewed with particular emphasis on the effects on

RtM sleep.

faction 2: Problems in the clinical evaluation of hypnotics

are discussed,

Section 3I

A) ^The £tk sleep technique is outlined and the rationale
of the experimental design is discussed. The

experimental studies presented are summarised as follows,

B) Administration of 2QQmg. sodium amytal for a period

of 3 weeks demonstrated that the sleep c£G technique

was sensitive to REM sleep changes brought about by small

doses of drug. It also demonstrated that withdrawal

phenomena wore apparent from small coses. The sleep of a

patient dependent upon Tuinal was also studied. Discussion

is centered on the clinical implications of the results.

It is suggested that hypnotics allow sleep to be "borrowed"

and that patients being withdrawn even from small dose

and short courses of therapy should be supported,

C) In drug withdrawal there is not only an increase in the

amount of HEM sleep but an increase in the vividness

of the patient's dreams. It has been shown that both

these events are associated with en increased profusion of/



/of Bye movements during HtM sleep. This study

confirmed this latter finding during withdrawal from

nitrazepam though a decrease in profusion during nitrazepam

administration when HtM time was not demonstrated.

D) The data in the literature on the effects of chlorpromazine

on sleep are either incomplete or contradictory.

This study demonstrated a doss-response effect of

chlorpromazine on HtM sleep: 25mg. suppressed and tOOmg.

enhanced HEM sleep, it is argued that this could account

for the seeming contradictions in previous studies. It

is also pointed out that unlike many psychoactive drugs,

chlorpromazine does not show an immediated increase of

REM sleep on withdrawal, and that this is probably due to

its slow clearance rate from body tissue. This lack of

HEM withdrawal increase may in part account for chlorpromazine's

lack of clinical withdrawal effects.

£) A review of the history of the treatment of drug

withdrawal states suggests that all the drugs used have

in common the property of suppressing HtM sleep. The effects

of chlorpromazine and chiormethiazole, both commonly used

in the treatment of drug withdrawal, were studied in barbi¬

turate withdrawal. Both drugs blocked tha REM sleep

increase on stopping amytal administration. On stopping

chlorpromazine, no REM sleep increase was observed over the

45 subsequent nights. withdrawal of chiormethiazole however

resulted in a small REM sleep increase i.e. this drug

ameliorated the amytal withdrawal. It is suggested that

these experiments give further evidence to the hypothesis

of a common mechanism underlying REM sleep and the/



/the paranoid delirium of drug withdrawal states.

F) It has been variously stated that withdrawal from the

tricyclic antidepressants does not lead to a REM sleep

increase. The sleep of three patients each of whom had

taken an overdose of a tricyclic anti-depressant was

monitored. A large increase in REM sleep was observed.

In discussing this observation, it is pointed out that

some slow brain recovery process must be operating to

account for the slow return to normal of REM sleep values

following withdrawal of many drugs. It is hypothesised

that this involves intra-neuronal protein synthesis.

The results are also relevant to the theory of the action

of tricyclic antidepressants.

b) Anti-obesity drugs are amphetamine derivatives and

amphetamine is a well-known disturber of sleep. However,

fenfluramine is thought to have "sedative" rather than

"stimulant" properties even though it is an amphetamine

derivative. In a comparative study with several other

amphetamine derivatives it was demonstrated that fenfluramine

had both sedative and stimulant properties while the others

were all more akin to amphetamine.

H) It has been suggested that drugs of addiction cause

suppression of REM sleep followed by immediate withdrawal

increase. However, there is no good evidence of the effects

of the "hard" drugs. This study considered the effects of

aubcutaneously injected heroin in normal volunteers. It

was found that there could be an immediate withdrawal REM

increase but that this was subject to considerable individual

differences. The results are discussed in the light of/



/of evidence of altered protein synthesis during

morphine tolerance.

I) On withdrawing sleeping pills from patients there

are frequent complaints of bad sleep. In this study

subjective estimates of Bleep parameters were compared with

££G estimates and it was found that subjects were not

accurate in their estimates. There was a greater divergence

of the two measures during drug withdrawal than during the

control period. The implications of these results! for

the design of clinical trials is discussed.

Section 4: A) The results of the experiments are discussed

in terms of the hypothesis that drugs of addiction cause a

suppression of REM sleep and an immediate HEM sleep increase

on withdrawal.

B) In the experiments it was emphasised that return of

REM sleep to pre-drug levels consequent to drug

withdrawal takes several weeks. It is hypothesised that

this time course reflects some slow repair process in the

brain and that this is likely to involve iritra-neuronal

protein synthesis.

CQ-ppqseUve stMd&pg

The following studies, included in this thesis, were

carried out jointly with Drs. i. Oswald and J.I. Evans.

1 . A demonstration of the sensitivity of the sleep ECG

technique and of its use with patients. (Section 1I1•B}.

2. Dose effects of chlorpromazine (Section III.D),

3. Two studies of the treatment of drug withdrawal

(Section III.E).



Overdose of tricyclic antidepressants and

deductions concerning their cerebral action.

(Section III.F).

Heroin and human sleep (Section III.H).



INTRODUCTION

According to Roth (1964), the term "psychopharmakon*

was first used by Heinhardus Lorichius of Hadamar, In

1548, Lorichius edited a collection of prayers of comfort

in preparation for death under the title "Psychopharmakon,

hoc est: medicine animaert. However, the dawn of modern

psychopharmacology was not until some four centuries later

with the introduction of chlorpromazine in 1952, The

Mpsychopharmakonrt of the Renaissance and the twenthieth

century differ from each other in concept and meaning*

the spiritual support in times of anxiety and fear has been

largely replaced by drugs which ntranquillise" the agitated

and brighten the depressed. Thus the pioneering discovery

by Delay at al.. (1952) of the usefulness of phenothiazines

in schizophrenics, followed by the report of boomer et al,,

(1957) of the anti-depressant effects of iproniazide and

Kuhn's (1957) observation of the thymoleptic property of

iroipramine triggered the 'new look* in psychiatry,

Subsequently numerous new psychopharmaka have been introduced

Parallel with this development, the interest in experimental

behaviour research which began to utilise the newly

discovered, or in some cases rediscovered, drugs grew rapidly

Coincident with this growth in the availability of

psycho-active drugs was the work of Aserinsky and Kleitman

(1953, 1956), Their observations of sleeping babies

resulted in the reaasertion that there wers two types of

sleep, while Kleitman and his colleagues, Aserinsky and

Dement, made the distinction on the basis of eye movements/



/movements and associated brain electrical phenomena,

McWilliams (1923) had suggested that there were two types

of sleep on the basis of his studies of blood pressure

changes during the sleep of cardiac patients* even earlier,

a Glasgow physician stated "Sleep exists in two states:

in the complete and incomplete. The former is characterised

by a torpor of the various organs which compose the brain,

and by that of the external senses and voluntary motion.

Incomplete sleep, or dreaming, is the active state of one

or more of the cerebral organs while the remainder are in

repose,.,.,," (McNish, 1838).

"Out of the mouths of babes......" is undoubtedly a

truism. It may be paraphrased in the context of sleep to

"out of the eyes of babes...,.." for no-one apparently was

interested in considering sleep as anything other than a

"temporary metaphysical death" until babies revealed their

rapid eye movements. It appeared that at last the

psychoanalysist had at his disposal a means of knowing when

his patient was dreaming for Dement and Kleiiman (1957)

described the high incidence of dream recall obtained by

waking a person when his eyes are moving. While there had

been advances in the physiology of sleep with animals using

modern implant electrode techniques, the impetus to study

sleep in man came with Aserinsky's observation. The

growth of psychopharmacological interest, the world-wide

increase in the consumption of drugs to make people sleep

or in smaller doses to allay their waking anxiety, and the

new-found approach to the study of sleep in man all/

xi.



/all contributed to tho incrfsasing flood of research

papers on the effects of drugs on sleep. The studies

included in this dissertation are but a drop in what

Koella (1967) has called the "ever increasing • hypnoplethora'".

iii •
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To his bed.

My bed, the rest of ail my cares,
the ende of toilyng paine;
Which bryngest ease and sollace sweete,
while darknesse doeth remaine,
My bedde, yelde to me slumber swete,
and triflyng dreams repell*
Cause carkyng care from sobbyng breast
to part, where it doeth dwell.
All mockeries of this wretched woride»
put cleane from out my mynde:
boa these, my bedde, and then by thee
much comfort shall i finde.

Translated from the Latin
of Dr. Haddon by Timothy Kendull,
1 577.
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I.A.I. TWO KINDS OF JLEEP

The central tool of sleep research, the electro¬

encephalogram, wae available in the 1930s, At that time

Loomis et al« (1957) described stages of sleep based on the

presence or absence of the alpha rhythm and the amount of

high voltage slow wave activity. However the realisation

that sleep was not a unitary state arose from the pioneering

work of Aserinaky, Kleitman and Dement (Hserinsky and Kleitman,

1953, 1955; Dement and Kleitman, 1957; Dement, 1958),

though, in 1923, MacWilliam had hinted at the possibility

from his studies of blood pressure changes during sleep.

There are available several reviews of the physiology and

psychology of the two types of sleep (Oswald, 1962; Jouvet,

1965; Hurray, 1965; Foulkes, 1966; Hartmann, 1967;

Koella, 1967; Oswald, 1968).

The two states are commonly known as N8EM (non-rapid

eye movement), orthodox, fore-brain or slow-wave sleep and

as HEM (rapid aye movement), paradoxical, hind-brain or "fast"

sleep, (Hartmann (1967) lists some 32 synonyms for this

latter state). Terms such as "light" and "deep" have been

uaed based on studies of arousal threshold but as the terms

are relative and since the ECO features of the two states

would reverse the terminology, the terms have now been largely

dropped,

NREM or orthodox sleep is characterised by EEC slow

waves and spindles and in man is customarily divided into

stages 1,2,3 and 4 (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1960), The

state is characterised by regularity of respiration, heart/
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/heart rate and blood pressure} the skeletal

musculature is greatly but not fully relaxed} the eye

balls are motionless or at most have a slow rolling motion

and mental life is mundane and described as "thinking".

If subjects are wakened from REM or paradoxical sleep,

they more often categorise their immediately preceding mental

life as "dreaming", the descriptions being much less reality

orientated, more vivid and lengthier. Research in this

area has served to illustrate the primary process thinking

of dream work (Berger, 1963). Perhaps because of this

association with emotional experience, REM sleep has proved

so fascinating that orthodox sleep tends to have been

neglected.

The lib during REM sleep is of low voltage, in man

containing much slower frequencies than waking but in the cat

closely resembling wakefulness, being made up chiefly of

4-10 c/sec, waves. The rapid, jerky, saecadic-like movements

of the eyes occur in intermittent bursts and are commonly

preceded by a second or two of 2-3 c/sec. "saw-tooth" waves.

In the cat the bursts of eye movements are associated with

ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGQ) spikes. Each period of REM

sleep in man lasts about 20 minutes and the two types of sleep

alternate throughout the night with a HEM sleep periodicity of

about 90 wins. This type of sleep accounts for approximately

23k of all human nocturnal sleep. It is interesting to

note that although the sleep-wakefulness cycle can b© altered

fairly readily, the ultradian rhythm of REM-NREM sleep appears

to be particularly stable (e.g. Baekeland, 1967} Fisher, 1967).

4



/1967).

If NREM sleep is characterised by regularity, then

HtM sleep ia characterised by irregularity. Heart rate,

respiration and blood pressure are each subject to sharp

and frequent fluctuations during REM sleep (Snyder, 19635

Snyder et al., 1964), Although in REM sleep brief major

body movements are more frequent than in ftiREM sleep (Oswald,

:'.t al., 1963), the loss of muscle tone is otherwise much

mora profound (aerger, 1961{ Jacobean et el.,1964).

More detailed study has shown this loss in muscle tone to

be a representation of paralysis caused by descending

inhibitory impulses acting on the spinal anterior horn calls

(Pompeiano, 1967), causing a loss of electrically induced

reflexes (Modes and dement, 1965) in man in whom the inhibitory

impulses are carried by the anterior columns (dhimizu et al..

1966),

Cerebral blood flow and temperature also show changes

in REM eleep. Blood flow in some sub-cortical regions is

much greater than during wakefulness (Baust, 1967; Reivich,

at al..1968). Likewise, cerebral temperature at REM onset

shows a more sudden rise than does the onset of wakefulness.

Conversely, the start of NREM sleep is accompanied by a fall

in temperature to below waking levels (Kawamure and Sawyer,

1965), A further concomitant of REM sleep is penile erection

in the male and increased vaginal blood flow in the female

(Shapiro et al.. 1968) though this latter finding is perhaps

questionable in view of the technique used. (Attempts to

observe vulval temperature changes in the Edinburgh Laboratory

have not been successful for technical reasons).

5



i.A.ii. ThB fqy ^nch Qf

Sleep has, since the time of Hippocrates, been

considered to have a xestitutive function. The differences

between the two types of sleep might be considered to be

suggestive of their subserving different, albeit unknown,

restitutive functions. Whatever the function of sleep,

experimental evidence certainly points to there being a

need for each type. The results of the first such study was

interpretaed as being indicative of a "need to dream" rather

than as a "need for HEM sleep". Dement (1960) woke subjects

every time a HEM period started and kept them awake for a

couple of minutes before allowing them to go back to sleep.

Wince hiHEM sleep always proceeds REM sleep, except in certain

special cases such as narcolepsy (Rechtschaffen et al., 1963}

Hishikawa et al.. 1968), the subjects became progressively

and selectively deprived of HEM sleep. As a consequence,

the REM sleep periodicity became shorter, as if there was

a build up in REM "pressure". When normal, undisturbed

sleep was again permitted, a greater than base-line proportion

of the night was spent in HEM sleep. This continued for

several nights and over these nights the percentage of REM

sleep gradually returned to base-line values, as if what had

been lost had been made up. A similar disturbing procedure

was carried out during NREM sleep when no subsequent

compensation was observed. These findinga have been amply

confirmed in both humans and animals but in no study has it

been shown that more than a fraction of the loss is retrieved.

This is in distinction to the findings on recovery from/
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/from pharmacological #£M deprivation where the

"rebound* accounts for more than 1Q0& of the loss* (These

studies will be described in later sections of this introduction

and the implications of the differences in section IV. ).

Evidence for specific need is not confined to HEM sleep.

NREM sleep is commonly divided into stages as mentioned

previously. The four stages are not evenly distributed

throughout the night, stage 4 being almost wholly confined

to the first four hours of sleep. This alone would suggest

that there is soma urgent priority of whatever function

this stage of sleep may serve* Total sleep deprivation

leads, as mentioned above, on recovery nights to an excess

of HEM slaep. However, this is not usually manifested until

the second recovery night, while the first night of

undisturbed sleep shows an excess of stage 4 (Merger and

Oswald, 1962f Williams st al*. 1964). Again this is

suggestive of restorative priority. People totally deprived

of sleep are, naturally, very sleepy as ere those being

withdrawn from amphetamine. However, it is worth noting

at this point, that unlike behavioural deprivation subjects,

withdrawal from amphetamine leads to an immediate REM

sleep excess (Oswald and Thacore, 1963).

Comparable to the selective deprivation of REM sleep

is the study by Agnew jRjLjSLiL*» U 964) . Every time a subject

entered NREM stage 4 sleep he was deliberately nudged out

of this stage. The disturbance was not sufficient to

arouse him and he therefore became selectively deprived

of stage 4 sleep. As with REM sleep deprivation, there was

subsequent excess of this NREM sleep stage./

7



/stage.

On the basis of the amount and amplitude of slow

wave activity and changes in the arousal threshold, it can

be argued that the NR£M sleep stages lie on a continuum

of depth or possibly "worthwhileness" of NR£M sleep.

If this were so then it would follow that loss of stages

2 and 3 would lead to an increase in stage 4 by way of

rapid and non-specific compensation. To test this hypothesis,

Dement and Greanberg <1966) restricted sleep over a period

of several nights to about 5 hours nightly. (Normally

after 5 hours NH£M sleep is almost entirely made up of

stage 1,2 and 3). The procedure had the predicted effect

of increasing the absolute duration of stage 4 in the night

and they suggested that stage 4 "is worth more" than stage 2.

Similar observations have been made by others (Webb and Agnew,

1965 and Saekeland and Lssky, 1966} have shown that

physical exorcise promotes stage 4.

There is thus evidence that both kinds of sleep are

necessary. That lack may subserve a different function

is evidence in the statement by Williams and Williams (1966)i

"a chronic deficit in stage R£M leads to personality disorders,

whereas chronic loss of slow-wave sleep (i.e. stages 3 and 4)

leads to impaired performance." Studies of such effects

are in their infancy and many of the studies of performance

change due to sleep loss have been carried out without

££G control (Wilkinson, et al.,1966). One study (Williams

and Williams, 1966) studied the effects of sleep deprivation

on performance after classifying subjects as "restless" or

"t^uiet" sleepers on the basis of the ££G profiles. Those/

8



/Those called "restless" sleepers, i.e, those with

a smaller amount of stage 3 and 4, more body movements,

more awakenings, more transitions from stage to stage and

longer sleep latencies, had a greater performance decrement

after slaep deprivation. Despite the differences between

the groups, it was found that all subjects within a group

had highly systematic sleep stage cycles and that for both

groups the within cycle stage sequence formed a Markow chain

of at least order !. It is not unreasonable then to suggest

that if a drug were to distort the normal proportions of the

two kinds of sleep, or the stages of NRCM sleep alone, the

effect could properly be regarded as an undesirable or adverse

one. examples of both kinds of distortion will be outlined

below.

i.A.iii. Heagmres ,Q,f |hp twq„kj.nds pf alggp.

Having suggested that drugs affect the amount and type

of the two kinds of slaep, it would be appropriate to give

a general outline of the technique and measures used in the

assessment of drug effects on sleep. In many fields of

psychological study the effect of novelty is well known

and steps are taken to counteract the "false" results obtained

from the subject in a novel situation. So it is in sleep

research. It is generally accepted that results from the

first night in the laboratory should be discarded. It has

bean shown that novelty this night gives rise to an increased

number of awakenings and a reduction in REM sleep (Agnew
et al., 1966; Mandela and Hawkins, 1967).

The experimental paradigm most commonly used is one

involving the recording of a series of base-line or pre-drug/

9



/pre-drug nights to give a measure of a subject's

variability and mean percent REM. A small number of

investigators have considered not just the "on" effect of

the drug but also its "off" effect. Although it is desirable

to follow through this withdrawal period, it can persiet

for many weeks and demand on labour and time can often

preclude this phase of the study. There are many non-specific

effects of experimental adaptation and so a late series

of base-line records would be desirable recorded many months

after the "off" effects have stopped. However, as nearly

all subjects are volunteers the practical difficulties of

maintaining them at a base-line condition i.e. abstention

from alcohol and late nights over a period prior to the

recordings, is difficult. These same problems are present

during the whole of the experimental period and it is

therefore unlikely that the ideal in experimental control

is ever achieved.

A further problem is that few studies of drug effects

on sleep utilise anyone other than normal healthy volunteers.

It is not inconceivable that effects such as anxiety or

depression interact with the drug to modify the latter*s
effect on sleep. for example, Akindele (1969) in a study

of phenelzine.in normal volunteers, found that this drug increased

the amount of stage 2 sleep in the whole night and thi t

stage 2 time gradually returned to normal values. However,

in a depressed patient, Akindele found that the amount of

stage 2 sleep initially was reduced. With continued

administration of />hene)zi»$ there was not just a return to

control values but a large overshoot which gradually subsided^

1 0



/subsided* whether this la a function ©f the

depressive illness or of the individual is unclear but

it would be more lively that the effect found by Akindela

in the patient was an interaction between the drug and

the illness* The interaction may possibly be mediated through

aome alteration in biogenic amine metabolism (Agheroft et ml.*

1966)*

There are now internationally recommended schemes for

the recording and scoring of all-night ti.6 and eye-movement

records9 Hechtschaffen and Kales* 1968), which will be

described in a later section* The concomitant recording

of muscle tonus can assist in the discrimination of and

JiHtM periods (tiarger, 1963; Jacobson at al*. 1964)*

Heart rate and body temperature normally fall during sleep

(Fsinberg, 1965); skin elactrical resistance normally

rises during sleep (Monroe* 1967)* Simultaneous recording

of these variables would also be worthwhile in the o»eesem>mt

of an hypnotic for there is evidence to suggest that what

is subjectively "poor" sleep is associated with a leaser

fall of heart rata and body temperature and* paradoxically*

with a greater rise of skin resistance than in sleep

subjectively assessed as "good* (Monroe, 1967). However*

it has to be borne in mind that the more paraphanalia that is

plastered about the subject, the more anxiety provoking ie

tha situation and hence the further removed from 'normal*
♦

sleep is the record* This is of course with the proviso

that laboratory sleep is different from home sleep anyway*

as ahown by the finding that 'home' dreams era "spicier"

than those recorded in tha laboratory (Domhoff, 1967)*/

»
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(flomhoff, 1967).

Tha common feature of all studies, be they physiological

or behavioural, using drugs and live subjects, is the

presence of a placebo period. While it is undoubtedly

preferable to give subjects blank medications on base-line

nights, there has been widespread agreement amongst sleep

researchers that suggestion influences the HEM and NREM

distribution minimally. Deliberate attempts to try to

affect the proportion of HEM sleep by means of a reward

gave a positive but very small effect (Hechtscheffen and

Verdone, 1964).

In all the studies reported here, the whole night's

sleep was recorded. This naturally gave maximum information

but in some instances the essential information can be

obtained from only the first 2 or 3 hours of sleep. While

a subject is taking barbiturates, for example, the HEM time

for the early part of the night is low while in withdrawal

the proportion of REM sleep is very high (Oswald and Priest,

1965). Further, as will be shown in the study of amphetamine

derivatives reported here, some drug effects can be masked

when whole night data is considered in isolation. This

is presumably due to a rapid fall in active drug levels due

either to rapid metabolism and excretion or to the dose

administered being small. Equally of course the effects

of a drug which is alowly absorbed will not be observed

in the early part of the night.

Where subjects are used as their own controls, as is

the usual paradigm, there are few problems in interpreting

the changes in say percent REM, during or after drug/
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/drug administration* Standard statistical methods,

with minor modifications, can be used as is demonstrated

in the study of dose effects of chlorpromazine reported here*

Studies using patients, however, often depend on a large

element of opportunism as patients are often only briefly

available and there can ba little hope of achieving a neat

experimental design* In such cases, arbitrary limits of

normality may be useful*

A mean of 23 percent is usually taken as normal and

the published results from many laboratories have ahown

remarkable uniformity* However, the range of normality

is difficult to assess as there is a lack of published

information* Furthermore, it was not until after several

studies had been published using normal subjects that it was

appreciated that the effects of drugs, including alcohol,

exerted an influence for more than a short time* If studies

prior to this appreciation are taken into consideration the

upper end of normality can be extended into what is now

regarded as abnormal* Equally, the lower end of the range

can be extended by the incorporation of results from short

nights* It would appear from the normal records produced

in the Edinburgh Laboratory that the total alaep time is

related to absolute HEH time in a sigmoid fashion, with the

linear relationship existing between about 290 minutes end

490 minutes of total sleep (unpublished observations)*

In 1963, Oswald and Thacore suggested a lower time

limit to the first eye movement of the night from the first

sleep spindle of the night. This they claimed was unlikely

to be leas than 45 minute© more than once or twice per/
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/per hundred records. Although this delay or

latency is negatively correlated with HEM percent, it is

not a one-to-one relationships. The delay is certainly

increased with the administration of hypnotics when HEM time

is low and conversly is lowered whan hypnotics are withdrawn

and REM time hiyh. However, the frequency distribution

of this parameter is bimodai, the first mode being around

60 minutes and the second around 110 minutes and there have

been many instances in the laboratory's experience when

either of these delays have been obtained and the difference

in REM percent of the order of 1 or 2 percent (Lewis and

Oswald, unpublished observations). Nevertheless, it does

appear that the delay to tha first REM period of the night

is sensitive to increased REM times. For instance, it has

been reported that it is shortened in occasional cases of

severe depression (Mendels and Hawkins, 1968} or chronic

insomnia, occasional cases of schizophrenia and organic

dementia (Fsinberg, 1967) or drug withdrawal delirium

(Greenberg and Haarlman, 1967$ Evans and Lewis, 1968).

The reliability of this lower limit of 45 minutes can be

judged from the fact that the laboratory has recently

reviewed 185 recent normal recordings in which only 3

instances of the delay being less than 45 minutes were found

36, 38 and 42 mins respectively (cf. Oswald and Thacore, 1963),

in which there was every confidence in the subjects not

having had alcohol or sleeping pills or anything else of

like nature in the weeks preceeding these records. Similar

findings have been reported from other laboratories./
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/laboratories. Rechtschaffen and bis colleagues, report¬

ing on 80 normal records found the shortest delay to the

first HtM period to be 46 minutes (Rechtschaffen and Verdons,

1964). They state elsewhere that "according to cur

knowledge of nocturnal sleep, subjects do not have REM

periods before 45 minutes of NREM sleep have elapsed*,

(Maron et al.. 1964). while Rechtschaffen was speaking

of nocturnal sleep, it would appear that the value of 45

minutes held also for napping sleep (Maron et al.. 1 964*

Lewis, 1969). It is possible that the limit set is relevant

only to young adults as it is this group of people who have

been most often studied. Feinberg et al.. (1967) who

have studied the elderly, repoits some short latencies though

Kales et al.. (1967) do not. However, in any study using

elderly people, there is a greater risk of there being

contamination fro® drugs as the proportion of the population

taking pharmaceutical preparations for sleep increases

markedly after age 45 ( cGhie and Ruesel, 1962). The

sensitivity of the parameter to prior drug taking may be or»a

of its drawbacks in clinical studies as shortened latencies

have been reported up to 3 weeks after stopping barbiturates

(Oswald and Priest, 1965).
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BARBITURATES

Heptabarbitone 4Q0mg, orally reduced the amount of

paradoxical sleep when the drug was taken at bedtime

(Oswald et a.i.. 1 963)• Not only did the drug reduce

the proportion of ROM sleep, it also reduced the number

of eye movements per unit time, (Actually, no-one has

attempted to give a drug during the day, say first thing

in the morning, and observe the effect on the night's sleep.

Would there be e rebound in both these measures of suppressed

REM sleep?). Using pentobarbitone, daekeland (1967)

while confirming the resultant depresssd REM sleep, pointed

out that the periodicity in the cyclic alternation of the two

kinds of sleep appear unaffected. In other words, REM

sleep appeared in the night when it was expected but each

appearance was of shortened duration. Confirmation of

unaltered underlying cyclic activity has been given by

Fisher (1967) who showed that the penile erections of REM

sleep may appear at the expected times despite depression

of eye movements and other signs of REM sleep.

Longitudinal studies of the effects of drugs on sleep

are costly of both time and energy. Consequently, such

studies have tended to ubb only two or three subjects.

-juch a study was that of Oswald and Priest (1965) in which

the effects of administration and withdrawal of up to

6Q0mg. amylobarbitone was considered in two young adults.

The return to "normal" REM percent was described over a three

week period of drug administration. On withdrawal there

were abnormally short delays to the first REM period

associated with high REM percentages, especially in the/
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/the early part of the night. The sleep of the two

subjects was not thought to return to normal (i.e. pro-drug)

until some five weeks after stopping the amytal. Three

nights of tOOmg. pentobarbitone also leads to a similar

REM "rebound" on withdrawal (Kales et al.. 1968).

As mentioned, Oswald at al.. (1963) reported a reduction

in the number of eye movements per ae during heotobarbitone

administration. The withdrawal of barbiturates leads not

only to an increase in the amount of REM sleep in the night

but also to an increase above base-line in the number of

eye movements per unit time (Kales, 19691 Oswald, 1969).

There is therefore a physiological increase in REM intensity.

Moreover, there is in the immediate drug withdrawal period

an increase in the psychic phenomenon of which REM sleep is

a concomitant, i.e. dreaming, for at this time dreams are

more vivid and frequently described as nightmares (Kales

and Jacobean, 1967j Oswald and Priest, 1965), Thus in

drug withdrawal there is a physiological and psychological

increase in intensity of HEM sleep manifest as increased

amount of paradoxical sleep, increased number of eye movement

and increased intensity of dreams.
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I.C, PqWTH|Af-i^

Chlorpromazina and thioridazine are oftan employed

as hypnotics especially in geriatric practice* and when used

as tranquillizers it is not uncommon to find that the patient

complains of sleepiness. Yet evidence of their intimate

effects on sleep are sparse and, possibly because the effects

may be dose related, what reports as are available are

conflicting.

If isolated clinical case reports are excluded, then

consideration is confined to chlorpromazine. This

phenothiazine in one study {Toyoda, 1964) was given in

doses of 12,5 to 5Qmg» to 8 subjects. An increase in HEM

sleep was reported especially in two neurotic patients.

There can be many criticisms of this study. For the two

neurotic patients, no past history of chemotherapy is given

and in particular no mention is made of whether or not

hypnotics had previously been given. This obviously

raises the possibility of a withdrawal state existing.

Further, the sleep of all eight subjects is compared to

a single night of placebo only. In six subjects this

single night was the first night in the laboratory and hence

an abnormally low REM time would be probable (Agnew et al.,

1 966j Mendels and Hawkins, 1967), Nevertheless, Toyoda'a

conclusion that REM sleep time is increased with

chlorpromazine is consistant with the findings of Lester

and Gusrrero-Figueroa (1966), They found that lOOmg.

chlorpromazine given orally decreased the delay to the first

REM period and increased the length of the first REM period.

These two phenomena, as discussed above, can ba associated/
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/associated with raised percent HtM sleep in the whole

night and so it is probable that* at least in the early

part of the night, chlorpromazine enhances RtM sleep.

Although theirs was a carefully controlled study, it is

unfortunate that tester and Guerrero-figueroa did not

record over the full night as it is possible that this

early night enhancement of HEM sleep was due tc a small dose

before full absorption had taken place (I1I.D). However,

there is evidence from animal studies (Hiehikawa at al.T

1965) that 2mg/kg (something of the order of 14Gmg.

equivalent for an adult male) can shorten the latency to

HEM sleep. At the same time, Miahikawa at al.. (1965),

Jewett and Norton (1966) and Jouvet (1967) all present

evidence that large doses of chlorpromazine can reduce HEM

sleep time over the full night in the cat.
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I«D» AHPHETAMIWC AM) PER I VAT IV£ 5

Barbiturates and an-.phetamine have long been considered

to have opposite effects? barbiturates are hypnotics,

amphetamines stimulants. The appearance on the market of

mixtures of barbiturates and amphetamines e.g. Drinamyl,

therefore appeared nonsensical. However, studies on the

effects of amphetamines on sleep brought to light some

similarities of action.

The induction of wakefulness by amphetamines is

legendary. There are many stories, no doubt apocryphal,

of students before examinations, taking Dexedrine so that

they might work throughout the night but the clearest

indication of their sleep preventing action was provided by

Kornetskv et al..(1959). Williams et al.. (1959) had

demonstrated that sleep loss caused measurable impairment

in vigilance tasks and that in tasks where the rate of

working was imposed by the experimenter errors of omission

were frequent. "Hicrosleaps" were hypothesised as the cause

for these brief falls in vigilance, which falls in turn lead

to errors. 15mg. dextro-amphetamine, however, halved the

impairment in "paced" tastes following 68 hours of sleep loss

and in "unpaced" tasks the impairment was abolished (Kornetsky

at al.. 1959). The student, before examinations is working

in a situation which is a mixture of a "paced" ond "unpaced"

task and probably will gain reasonable return for his all-night

vigil. However, unless more amphetamine is taken the next

morning ha is liable to be in a withdrawal state which with

amphetamine is lethargy and apathys his night's work will

have been to no avail./
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/avail,

Rechtschaffon and Maron (1964) using 10 voluntaers
\

demonstrated that 10 or 15mg. dextro-amphetamine increased

the delay to the first REM period, decreased the proportion

of REM sleep and increased the number of body movements.

The results were complicated however, by the drug's distu

effect. Two subjects did not reach the criterion of

75 minutes sleep with no awakenings of 5 minutes or more.

It could be argued then that amphetamine per se did not

reduce REM sleep but that the reduction was due to increased

sleep disturbance. To overcame the problem of increased

wakefulness and general disturbance during sleep, these

workers gave other subjects pentobarbitone lOOmg. during

the control period and a mixture of dextro-araphetamine 15mg.

and pentobarbitone 100mg, During the control period

REM sleep averaged I8.4>t but only 9% when amphetamine was

added. The REM sleep decrease could therefore not be

accounted for in terms of increased sleep disturbance.

This conclusion has been confirmed by Baekeland (1967),

Withdrawal of barbiturates and other hypnotics

characteristically decrease total sleep time but withdrawal

of amphetamine, a mixture of amphetamine and amylobarbitone

(Drinamyl) or phenmetrazine hydrochloride (Preludin) increases

total sleep time. The effect of withdrawal of any of

these drugs, like barbiturates increases REM percent and

decreases the latency to the first HEM period, Re-administr-

ation of the drugs immediately abolished these abnormalities a

when medication is again withheld, the abnormalities persist

for up to 2 months. These observations were made on/
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/on patients with long-standing addiction to the

drugs by Oswald and Thacore (1963) who also noted that

when the patients ware firat recorded the REM percent waa

normal. It is interesting to nota at this point that

Kales et al.t (1969a,b) have found that in patients addicted

to glutethimide, pentobarbitone or Tuinal, the firet

recordings show a percent HEM sleep at the lower limit of
\

normal, about 15 •

In a small-scale withdrawal study of phenmetrazine,

using normal volunteers, Oswald et al.. (I960) confirmed

the rebound of REM sleep. Included in this study was a

derivative of amphetamine, diethylpropion (Tenuate) which

has been used as an anorexisnt, as have many other

amphetamine derivatives. This too on withdrawal resulted

in all the signs of REM rebound. Administration of

diethylpropion 50rog. to normal volunteers resulted in t¥REM

sleep disturbance similar to those found with amp istaraine.

It was also found that not only was there increased awakening,

there was an increase over placebo in the number of shifts

from all other stages to NH£H sleep stage 1 (drowsiness).

Fenfluramine, on the other hand, in equivalent anorexic dose

to diethylpropion disturbed sleep only in that it increased

the number of shifts to, and amount of time in, stage 1

sleep. It did not affect REM sleep or the number of brief

awakenings. *lso unlike other amphetamine derivatives,

there are no reports in the literature of addiction to

fenfluramine even though it has been on the European market

for several years. (Munroe et al.. 1966).

Another new amphetamine derivative to be marketed/
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/marketed as an anti-obesity agent is (Mets-

trifluoromethylphenyl)-1 (jplbenzoyloxy) ethyl] -amine-2

propane, (JP992). A preliminary study of this drug

suggested that it was like fenfluramine in that it did not

affect REM sleep in the whole night. However, closer

analysis dsmonstratad a REM suppressant effect in the early

part of tha night with intra-night rebound (Oswald, 1969a).

The effects of two other amphetamine derivatives on

sleep have been studied. A tranylcypramine (Parnate)

addict was studied by Oswald and his colleagues (Le Gasaicke

et al., 1965), when it was found that this patient frequently

had no R£M sleep after taking the drug but showed a rebound

increase of up to 75> on withdrawal. As with all studies

of patients addicted to drugs it is often difficult to assess

the validity of all but the general results as patients

frequently have their own supplies of the drug. However,

both the REM suppressant effect of tranylcypromine and

rebound increase in withdrawal have been confirmed (Cramer

and Cihlmeiar, 1967} Rechtschaffen, 1968). Methylphanidate

hydrochloride (Ritalin) also suppresses REM sleep,

(Baekeland, 1966), but no information is available about

its withdrawal though presumably there would be a rebound.
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TRICYCLIC ANTI-DEPRESSANTS

Imipramine (Tofranil) has been shown to decrease

REM sleep in man and to enhance £££» sleep spindles in

orthodox sleep (Toyoda, 1964). Delayed onset of the first

REM period, reduced REM percent and increased total sleep

time have been described in cats (Hishikawa at al.. 1965)

and rabbits (Khazan and sawyer, 1966) with imipramine.

There would appear to be no does effects as Hishikawa*a

study considered dose of 4®g/kg and 2mg/kg imipraraine in an

excellent study using 5 animals and many recording periods.

Desmethyliraiprnmine (Psrtofran) on the other hand would seem

to have some doss relationship, 4mg/kg showing all three

of the effects found with imipramins while half the dose

did not increase total sleep time (Hishikawa et al.. 1965).

Jouvat (1967) without stating the number of animals or the

number or duration of recordings, mentions a suppression

of HEM sleep in the cat with 5*10 mg/kg imipramine and also

states that there is no subsequent rebound on withdrawal.

Amitriptyline (Tryptizol) withdrawal too, it has been

suggested, is not associated with HEM increase though 75mg.

nocte does reduce the amount and delay the appearance of

HEM sleep (Hartmann, 1968).

The REM depressant effect of desmethylimipramine found

by Hishikawa et al.. (1965) in cats has been confirmed in

humans, given 25tag. t.i.d. for four consecutive days

(Aung, 1969). The study used 17 adults and compared 4

consecutive drug nights to an equal number of control nights

recorded prior to administration of desmethylimipramine.

Eung also found that stage 4 was increased with tha drug/
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✓drug and that there was a reduction in the number

of intervening periods of wakefulness.

The most important clinical use of these drugs is

in the treatment of depression but both imipramins and

desmethylimipraraine have been suggested for the treatment

of idiopathic narcolepsy (Hishikawa, et al., 1966). The

patient with idiopathic narcolepsy is liabl® to fall asleep

directly into REM sleep. There is debate as to whether

the appearance of REM sleep without prior orthodox sleep

is dependent on the concurrence of cataplexy with narcolepsy

(Roth, 1969). Without discussing this area of sleep

research further, it is as well to recall that during

REM sleep there is a paralysis of most skeletal musculature

(Jacobean et al.. 1964). It has been proposed that the

cataplectic attacks of the narcoleptic represent a partial

REM sleep state and it has been found that imipramine and

desmsthyliinipramine are effective in reducing the cataplectic

aspect of the sleep attack though they do not reduce the

full sleep attack (Hishikawa at al.. 1966).
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I.F. MORPHINE

The opium alkaloids have been used since time

immemorial to induce sleep* They were the early thera¬

peutic agents used in the treatment of drug withdrawal

delirium. (This aspect of these drugs will be discussed

in a later section). Despite this long recognition of

their ability to induce sleep, there is singularly little

information about the £E6 aspects of these alkaloids on

sleep.

Nhazan at al.. (1967) using rats on a self-maintained

morphine addiction schedule described an initial reduction

of all sleep and am almost total elimination of all HEM

sleep. Tolerance was demonstrated to be almost complete

after three days. Unfortunately, these workers did not

consider the withdrawal period. However, Kay et al■.(196a)

using humans (post-addicts from the Drug Addiction Hesearch

Center, Lexington) found readministration of morphine

depressed HEM sleep and withdrawal resulted in what he

called "a delayed HEHs rebound".
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1.5. AyjuHOL

Ethyl alcohol in substantial doses (Ig/kgj reduces

REM sleap in man Uresham et al., 1963). Using the same

dose of alcohol in 3 men over 5 successive nights, Yules

at aj., (1966) found a reduction in HEM sleep on the first

night and a rise on subsequent nights. This study gives

the only data which suggests that REM sleep can show an

''escape" phenomenon. Normally continued administration

of & drug leads to REM percent returning to and remaining

at pre-drug levels and an excess of REM sleep is only found

on stopping the drug. However, in the Yules at si. study,

one man had a HEM time of 50>i> on the fifth night of alcohol

administration. No satisfactory explanation of this

finding can be given and it is an isolated instance though

there is a report of occasional high HtH times in heavy

drinkers taking alcohol during the day (breenberg and

Hearlman, 1967). Rebound of REM aloep was observed in

all thrae subjects in this study when no alcohol was given

on the sixth night.

The study by Knowles et al.. (1968) is interesting

in that it miraica in the experimental setting a common

drinking pattern. These workers had subjects take alcohol

for one or two nights, atop for a night or two and restart

alcohol again repeating this pattern several times. A®

would be expected, on the nights when no alcohol was taken

on excess of HEM sleep wee apparent and the re-administration

of alcohol reduced REM sleep. The date available from

this study does not indicate whether the rebounds became/
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/become successively smeller or whether on drug

nights there wee any tendency, despite intervening withdrawal,

for HEM time to return to normal values.
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I.H. ttimkAMmia HrPMpT^^

In common with barbiturates, nitrazepam (Mogadom)

15mg. reduced the signs of REM sleep (Oswald and Priest,

1965; Oswald and Haider, personal communication) though

there is a report to the contrary (Tissot, 1965), However,

details of the experimental procedure in this last study

are not at all clear, Glutethimide (Ooridan) and

methypry!one (No ludar) were studied in doses of SOOmg,

and 3G0mg, respectively (Kales et al., 1968) and were found

also to reduce REM sleep as has been found with meprobamate

(Equanil) (Freeman sX 1965; Oswald 1969).

Chloral hydrate, one of the older hypnotics, on the other

hand, is said to have little effect on REM sleep (Kales

e t -il. . 1968),

Withdrawal studies have bean carried out on all the

above drugs except chloral hydrate. Although drug

administration has been for a variable length of time,

from 3 to 14 nights, withdrawal of nitrazepam, glutethiraide

or raethypxylbne results in an excess of REM sleep.

Unfortunately, the full extent of the rebound is not known

except for nitrazepam which has been the most adequately

studied. It was noted that during the rebound from

nitrazepam there was a decreased delay to the first REM

period and that it took several weeks for REM sleep to

return to pre-drug levels. A decreased delay to the first

REM period has also been noted for nitrazepam by Lob et al..

(1966) in 12 psychoneurotic patients. Although Lob et al«,

did not find an overall reduction in REM sleep it should

be mentioned that their single drug night was subsequent/
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/subsequent to a single placebo night. The

arguments against such a procedure have been discussed.

In common with barbiturate withdrawal, nightmares

were a feature of the immediate poet-drug period with

nitrazepam (Oswald, 1965) end methyprylone(Kales et al..

1968).

Two other benzodiazepine derivatives have been studied!

chlordiazepoxide (Librium) and Ko5-69Q1 (Oalmane). 10 normal

adult volunteers ware used and the doses were 10Qmg.

chlnrdiazepoxide and 30mg, Hq5-69U1 (Hartmann, 1968).

No significant affacts were found with either drug when

compared with 5 placebo nights. However, larger doses

may have lead to significant effects on REM sleep since the

results obtained by Hartmann indicated an increase in delay

to REM sleep of 30 minutes and a decreased percent REM sleep

with both drugs in comparison with placebo. Kales et al..

(1969c) too have reported that there is no significant affsct

on REM sleep with 30rag. Ro5-6901 but a larger dose did

decrease the proportion of this type of sleep in the whole

night.
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I * • THE; AaSES5r.t.;q F HYPNOTICS

The division between hypnotics and tranquillisers

seems to be one of dose for many of the drugs used as

hypnotics are also prescribed in smaller dose3 to reduce

daytime anxiety. Like nearly all chemotherapeutic agents,

their popularity is subject to fashion. Hethylpsntynol

(Dormison) for example, no longer enjoys the vogue of

15 years ago} thalidomide has made a somewhat less than

gracious exit; while barbiturates have retained pride of

place, chloral derivatives in solid form have gained some

popularity. There are several non-barbiturates now in

common usa$ e.g. glutethimide (Doriden), methyprylone

(Holudar), ethchlorvinol (Arvynol) methaqualone (Quaalude),

nitrazepam (Mogadon) and increasingly a mixture of meth¬

aqualone and diphenhydramine (Kandrax).
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II. THE ASSESSMENT Of HYPNOTICS
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II.A. THE CLINICAL ASSESSMENT

Tha advent of the iiunlop Committee has, it is to be

hoped, introduced a considerable degree of reliability and

standardisation into the pre-clinical tasting of drugs.

However, when it comes to the controlled double-blind trial

in which neither the patient nor tha immediate medical or
\

nursing staff are supposed to know whether the patient

has received placebo or an active drug, either the
• V

experimental drug or a standard, there is still much that

is open to criticism. In practice the ideal of a completely

"blind" study is not achieved for a variety of reasons which

have been discussed by Joyce (1963). They include the

patients* ability to distinguish on the basis of taste

between the placebo and the active tablet. Though the trials

of Exton-Smith at al.. (1963) and of Parsons (1963) are well

designed, they will be taken as examples to illustrate

some of the problems of clinical trials.

On the grounds that the function of hypnotics is

symptomatic treatment, txton-jmith gave the greatest weight

to the patient's overall assessment of his night's sleep.

Four drugs - amyloberbitone, 2Q0mg,, dichloralphenszone, 1«3g.,

promazine rssinate, SOmg,, and meprobamate SOOmg. - were

compared with each other and with placebo. They were

administered in random order by the day nursing staff while

the night nurses made hourly assessments for the presence

of sleep. The 65 patients were in a female geriatric unit

and were co-operative enough at 8.00 a.m. answer questions

put by the day nurses about their previous night's sleep.

None were receiving daytime sedatives and ail wers/
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/were intelligent enough to mark a four-point

rating scale. The nurses used the same scale to describe

the patient's sleep.

The patients showed a significant preference for

dichloralphenazone and far meprobaroate while the nurses*

scores showed similarity between all four drugs compared

with placebo, although only promazine and meprobamate were

significantly different from placebo. An additional finding

was that both the nurses' and the patients' ratings

suggested a progressive improvement in sleep over the

five nights. Further, there was a correspondence between

what the patients called a good night and what the nurses

celled a good night. This would not be expected since

it is well known that clearly defined categories on a

rating scale of something as subjective as sleep tend not

to have the same meaning for two individuals. The agreement

obtained by Exton-Smith may have been due to thare being

only four categories.

The morning hangover experienced by the patients after

amylobarbitone resulted in an adverse report and so the
authors concluded that, for elderly patients at least,

the barbiturate, though inducing sloop, was not a satisfactory

hypnotic.

Parsons (1963) concluded from his study that there

were no clinical grounds for distinguishing between long-,

intermediate-, and short-acting barbiturates. This

categorisation had been suggested from animal studies.
The technique of Parsons was radically different to that

used by Exton-Smith for instead of using a rating scale,/
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/scale, the method of paired comparisons was employed*

One of two "identical white tablets" was given on

successive nights* After the second, the patient was asked

to state "On which of the last two nights did you have

the better sleep?" and "Have you had any hangover on waking

after either of these two days?". There were six successive

paired comparisons. Trial one found that quinalbarbitone

lOQmg. was preferred to placebo, while the second suggested

that there was no important difference between lOOmg.

quinalbarbitone and lOOmg. phenobarbitone. The overall

conclusion was that at a dese of tODmg. there were no

differences between phenobarbitona, butobarbitone, and

quinalbarbitone though the three barbiturates could be

placed in the order butobarbitone, phenobarbitona and

quinalbarbitone in terms of increasing likelihood of morning

hangover.

It is at this point appropriate to comment on the

problem of rating. As mentioned, what is a "good night's

aleep" to one individual may only be a moderately good

night for another* In an attempt to remove the restrictions

implied by the label, Aitken et al*. (1969) hove used an

analogue scale* They Wave found that having nurses and

patients mark a 100mm line with only the extremes labelled

as "beat" and "worst" that there is no distinction between

amylabarbitone and nitrazepam in the eyes of either patient

or nurse* The rationale for the use of this analogue scale

has been outlined by Aitken (1969).
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II.B. LIMITATIONS

i) I he time of evaluation. Few demands are made on peoples'

skills and initiative immediately after waking in the morning

yet it is common in clinical trials of hypnotics to have

a patient assess his night's sleep at 8.00 a.m. and to take

no more interest in the patient - from the trial point of

view - until 8.00 a.m. the next morning. This approach

to clinical trials persists despite increasing information

about the more prolonged and subtle effects of hypnotics

and tranquillizers on human skills. For example,

Korhetsky et al«.(1959a) using nurses* assessments found

chlorpromazine either IGOmg. or 2QGmg. end quinalbarbitone

200mg. significantly increased sleep time compared with

placebo. Although there were apparently no noticable effects

of the drug once the patient was awake in the morning, his

performance on the digit-symbol substitution test, gymbol

copying test, and tapping were all still significantly

impaired at lunch-time i.e. 14-15 hours after drug administration

With the ever increasing proportion of the population

taking hypnotics and day-tima tranquillizers, it is becoming

more and more imperative that clinical trials of hypnotics do

not merely ask about the patient's sleep, but that they

start considering what the effect of the drug will be on

such skills as driving during the following day. The

typical approach of the clinical drug trial is illustrated

by Parsons (1963) when he states that "the reeumption of

sleep after breakfast has not been included as hangover

because the patients did not usually consider it unpleasant."
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/unpleasant"• It has not yet become recognised in

the medical profession at large that there are modern

behavioural techniques of assessing the extent of impaired

performance after small amounts of drug (bummerfield, 1964).

ii) Coma Potential. fhs pharmaceutical industry and the

clinician take considerable cognisance of the the

EDgg and the difference between these values, of a drug.
What they tend not to take into consideration to the same

extent is the ease with which a drug will induce coma and the

ease with which the tissue drug level can be artificially

reduced. These considerations are increasingly important

in the assessment of hypnotics and tranquillizers, as veil

as many other classes of drug, with the increasing incidence

of self-administered non-fatal overdose. In Edinburgh,

its frequency has increased about tenfold in as many years

(Matthew, 1966). The rise has bean roughly the same in

Western Australia (Oswald, 1966). Since coma caused by

phenobarbitone has a much greater duration than coma after

an equivalent hypnotic dose of an intermediate-acting

barbiturate, it is regrettable that authors such as Parsons

should encourage the prescription of phenobarbitone as an

hypnotic. The duration of a coma is related to the rate of

elimination of the drug and Bulter at al.. (1954) using human

subjects reported that the phenobarbitone eliminated from

plasma in the course of 24 hours represented only 11-23 percent.

iii) ,Nfln»&n.riPR,gmtance af aMCBBasAvg nJLghta* Another

assumption of the usual clinical trial is that successive

nights and successive drugs are independent of one another.

Although Exton-Smith at al.. (1963) made no comment about/
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/qbout prior tharapy of the patients, it was clear

that over five nights of the trial there was seme complicated

interaction since both nurses and patients reported a

progressive improvement in sleep over these nights.

Tolerance to hypnotics is well known and L£fi sleep studies

would suggest that there is probably cross-tolerance.

Belleville and Fraser (1957), using nurses' assessment of

the patients' sleep, found that within 10 days there was

some degree of tolerance to quinalbarbitone and pentobarbitone.

They also found that there was no significant difference

between control and drug sleep time after the 30th day of

administration.

There is no reason to suppose that all the changes

in the ££0 features of sleep indicating disturbance on drug

withdrawal described in section I would not be apparent

after a single dose. As a consequence, in the standard

clinical trial on which placebo nights are randomly

interspersed with the nights on which the active drug is

given, the night with placebo will be reported as "bad"

as a diract result of active tablets on preceding nights,

bince the majority of patients included in any trial will

have been receiving hypnotics for some time, merely having

the placebo first in every case will not help,

iw) Thfi patient's recast* Lasagne (1954) has pointed out

that "subjective evaluation (of sleep) is important, if

for no other reason than that the clinical use of hypnotic

agents is most frequently concerned with alleviation of

patients' complaints". ^hile thi9 is undoubtedly true,

subjective evaluation may not be the moat appropriate/
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/appropriate standard* For example, a report

of "good" sleep after, say, heroin would not be taken as

a recommendation for its widespread nightly employment#

The patient's introspective report of "bad" sleep

when her sleeping pills are stopped must be hold responsible

for the majority of the so-called therapeutic addiction

to hypnotic drugs# dependence on sleeping pills is well

documented, for example*- barbiturates, glutethamide,

methylpropion, ethchlorvinol, bromureide hypnotics,

methaqualone, meprobamate and to drugs such as chlordiazepoxide

more commonly used for daytime sedation.

The sense of satisfaction expressed by patients may

not be due to improved sleep but to the anxiety-reducing

properties which are characteristic of drugs which have

hypnotic and dependence-inducing actions# This sense of

"well-being" was shown with secobarbital IQQmg. by

smith and Beecher (1960) who found that the impaired

performance of college athletes was subjectively perceived

as unusually good# It is not unreasonable than to suggest

that the patient with significant quantities of barbiturate

in their nervous system at 8.00 a.m. would attribute

objectively unwarranted merit to their sleep#

As more sensitive psychological tools become available

for the study of the abstanence syndrome there is likely

to develop a situation analagous to that which arose wit&

EEG sleep studies of withdrawal# It has been variously

stated that clinically observable withdrawal signs only

follow fairly heavy dosage of barbiturates (fraser, 1957)/
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Eraser, 1957) and that u*2g daily of pentobarbitone

for a year results in no signs of an abstinence syndrome*

Vet, it will be shown that 2GClmg. amylobarbitone for 3 weeks

gives rise to a significant withdrawal effect in sleep,

v) Observer judgement. The usual procedure used by

nurses when assessing sleep is to make observations at

intervals of about ona hour throughout the night, using

such cues as respiration and stillness to determine the

presence ot absence of sleep* However, there are flaws

in this technique* For example, heroin has long been

thought to induce a "deep" sleep but using ££& techniques

it can be shown that heroin in fact causes a considerable

disturbance of sleep* However, taken overall, provided

the nurses genuinely have no knowledge of whether an active

drug was administered, these nurse evaluations must be taken

as valid even if rather crude* In the txton-bmith et al«.

(1963) study, tablets of different sizes were used; patients

are very liable to comment on the size, colour, shape and

taste of their tablets* A study of accuracy of nurses'

assessments in relation to all-night ££0 records is needed*

It is possible that nurses could be trained to become better

assessors by using the £££ to determine the type of sleep

and then have the nurse observe the patient in the light

of this knowledge*

vi) Other limitations. £xton-5raith jJljLL* » (1963) rightly

pointed out that their results applied to elderly patients

only. Clderly patients have often been quoted as showing

a poor response to barbiturates especially in terms of

morning hangover and confusion* Chlorpromazine and/
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/and thioridazine, both of which have been reported

aa affective hypnotics and are not known to be dependence**

inducing, may give a lower incidence of unpleasant side-

effects in the elderly*

Patients are individuals but little attention is

given to individual differences in clinical trials*

Costello and bmith (1963) reported that, according to

nurses' retings, equal doses of "sedatives" were more

effective in prolonging sleep in introverts than in extroverts

(who in any case slept iohger without drugs).
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SOME QTH£H TECHNI wU£,» UF ASSESSMENT

The greater the objectivity and reiiability desired

in the assessment of an hypnotic, the greater is the amount

of apparatus required, -ahile Et-G techniques give the

greatest amount of information about the affect of a drug

on sleep, the technique is laborious and not applicable

to large numbers of subjects, Compromising between the

rating approach and the EEG approach have been studies

using body motility. This technique is based on the fact

that in general, people in bed asleep mova less than those

in bed awake, Hinton (1963) in comparing 6 barbiturates

and placebo pointed out that there were very large

individual differences and that these were often in excess

of inter-drug differences, Oswald et al.. (1963)

compared body motility discrimination of heptobarbitone

4Q0mg. and placebo with EE6 discrimination. Both methods

of assessment were used simultaneously. It was found

that body motility discriminated feebly while the ££G

discrimination was much more sensitive.

One of the moat unusual and intriguing behavioural

techniques devised for the assessment of length of action

of an hypnotic is that used by Isaacs (1957), He

persuaded volunteers to drink a considerable quantity

of cold water before retiring to bed. The measure of

hypnotic effect was the difference in the length of

time before the subject had to waken to empty his bladder

after placebo and after the hypnotic. There would seem

to be many imponderable intervening variables in this/
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/this technique end so fer es can be eecerteined

no-one else has made use of the method.
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111.A: GENERAL MtTHuDGLQGY

The subjects who took part in these studies were,

unless otherwise stated, male adults of good physical

and mental health. All were over 21 years of age and

none was chosen because he considered himself to be a

"good" or "poor" sleeper. Indeed, none was ever asked

about their sleep prior to their inclusion in an experiment.

All subjects were volunteers obtained most often

from the senior medical undergraduate population of the

University and senior design students of Napier Technical

College. The usual procedure was that following a

lecture on sleep given by the author or one of his supervisors,

the names of those willing to take part in a study of the

effects of drugs on sleep were obtained. It was pointed

out that the drugs used were in common clinical use and

that throughout the period of the study subjects would

have to refrain from taking any drugs, including alcohol,

other than the experimental one and to maintain reasonably

regular bed-times. They were also told that they would

be paid for their co-operation. Since co-operation was

so essential, particularly since some of the studies

lasted many weeks, they were paid thirty shillings per

recording.

Before a subject was finally included in a study,

he was informally interviewed by one of the research team

to assess his personality and motivation.

There are several reports suggesting that volunteers

are "different" to non-volunteers though the exact nature/
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/nature of the differences seem to depend on the

nature of the experiment, the perceived role of the

person calling for the volunteers and the method of

asking for the volunteers. These studies have been

reviewed by Rosenthal (1965). From the review by

Lewis (1968) it is apparent that, as would be expected ,

personality influences dream content as does mental

ill-health. However, there is no evidence available

to suggest that variations within normal personalities

effects the EtLG sleep patterns, though it would of course

be expected that the more anxious the individual, the

longer they would take to settle to sleeping in the

laboratory. This would give rice to a prolongation of

the first-night effect as it is described by Agnew et al.

(1966), The first-night effect results in a lowered

proportion of REM sleep and of stage 3+4 sleep,

increased proportions of stage 1 and stage 2 sleep and

an increased number of shifts to stage 1 or wakefulness.

As part of a study not reported here, 19 of the

subjects included in the current series of studies completed

the 16 Personality Factor (16PF) questionnaire forms A andB.

The mean profile for these subjects is shown opposite

and it is seen that apart from factor B (intelligence)

these subjects have scores within the normal range on all

factors. The high score on factor 3 is to be expected

since the subjects were university students. It can also

be seen that they were not anxious, the second-order factor.

Subjects reported to the laboratory in the late evening

when silver disc electrodes were attached to the frontal/
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/frontal bosses and outer canthi for eye movement

monitoring. Electrodes in the mid-line, F - C - P
z z z

distribution of the international 10/20 system of electrode

placement, gave a global ELG record while electrodes over

the submental muscles were occasionally used to record

muscle tone (Fig. 1). The subjects retired to a dark,

quiet air-conditioned bedroom and data collection was cont¬

inuous from approximately 23.30 hrs to 00.00 hours. In all

experiments the electroencephalograph used was a 14-channeJ.

Alvar-Rsega XIV,

Over a period of several weeks prior to any experimental

manipulation baseline records were obtained-!* Despite

the comment earlier about the lack of placebo response,

dummy tablets were administered during this baseline

period. Subjects were instructed to keep regular

hours and to refrain from taking any drugs, including alcohol,

from at least two days prior to the first control record

till the end of the end of the experiment. The first

record for every subject was discarded in view of the

first-night effect.

During drug administration, recordings were taken

on successive nights or at intervals as indicated in the

details of each experiment. The drug was given routinely

half an hour prior to retiring and on non-recording nights

subjects were asked to take the drug at approximately the

same time, keep the same hours and not to nap during the day.

All records were read page by page and analysed according

to the international criteria (Rechtschaffen and Kales,

1 960). Examples of the two types of sleep, REM liNfl/
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FIGURE1 Positionofelectrodes. EOG:-Rightandleftoutercanthusto contralateralfrontalboss.
EEG:-Frontalbosstoanteriorscalp (Fz). EEG:-Anteriorscalp(Fz)toposterior scalp(Pz).

EMG:-Submentalregioh. Heartrate:-Carotidartery.



/and NREM, are shown in Fig. 2. Briefly, the

criteria for the NREM stages of sleep are as followst-

Stage 1 : A low voltage desynchronised EEG with slow
rolling eye movements.

Stage 2* A low voltage CEG record containing some theta
activity, high-voltage slow wave complexes and
sleep spindles. There are no eye movements.

Stages 3
and 4: The general features of these two stages are

as in stage 2 but a minimum of 20> of any
epoch is occupied by high voltage (greater
than 75 uV) delta and theta waves. The
differentiation of stage 3 and stage 4 is
based on the amount of this high voltage
slow wave activity.

Three other measures obtainable from the EEG were

also noted, They were:-

a) The delay to sleep onsets this was the time in minutes

from the start of the recording which was coincident

with switching out the lights, to the first spindle

(a fusiform burst of 14 c,p,s, waves) of the night,

b) The Total Sleep Time was the time in minutes from the

first spindle of the night to the end of the recording

excluding any periods of wakefulness (indicated by

the EEG) of 20 seconds or more,

c) The delay to the first REM period of the night was

the time from the first spindle of the night to the

first eye movement of the first REM period excluding

any periods of wakefulness of 20 seconds or more.

The reading of EEG records is notoriously subjective.

Although the international scoring criteria for sleep records

was rigidly adhered to, an ^SL hoc check was kept on scoring.

In experiments where a great many records were obtained,

each record was read as soon as possible after the end of

the recording session, T^ere could theoretically be

regular shifts in the scoring criteria. To overcome this,
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FIGURE2TwoKindsofSleep Uppertracesdemonstratethe presenceofEEGslowwaves andspindles,thelackofeye movements,thepresenceof muscletoneandtheregularity oftheheartrateinNREM sleep. Lowertracesdemonstratethe lowvoltagefastEEG,rapideye movements,lossofmuscletone andirregularityoftheheart rateofREMsleep.
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/this, a previously read record was reread blind

and the re-scoring checked for consistency. Any

discrepancies were discussed with colleagues. Further,

during the courss of any study, occasional records

were read simultaneously by the author and a colleague.

Any disagreements as to the exact point of change of sleep

stage was resolved. In shorter experiments, no record

was read until the completion of the study after which

records were read in random order.
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III.Aiii. RATIONALE OF THt LXPLRIHlnTAL UlSIGN

The general design of most of the studies reported

here is an intensive one, i.e. a design using repeated

measures on one or at most a few subjects. The other general

model of research is the extensive design in which the basic

unit of variability is the individual subject. In the completely

randomised design, for example, the percentage of patients

who improve on drug A can be compared with the corresponding

percentage in a presumably matched group of patients on drug B.

There are many variations of this extensive design, the

most common being a simple cross-over design.

Just as the extensive ifodel is based upon bariation

between subjects, with average and percentages relating

to the group, the intensive model is based on within-subject

averages. An intensive design for the purpose of testing

a drug effect with respect to a giveh subject will therefore

consist of a sequence of treatment weeks and corresponding

observations over a period of perhaps several months.

One of the major limitations of extensive designs lies

in its general failure to relate treatment effects to the

individual and therefore to associate drug effects with

contingent subject-characteristics. The question then

arises as to what design would enable the investigator to

determine whether a true drug effect, as distinct from a

placebo or related effect, had taken place within a given

individual.

In an attempt to answer this question, the example will

be taken of a clinician in practice trying to decide whether

a newly administered medication is effective in a given

patient. Assume that the patient has been on an/
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/an older medication for some time with no apparent

effect. He is transferred to some new drug and an

assessment of any improvement is made. If there ia

improvement than it may be decided that this is possible

evidence of an efficacious pharmacological activity of

the drug in that patient. There must however# be the

reservation that the patient may have improved over the

treatment period without the drug. If there is sustained

improvement, then the physician may decide to withdraw

medication with the idea that it is no longer required

(or perhaps never was). If the patient now relapses

and is put back on to the drug with contingent improvement#

then this can be taken as additional evidence of the

effectiveness of the drug. Of course, the improvement

may still be a placebo reaction or some related phenomenon

such as physician expectation and the communication of

this expectation to the patient as has been argued by

Shapiro (1968), In the controlled clinical research

setting# such effects can be substantially counter-balanced

by using successive alterations of treatment sequence

within a double-blind frame-work. This in essence

represents the technique of intensive design applied to

drug evaluation.

Assuming that the above procedure yields a statistically

significant drug effect over placebo, then several points

have been demonstrated which are qualitatively different

from the same result obtained by an extensive design,/
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/design.

First, it has been demonstrated with statistical

validity that a true effect has taken place in a particular

patient. With the extensive model it is logically

impossible to specify any given patient in the test-

medication group as having benefited from the pharmacological

properties of the medication. This is because there is

no way of distinguishing from among the test group those

whose improvement took place on a pharmacological basis

and those who improved by mechanisms through which

improvement took place in the control group. Hence,

the characteristic of patient specification of the intensive

model overcomes one of the major difficulties of the

extensive, or patient-group averaging approach. The

degree of heterogeneity of patient-characteriatics generally

makes it difficult to narrow down patient-variables

associated with a significant effect in a clinical

investigation baaed upon an extensive model. However,

in the individual case, all the relevant and identifiable

patient-characteristics in whose context the effect took

place can be specified. An excellent example of the

use of the intensive design is the study by wraith (1963)

of the treatment of narcolepsy.

The vagueness of the population about which inferences

from an extensive design sample can be drawn in terms of

subsequent applications is one of the weaknesses of the

design. The opposite argument against the over-specification

of the population of tha intensive study, to the extent

that statistical inferences are strictly valid only with/
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/with r&spsct to the single esse itsslf is of course

correct# However# if the intensive design data are

considered as a function of all patients relevant

characteristics (and a random component)# then the

statistical population with which the single case is

identified can in theory be defined in terms of these

characteristics. To the extant that no two patients can

possibly have exactly the same est of characteristics

which may be considered & priori as relevant,no two such

populations can be said to be identical. However# in

the clinical setting end in the process of learning from

experience# it is not usual to aemand that the present

patient's relevant variables all be identical to those

of the earlier patients whose treatment is being used as

a precedent. The decisions are necessarily based on

similarities# rather than complete identities. That is#

with respect to the single-case population# the application

of the results of the e impling of such a population to

othar single-case populations must be performed in terms

of similarities of relevant characteristics. From the

point of view of purposeful research design, the systematic

application of the intensive model to increasing numbers

of subjects selected for similarities and dissimilarities

in particular patient characteristics then becomes a

logical-statistical approach toward identifying the factoss

most relevant to the success of a given treatment in terms

of tha ja. priori hypothesis.

Hence# the population of reference from the intensive/
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/intensive data of the single case is so well

specified that it is ideal for the testing of hypotheses,

concerning treatment effects in relation to the influence

of various specific subject-characteristics, with a

directness which can hardly be approached in the use of

the extensive model.

Despite the points that have been made with regard

to the two approached there is often the feeling that

there must be particular merit in the extensive design

simply on the basis that the hypotheses tested in the

extensive model are relevant to a "whole population" of

cases and are based on a sample of 50 or 100 subjects.

Conclusions concerning treatment effect, it is argued,

based on the intensive design apply to just one, or, at

most, a few cases. It is to be remembered in this

connection that a significant effect obtained in an

extensive model may actually reflect a true effect in a

very few subjects. Thus it may take 50 subjects to

demonstrate a true differential treatment effect in just

one, two, three or four subjects and again which these

particular subjects are is unknown.

Sleep research should turn to the intensive model but

for practical reasons this is not always possible. The

stddy of the effects of amylobarbitone sodium and nitrazepam

on sleep by Oswald and Priest (1965) demonstrated that

there is a residual effect of the drug on HEM sleep

lasting for many weeks after the last dose of the drug.

This is the rebound phenomenon. The majority of the

studies reported here are particularly concerned with the/
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/the rebound phenomenon. To study this fully,

yet taking into consideration economy of time, labour

and cost and subject co-operation, it is possible to

consider only one placebo-drug-placebo sequence. Such

a sequence usually occupies a minimum of six weeks.

If, on the other hand, the concern is not with the rebound

but is with the immediate effects of the drug, it is

more likely that the intensive design would be a viable

one. However, the prolonged sequalae to any administration

again raises problems other than those of cost and co¬

operation. For example, administration of a drug on a

second occasion too soon after the first period of

administration means that it is acting in a situation of

high R£M sleep times. Its apparent immediate effect in

terms of magnitude is therefore going to be altered.

Iven if sufficient time is left between the first and

second drug periods for the rebound to have disappeared,

it is still likely that the effect of the drug will not

be the/same on both occasions. This is possible since

it has been shown for some drugs using measures other than

sleep, that one dose of the drug will alter the physiol¬

ogical response to the drug though not necessarily the

behavioural response. The most expedient design therefore,

is one using a few subjects studied over a prolonged period

of time. Such an approach permits consideration of both

drug effects and withdrawal effects.
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Ill.Aiii .

It has been mentioned that prior to any drug

administration, several placebo-night records are obtained.

If the proportions of REM sleep over these nights showed

a trend conclusions about the effects of the drug would

have to take this into consideration. To test for this,

a trend analysis (Winer, 1962) was carried out on the

percent REM sleep over the four base-line nights of 12

subjects. The F-ratios for the various components were:-

i) Linear F= 1.03 (df. 1,44)

ii) Quadratic F= 2.05 (df 1,44)

iii) Cubic F« 12.01 (df 1,44)

Only the cubic component is significant (p 0.01)

but since there are only four points on the abcissa, the

result has no meaning as a cubic equation can always be

fitted to four points.

A similar analysis was carried out for three other

subjects for whom there was data for five control nights.

The F-ratios were as follows:

i) Linear F 1 (df 1,10)

ii) Quadratic F= 2.15 (df 1,10)

iii) Cubic F 1 (df 1,10)

iv) Quartic F= 1.40 (df 1,10)

The conclusion therefore must be that no trend exists

in the base-line proportion of REM sleep.

A further problem inherent in the analysis of the

results is that REM time in minutes is related to the

total sleep time as shown by a product^miflt correlation

of +0.45 obtained from 80 control records. To take

account of any change in total sleep time due to drug/
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/drug administration, an analysis of covariance

would be appropriate. However, the data available

in each study is limited and so a correction was made

by calculating the expected REM time from a regression

equation. From the 90 control records the regression

equation was found to be

Y = 0,2609 (X) - 11,3 where Y is the expected
REM time and X the observed
total sleep time.

The 80 control records were composed of four records

from each of 20 subjects and each datum point for the

regression equation was the mean of these four records.

For the records from which this equation was obtained,

the mean difference between expected and observed REM

time was, of course, zero. The expected HEM time for each

subject in the present study was calculated from the total

sleep time for each night both on and off the drug.

Also, the mean difference between observed and expected REM

time for all control nights for each subject was calculated.

Hence the comparison for the assessment of change due to drug

administration or withdrawal was between the mean control

night (observed - expected) HEM time and the corresponding

mean difference for the drug or withdrawal nights.

Therefore, to test the null hypothesis that drug has no

effect, a t-test for correlated means is used in which the

estimate of variance is:

n(D? ) - (SD.)2 _ _

1 1 where D. = fl. - c. and d.and c.
ill 11

n are the mean (R , - R v
uDs exp)

differences for the drug (or with¬
drawal) and control nights respect¬

ively for the i th person.
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hi. b. a Qf the sgpeiuvjuv d? t^e
sleeo ££G technique and of ita use with patients.

In the past decade drugs have become the focus of

attention of many groups in society. Doctors have become

more aware of their side-effects* prolonged actions* effects

on foetal development* and the possibility of addiction and

overdose. Society has become anxious over the questions

of abuse and addiction* and these anxieties have produced

a number of standing committees in an effort to control this

complex problem. The need for such control is apparent

even when the quantity of drugs consumed for therapeutic

reasons is appreciated. Ministry of Health (1964) statistics

show that hypnotics* analgesics* and tranquillizers constitute

22.6% of all prescriptions. Of this group barbiturates are

the largest contributors, making up 8.1% of all prescriptions*

and the amount increases annually. Other indices confirm

the increasing use and abuse of these drugs. Overdosage

by hypnotics has increased steadily as a means of attempting

suicide (Kessel, 1965)* and delirium due to abrupt withdrawal

is a frequent hazaard (James, 1963).

Many doctors were taught that whatever else they could

not do for their patients they could at least provide sleep.

This expectation seems to have passed on to the patients*

as doctors often complain that they feel under pressure to

prescribe hypnotics.

One of the criticisms of the study of barbiturates on

sleep by Oswald and Priest (1965) is that the dose used, up

to 6Q0mg, is in excess of that normally taken by the/
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/the non-hoepitalieed patient. This study considered

the effects of a more usual "general practitioner" dose.

HI. Bi. Stgtjy gf fl low dQSP gf SddiMffl X ,P" hymen glPSP*

S*ppyjqe?pt \

Two female subjects were used as their own controls.

Over a period of six weeks seven baseline recordings were

made at irregular intervals. Subjects then received 200mg.

of sodium amylobarbitone at 23.00 hours each night for 26 nights.

Recordings ware taken at intervals over the next two weeks

until all variables were within the normal range. During

the initial 15 days of the withdrawal period 8 recordings

were obtained (Fig,4 ).

gamlia

The immediate effect of the drug was to decrease

the delay to sleep and prolong the total sleep time (Fig.4 }.

REM sleep was depressed (Fig.4 ) and orthodox sleep was

enhanced. REM sleep continued below the baseline for five

nights. Tolerance then occurred and REM values rose to

baseline values or a little above it. The rise above

the baseline was not statistically significant. During

this period of tolerance the drug still promoted and enhanced

orthodox sleep so that total sleep time remained raised.

The delay to the first REM period was increased by the drug

though gradually returning to pre-drug levels with continued

drug administration. When the barbiturate was stopped*

total sleep time fell abruptly for the first three nights

and the delay to sleep was prolonged. The delay to the

first REM period became abnormally short (less than 45/
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FIGURE 4
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/45 minutes) during this period, and REM sleep was

increased « up to 31% of the night. The proportion of

REM sleep subsided towards baseline levels in a fluctuant

manner over the next fortnight.

ni. aii. The affects gf chygnic Tgjngl .o n ipsa.

This subject had been taking 600mg. of Tuinal nocte

(quinalbarbitone sodium 3C0mg. and araylobarbitone sodium

300mg.)« Over a period of three years after a hospital

admission for treatment of a post-gastrectomy anaemia he

had built up his consumption from 200mg. to 6G0mg. of this

drug. He reported that after several months at each dose

level the drug "lost effect" and he had had to increase the

dose. When he tried to stop the drug he claimed that he

did not sleep at all. The recording procedure was as

previously outlined though no drug-free baseline nights were

possible.

During the experiment the subject was asked to estimate

his delay to sleep and total sleep time.

todi is

While taking drugs this subject slept between 90 and

100% of the time available (Fig.5 ). He regularly under¬

estimated his total sleep and similarly over-estimated his

delay to sleep by a regular amount (figs. 5 &. 6 ). Percent

REM sleep was consistently at low normal levels (Fig. 7).

On night 12, the drugs were stopped. The amount of REM sleep

doubled and the first REM sleep period was abnormally early.

Total sleep time fell to 76% of that available and the number

of awakenings increased. The delay to sleep was over 90/
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/yo minutes. This disturbed night caused the subject

to maintain adamantly that he had not slept at all. Over

the next three nights of withdrawal % REM sleep remained

increased, and the delay to sleep continued to be increased

and total sleep time remained shortened. The subject

continued to under-estimate seriously the extent of his

sleep and complained of fatigue and restlessness. His

REM sleep was very intense; not only were the periods of

REM sleep longer but the eye movements themselves were more

Intense even on simple inspection. This increase in "activity"

has been shown to occur in withdrawal from other hypnotics

(I1I.C). Under these circumstances nightmares have been

shown to occur (Oswald and Priest. 1965; Evans and Oswald.

1966).

At the subject's request the hypnotics were restarted

at night 16. The amount of REM sleep fell to its former

low normal level, and total sleep time and delay to sleep

onset returned to previous drug night values. The subject's

estimates returned to their previous reasonably accurate level.

Hypnotics were stopped again at night 20. The effects

were similar to the previous withdrawal period and the

irregularity of the onset of delay to sleep and total sleep

time continued while the REM time remained raised,though

fluctuating,between high normal and frankly abnormal values.

discussion

These experiments demonstrate the effects of barbiturates

ae well as some of the problems which accompany their use.

A single tablet of sodium amylobarbitone promotes the early/
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/early onset of sleep and enhances NREM sleep while

depressing REM sleep* The body responds immediately end

attempts to restore the amount of REM sleep to normal values.

After a week on the drugs the principal effects are in

shortening the delay to sleep and promoting continuous sleep.

However, even while the drug continues there are times when

the delay to sleep increases^ total sleep time falls and

REM time ie raised above the baseline. Though in III.Bi this

tendency was not severe, an "escape" phenomenon of this

type may be the reason why patients increase the dose of

hypnotics. Greenberg and Pearlman (1967) in their work

on alcohol, which is very similar to barbiturates in its

effect on sleep, also found that REM time could increase

after a period of suppression though the alcohol continued

in full doses. It is possible that over a longer period

total sleep time would fall and delay to sleep increase,

as patients report (Belleville and Eraser. 1957).

It is interesting to note that chronic use of hypnotics

over years appears to result in an incomplete recovery in

REM time since the proportion of HEM sleep in the patient

was low normal. Similar findings have been reported by

Kales et al. (1969b)from two subjects also taking Tuinal.

These results are in contrast to the findings with short

term use of hypnotics are reported here and by Oswald and

Priest (1965). While this persistant low normal HEM percent

may be a feature of patients' psychopathology or due to

incomplete tolerance, no entirely satisfactory explanation

can be offered./
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/offered.

Stopping the drug allows the overswing of REM sleep.

This is experienced ae an increase in intensity of dreams

by the patient, who may suffer from frightening dreams and

frequently wakes up during REM periods. The REM activity,

increase in the delay to sleep, and number of awakenings

lead to a serious underestimate of the quantity of sleep,

and the situation where the patients complain of total

insomnia, while relatives or nurses differ in their opinion.

The temptation is to restart the tablets at the same

or higher dose, and this, as seen in IlI.Bii, puts the patient

back to previous drug values. However, while the withdrawal

effect of 2Q0mg. of sodium amylobarbitone takes almost two

weeks to clear, Qsweld and Priest (1965) found that 60Cmg.

of sodium amylobarbitone took five weeks to subside. Thus,

by increasing the dose of hypnotics the patient's eventual

withdrawal state will be prolonged. Although there is an

end to these withdrawal effects the patient's desire to

return to the drug is understandable.

If tolerance and withdrawal are the hallmark of addiction,

then only one tablet taken for s week could be considered

addicting. However, the withdrawal is not severe. Serious

withdrawal problems are not likely to occur until 80Qrog. to

1 g» of barbiturate is being regularly consumed. The

literature confirms that almost all hypnotics, if taken in

sufficient doss and for long enough, when stopped abruptly

bring on a severe insomnia and a paranoid hallucinating state/
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/state identical with delirium tremens (de Clerambault,

1910; Hudson and walker, 1962; James, 1963; Ewart and

Priest, 1967). Recent work has shown that REM sleep is

grossly increased in delirium owing to alcohol and barbiturate

withdrawal (Gross et al. 1966; Greenberg and Pearlman, 1967;

Evans and Lewie, 1966). Thus it seems likely that ell

hypnotics have these effects on REM sleep in some measure.

These experiments demonstrate that 1 tablet of barbiturate

does promote sleep. However, there is some cost. In many

ways hypnotics allow sleep to be "borrowed", and this must

be paid back during withdrawal. It seems advisable to

tail off hypnotics slowly, even from small doses, to minimize

the withdrawal state, but it is also necessary to support

the patient through the period of withdrawal, which is,

after all, a limited event. It would be better perhaps to

consider hypnotics as a course of treatment, with a beginning

and, as soon as circumstances permit, a definite end. It

may also be mors logical to prescribe intermittent courses

of hypnotics so that withdrawal effects may be dissipated

periodically and excessive build up of drugs prevented.

It is an old criticism that doctors are good at starting and

continuing treatment but not so good at stopping.
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Ill.C. a ftLfia gleep wbQMn,ri«

Dement and Wolpart (19S8) have ahown that the profusion

of eye movements during a REM period was directly related

to the "activity" of tha dream events. This finding was

confirmed by Berger and Oswald (1962). Pivik and Foulkes

(1966) showed that selective deprivation of paradoxical

sleep, using Dement's method of repeated awakenings, led

not only to rebound increase of paradoxical sleep time, but

to an increase of both profusion of eye movements and the

vividness of the dream content. On rescrutinising the

records from the amytal experiment (Oswald and Priest, 1965),

it has been shown that on comparing the immediate post-drug

nights, when REM time was high and subjects were spontaneously

reporting nightmares, with the pre-drug nights the withdrawal

nights contained a significantly increased number of epochs

with eye movements (Oswald, 1969). The reverse situation

is also true: when drugs are being administered and HEM

time is low, there is a decrease in the profusion of eye

movements (Oswald et al. 1963? Daekeland, 196 7).

The eye movements occurring during the paradoxical

phase of sleep have several characteristic features (Fig. 8 ).

For the purposes of this study one of the most important

features is that the pen deflection 'take-off is always

very sudden, the maximum rise-time for an input of 20 uV

being about 500m sec. As with most electrophysiological

recording under such 'free' conditions as the sleep EEG,/
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FIGURE6 TwoVarietiesofRapidEve Movements. Uppertracesshowshortbursts oflowamplitudeeyemovement potentialsduringthecontrol period. Lowertracesshowcontinuous highamplitudeeyemovement potentialsafterwithdrawal of15mg.nitrazepam.



/EES, there are slow shifts in the base-line potential.

An artificial base-line was therefore drawn parallel to the

edge of the paper to facilitate recognition of the eye

movements. A tursorwith a series of 00° angles (equivalent

to a rise-time of 500m sec, for 20 uV) marked on it was

moved along this baae-line. Any deflections in the eye

monitoring channels out of phase with potentials in the

'occipital' EEC channel and of higher voltage than in-phase

potentials in the 'frontal* EEG channel, were counted.

The experiment from which the records were obtained

was the one reported by Oswald (1965) and Oswald and Priest

(1965) which studied the effects of 15mg. nitrazepam
*

(Ro5-436Q). Nitrazepam delays the onset of the first REM

period. Furthermore, the first REM period in both control

and drug records tends to be short (of the order of 5-10 mine,)

and to be interspersed with stage 2 sleep. In order that

there would be campatability between the periods used in

the counting, it was decided to limit the period of counting

to the middle 5 minutes of the first REM period to occur

after 4.00 a.m. This REM period was of the order of

15-45 minutes long in all phases of the study.

*

This study was included in the dissertation presented by
S.A, Lewis as part fulfilment of the B.Sc. Honours

examination in the University of Edinburgh, 1965.
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Table1

AnalysisofftEMcountfor20-eacondintervalsofa5-«lnut«sanplefronthe 1st(?€V-erlodafter0400hours. Su»ofranks
Pre-drug 254.0

Ouring-drug 307.0

Post-drug 556.0

Pro-drug

254.0

Ourlng-drug

307.0

53.0#

»

Post-drug

556.0

302.0

249.0

%<0.01

Table2
Fratiosforstandarddeviations StandarddeviationdfVarianceFp

Prodrug Duringdrug Post-drug

1.58140.13*3 1.6140.11*31.174>0.05 3.23140.23071.718>0.05



TstoleS

AnalysisofDDIoeunttar1oirufcsIntorvelsofs5oinutoMMplafro*tta1stREMperiod after0400taupe.

Pro-drug

Duringdrug

29.5

25.5

65

Sumof

Pro-drug

KmWm 29.5

Duringdrug

25.5

♦ .

•

tact-drug

a

35.5

$9.5

p<0.01
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Results

A cummulative count of the number of eye movements

per 20 second epoch over the selected 5 minute period is

shown in Fig.9 . The rapid eye movements occurred in

bursts and the plateaux represents periods with few eye

movements. On simple inspection it was obvious that the

withdrawal period contained many more eye movements than

either the pre-drug or drug periods. Fig.10 shows the

mean number of eye movements per 20 second epoch per minute

over the 5 minute analysis period and Table 1 gives the

analysis of these counts using the Kruskal-Wallis non-

parametric analysis of variance. As can be seen, there

was a significant increase in the number of eye movements

in the post-drug period over both the pre-drug and drug

periods. What was perhaps unexpected was that despite

the reduction in the percent REM sleep in the whole night

while the subjects were receiving the drug, the REM period

was no less 'active* than during the pra-drug period (Table 1).

It was possible that the significant withdrawal effect was

due to an increase in the variance of the count per unit

time i.e. that the eye movements came spasmodically and

that each burst contained more eye movements. To test

this hypothesis, an F-test for standard deviations was

applied (Table 2 ), The hypothesis can be rejected.

Regrouping the data into minute epochs rather than 20 second

epochs did not alter the observed difference (Table 3

Diasusgjpn

There is little doubt that there is a relationship/
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/relationship between raised percent REM and tha

profusion of eye movements during REM sleep (Pivik and

Foulkes, 1966{ Oswald, 1969). This study has confirmed

this relationship aver samples of short time intervals.

However, it was not possible to confirm the findings of

Oswald, at al..Cl963). Baekeland (1967) or Allen et al.. (1968)

that reduced REM percent is associated with reduced REM

'activity*•

bleep during drug withdrawal is frequently accompanied

by nightmares (Oswald and Priest, 1965, 1965, Kales and

Jacobean. 1967). Although an experimenter cannot say

anything about a dream unless the subject is wakened it

would seem that, from the already demonstrated relationship

between aye movements and dream content (Dement and Wolpert,

1958} Berger and Oswald, 1962) and the present findings,

an experimenter would be able to draw conclusions about

the vividness or the activity involved in the sleepers*

dream.

However, manual counting of eye movements is both

time consuming and tedious. In an attempt to automate the

counting of eye movements, an analogue computer was used

in association with a simulated input. The criteria used

were as in this study. As this appeared to give satisfactory

results, the Electrical Engineering Department of Napier

Technical College has undertaken to design and build a

counter which will discriminate between potentials recorded

on the eye channels of cerebral origin and those of oculor

origin. It is hoped that such a counter will enable a greater

sensitivity in the study of the long tsrra effects of drug

withdrawal.
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III.D. PflBB iffQfita gf ChAftypygiffflSAnP AH ^9BB

Over the years there has been a wealth of studies into

the pharmacological mechanisms involved in and clinical effects

of chlorpromazine (Guth and Spirtes, 1964$ Ban, 1966).

However, there has been little investigation into the drug's

effect on sleep despite the well-recognised side-effect of

sleepiness with some phenothiazines.

In cats and rabbits, chlorpromazine appears to have a

predominantly suppressant effect on REM sleep while increasing

total sleep time (Hiahikawa et al. 1965$ Khazan and dawyer,

1964), On the other hand, Toyoda (1964) suggests that

in humans REM sleep is enhanced with chlorpromazine though

the situation seems complicated by dose affects. Fisher (1966)

in a single case study appears to support this enhancing

effect in that trifluoperazine in "large doses' led to a

very early REM onset. However, it was found that trifluoperazine

severely reduced this activity in moderate dosage in a patient

with high REM time. While many of these discrepancies

could be due to species differences, it is also possible that

there is a dose-response effect. This study was designed to

investigate the latter possibility,

III,01, Two young females and two young males were the

subjects. Four base-line nights were recorded from the females

and seven base-line nights from the males.

These recordings were spread over several weeks prior

to the administration of chlorpromazine, the firet dose of

which was given on the night immediately following the last/
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Distributionofrecordingsnights
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Dose
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/last base-line night. 25mg. chlorpramazine

was administered orally for six successive nights in the

case of the females and seven nights with the males.

Table 4 gives the nights on which recordings were

obtained. It should be noted that on drug nights

when there was no recording, the subjects took the

drug at home at approximately the same time, 30 minutes

before retiring, as on recording nights. following

the drug nights, three withdrawal niuht recordings

were obtained the first of which was the night

immediately following the last drug night.

III.JJii. Essentially the same procedure as in

III.Hi was used here with three young male subjects.

After three base-line nights, three nights on which

lOQmg. chlorpromazine was administered orally were

recorded. Three withdrawal nights followed.

Again, Table 4 gives the distribution of the recording

nights.
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b) III.Hi,. The administration of 25mg. chlorpromazine

resulted in a rise in % REM sleep (Fig. 11 ). There was

also a corresponding increase in total sleep time confirming

the hypnotic action of the drug. Using the technique of

analysis outlined above, the rise in REM time was significant

(t * 4.0403; p<0.05) after correction for change in total

sleep time.

As can be seen from Fig. 1 1 the females 3how a greater

change than the males. This difference is significant

(F n 9.4629; p<0.05). However, the males alone show a

significant increase in REM time after correction for

changes in total sleep time (t » 15.9283; p< 0.05) and

so the overall rise was not due entirely to the larger rise

seen in the two female subjects. No withdrawal rebound

was observed.

c) III.Dii. The effect of administering 100mg. chlorpromazine

on % REM sleep is shown in Fig. 12. There was an initial

depression of REM sleep. While this depression was small

it was significant (t = 3.6301 ; p<0.01). No significant

change was observed in the delay to sleep onset or the

delay to the first REM period. There was, however, a

20 minute increase in the mean total sleep time though this

was not significant.

In the withdrawal phase of the experiment, total sleep

time decreased but again this was not significant; nor

was the change in REM sleep.

This investigation has shown that the effect of/
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FIGURE 12
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/of chlorpromazine on human REM sleep is dose dependent;

1Q6mg. (approximately 1,5mg/kg) suppressing and 25mg.

(approximately 0.5mg/kg) enhancing this type of sleep.

While there was a sex difference with the 25mg» dose, the

difference was of magnitude and not of direction of change.

This difference may have been due to the phase of the manetrual

cycle during the experiment (Martmann, 1966).

The possibility of a dose effect has been indicated by

others. Jouvet (1967b) states that at a dose of 5mg/kg in

cata, chlorpromazinc does not effect REM sleep but that

at IQmg/kg there is suppression of REM sleep. Mishikawa

at al. (1965) agree with there being a suppressant effect

but at a dose of 4mg/kg. However at a lower dose (2mg/kg)

he showed a decrease in latency to the first REM period

of the night, an effect which has been shown to correlate

with an increased total REM time for the whole night (Oswald

and Priest, 1965) under certain circumstances.

Working with rabbits, Khazan and Sawyer (1964) reported

a marked reduction in REM sleep with chlorpromazine (2.5-5mg/kg)

and Kawakarai et al. (1966), also in the rabbit, suggest that

1.Smg/kg results in a slight reduction. The difference in

dose level necessary to produce a change in REM sleep with

chlorpromazine suggests that there may be a species as well

as a dose difference.

In humans Toyoda (1964) has demonstrated a reduction in

REM sleep with 12.5 - 50mg. chlorpromazine. However, his

subjects were patients and no indication is giv«n regarding

prior therapy with hypnotics. At least one of his subjects/
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/subjects had a grossly abnormal base-line REM time

and was said to be schizophrenic* It has also been shown

that the effects of withdrawal from hypnotics can last for

several weeks (Oswald and Priest, 1965), even from small

doses (IIl*Oi)* Further, it has been demonstrated that

lOOmg. of chlorpromazine will block the withdrawal effects

of hypnotics (XXI*£ii)# Furthermore, for the majority of

Toyada's subjects there was only one "placebo" night at

the beginning of the experiment. As this was the subject's

first night in the laboratory, the REM times would be

unreliable (Agnew et al. 1966). However, in a well

designed study, Lester and Guerrero-Figueroa (1966) showed

that 50-1OOmg. chlorpromazine in humans decreased the latency

to the first REM period. As mentioned previously this

may indicate an increased whole night REM time. This

finding, which appears to contradict the present data,

unfortunately does not give whole night data.

There is clinical debate as to whether stopping

chlorpromazine can lead to withdrawal symptoms (e.g. Garfield

et al. 1966; Gross et al. (1960)). It was pointed out

earlier (section I) that many psychoactive drugs on withdrawal

result in a marked rise in REM sleep. From this, it has

been argued that the hall-mark of addicting drugs is a

suppression and tolerance of REM sleep during drug administration

iollowed by immediate "rebound" on withdrawal (Oswald et al.

1968, see IV.A), In the present study, 100mg. chlorproraazine

showed depression and tolerance but no immediate REM sleep

rebound. This lack of immediate rebound may be due to/
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/to chlorpromazine*s very slow clearance from body

tissues (Dubost and Pascal, 1965) and could well account

for there being at most, only minimal clinical withdrawal

symptoms*

If* as would seem likely, chlorpromazine has a suppressant

effect at high doses and an enhancing effect at low doses

on human REM sleep, it would be of interest to observe the

dose level at which there was no apparent effect*
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III.E. Two studies of the treatment of drug withdrawal,

i) General IrrtyptiMfitlflfl.

In almost any field of clinical medicine, the

practitioner is faced with a plethora of possible

chemotherapeutic agents. Each drug has its advocates

and its detractors. It is interesting to wonder to

what extent fashion and patriarchal culture play a role

in the choice of therapeutic agent. The treatment

of delirium associated alcohol and hypnotic drug abuse

may be taken as a case in point. Delirium associated

with the abuse of alcohol was delineated from the group

oS 'phrenites' at tho end of the eighteenth century.

Excellent clinical descriptions of this syndrome were

given by clinicians such as Lettsom (1787), Pearson (1807),

Sutton (1813) and Armstrong (1016) and each was struck

Uy the patient's restlessness, "dreadful nocturnal dreams",

insomnia, hallucinations and tremors all of which

improved with the "critical sleep". Opium was seen aa

curative and that "the measure of its beneficial efficacy

is by producing sleep". Although a chronic illness could

result it was recognised that delirium was frequently

an acute and self limiting disorder, and Ware (1831)

reported excellent results from nothing more than careful

nursing and supervision, an 'expectant* treatment.

Frequently active treatment with opium, alcohol, quinine

or mercurials was used as well as the traditional anti-

pholgistic remedies of bleeding, emetics and vesications./
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/vssications.

In this early period the association of this drug-

withdrawal type of delirium, which Sutton (1813) called

delirium tremens, with insomnia and bad dreams, together

with the curative qualities of sleep, was emphasised.

Later in the century, the Victorian preoccupation with

toxins and intoxication absorbed from the gut or some other

infected site, largely obscured these associations.

Treatment with purgatives, emetics and dehydrating measures

including spinal drainage, were advised although opium was

still in use.

Despite this change in England, evidence of the

persistence of 18th century views came from the Continent;

Laseque (1881) wrote a paper entitled "Alcoholic delirium

is not a delirium but a dream". He saw this state as

consisting of variations in visual experience from increasing

wildness of night dreams to day time hallucinations which

he called "awake dreaming". These views were however

out of touch with the dominant clinical ideas of the period.

There was still a great deal of argument about this

disorder. Was it a state of alcoholic intoxication?

Was it an alcoholic withdrawal syndrome? Was it a secondary

intoxication from gut? Perhaps it was a state of cerebral

oedema, "wet brain", or perhaps due to more permanent cerebral

damage. The appreciation of the more chronic delirium

of Korsakow confirmed some of these suspicions (Korsakow, 1890).

Nevertheless, the recognised value of promoting sleep

in these disturbed patients led to the use of the available/
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/available agents and paraldehyde (Bumke 1901) cams

to replace morphia or opium. Barbiturates and bromide

were also used.

Early in the twentieth century there was a return

to the use of alcohol itself occassioned by the popularity

of the theories of Professor Jauragg of Vienna who was

presumably influenced by the coming of the antibody-antigen

theory. Ae reported by Astley Cooper in 1913, Jauregg

hypothesised that there was developed in the body an

"anti-alcohol". This increased in amount over a period

of time and produced the phenomenon of tolerance. In

abstinence the anti-alcohol could act alone to produce

delirium, but then gradually decreased in amount as its

"antigen'' was no longer present, over a period of days.

Alcohol administered during the delirium would oppose this

effect. Further abstinence, with the resulting decay in

the anti-alcohol, lowered the patient's tolerance to

alcohol and Jauregg suggested that individuals with greater

tolerance would be more prone to delirium when their alcohol

consumption was abruptly curtailed. Astley Cooper

therefore suggested that alcoholics should be 'weaned off*

their alcohol and early symptoms of delirium treated with

alcohol.

In the 1930s, the growth of knowledge of the vitamins

and their associated deficiency diseases led to an increased

awareness of the physical manifestations of alcoholism.

Peripheral neuritis was frequently found in alcpholics

(Romano 1937) and alcoholic pellagra was reported by/
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/by Spiers in 1938. Bowman (1939) ussd large doses

of thiamine and nicotinomide to treat Karsakow states

with some success. The appreciation that a Korsakow

syndrome could occur in other disorders as far removed

from each other as diabetes and pregnancy also influenced

thinking so that it seemed logical to regard the delirium

as the effect of alcohol or its lack or some intermediate

process which could he influenced by other diseases.

It became clinical practice to use supplementary

vitamins to trsat the peripheral neuritis or perhaps to

prevent the Korsakow stats. However there was much

discussion as to which vitamin was most effective,

Rosenbaum (1940), though failing to find vitamins alone

effective in delirium, thought that patients on vitamins

needed lass sedation. 5ydenstriker (1941) gave large

doses of nicotinamide to an acutely psychotic pellagrous

patient who responded dramatically and Seliger (1948) gave

6Q0mg. of thiamine daily to patients in delirium together

with sedatives.

Armstrong and Gould (1954, 1955), advocated high

dosage poly-vitamin therapy in delirium with satisfactory

results and this approach to treatment on both clinical

and theoretical grounds still has many adherents.

The most recent advance in the treatment of drug

withdrawal delirium has been brought about by the introduction

of the major tranquillisars in the 1950s, Reserpine

(Weils, 1957) was rapidly replaced bfc> chlorproraazine.

This seemed to be a very logical choice. It was an/
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/an anti-emetic| it promoted sleep which was not

so profound as the sleep produced by paraldehyde and

barbiturates, thus making nursing easier} and its anti¬

psychotic effects which were becoming recognised, enhanced

its reputation in the treatment of delirium (Mitchell, 1955f

Cohen, 1955), Initial difficulties due to hypotension

were accepted. However, the association of chlorpromazin©

with jaundice, which was only later recognised as an

obstructive jaundice (Cohen, 1955; Graham, 1957), made

clinicians wary of using this drug in alcoholics with evidence

of liver disease. furthermore, some workers (Barrett, 1958}

f azekas et al..1957) thought that convulsions were more

frequent when delirium was treated with chlorproraazine.

Under the misconception that the chlorine radicle

of chlorpromazina was the hepato-toxic part of the molecule

and responsible for the jaundice, other phenothiazins

derivatives gained favour. Promazine was the most frequently

used alternative (Mitchell, 1956, figurslli, 1958).

Comparison of chlorpromazine with paraldehyde (friedhoff and

^itrin, 1959) suggested that paraldehyde was much quicker

in its action although both were affective. Hart (1962)

however, found promazine apparently more effective than

paraldehyde and so presumably more effective than

chlorpromazine. Curing this moat recent period, almost all

the tranquillisers including raeprobamata (tsreboullet, 1960)

and chlordiazepoxide (Lawrence at al.. 1960), have at some

time been advocated.

Glatt (1959) however was not convinced that/
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/that chlorpromazine, promazine or reserpine were

any more efficient than placebo in the treatment of

alcohol withdrawal.

In the Scandinavian countries another drug has been

used in tha treatment of alcoholic withdrawal. This is

chlormethiazole. Its origins are of interest as its use

would suggest that the full circle has been run. It ia

derived from thiamine and was developed because it was

found that the thiazole portion of the thiamine molecule

had sedative and anti-convulsant properties. This latter

property is clinically useful) sedation has always been

advocated; and presumably its vitamin association has

psychological benefits for tha clinician even supposing

it does not help in the aleviation of the alcoholic!s

physical ailments (Laborit, 1957* Cssterraan, 1959* 5alum,

1966), Glatt (1965) investigated this drug and found it

more effective than placebo in the treatment of alcoholic

withdrawal syndromes of all degrees. At the same time

it should be remembered that for most of the drugs which

have been used to treat delirium tremens reports have

appeared which have shown that the drug, if taken in

sufficient dose for long enough, was abruptly stopped,

it could produce a syndrome identical with delirium tremens,

Sutton (1813) was aware that F,opium proves a cure

to the ravages of a disease brought on by fermented liquor.

Yet it may be observed that in theory and practice the effects

of opium have been acknowledged to be analagous and similar

to them". Paraldehyde withdrawal was described by/
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/by Krafft Ebbing in 1887f chloral by de Clarambault*

(1910) Barbiturate withdrawal delirium was produced

experimentally in post addicts by Isbell and the Lexington

workers in 1950* These workers have shown {Isbell et al,

1955) beyond doubt that alcohol withdrawal led to a delirium

identical to barbiturate withdrawal* Indeed one can say

that for every known hypnotic there is a case report that

abrupt withdrawal from a high sustained dose has produced

delirium (James* 1962y Hudson* 1962f Wood* 1965).

The list of agents used in the treatment of alcoholic

withdrawal delirium is extensive* How much can fashion

and placebo effects explain this situation or can it be

that many of these diverse drug treatments have some common

physiological effect?

m.EU ctUajpyswdsine Qyyg HlltutoiittBJL*

Assuming the excess of REM sleep in drug withdrawal*

chlorpromazine administered immediately after stopping,

for example, a barbiturate could have one of three possible

effects: (i) The chlorpromazine could have no effect on

REM sleep and the rebound could continue* (ii) The

chlorpromazine could have a delaying effect on the rebound

such that it would appear after the chlorpromazine had been

withdrawn. (iii) Chlorproraazine could block the rebound

completely*

The results of a previous study (III.Dii) makes the

first hypothesis unlikely and the slow clearance of

chlorpromazine from body tissues (Dubost and Pascal, 1955)/
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/1955) coupled with clinical evidence suggests that

the last hypothesis (iii) is the most likely*

The present study was designed to test these hypotheses

using barbiturate withdrawal as the model*

-'Bthqtf

Six base-line night records were obtained from each

of two healthy young male subjects over a period of weeks
\

prior to the administration of the drugs* 4Q0rag. amylo-

barbitone sodium was administered for 14 consecutive nights*

recordings being taken on 9 of these as shown in Table

On non-recording nights* the subjects took the drug at

approximately the samt time* 30 minutes before retiring.

Following the last "amytal night" there were two non-drug

nights* These two nights were followed by S nights on

which the subjects received 10Qmg, chlorpromazine orally

approximately 30 minutes before retiring* Foco recordings

ere obtained, night 4 being omitted though, as bafore* tha

subjects still received the chlorpromazine* On stopping

the chlorpromazine, their sleep was monitored on fifteen of

the first forty-five "withdrawal" nights. The nights on

which recordings were obtained are indicated in Table 5*

The initial stage of this experiment, the administration

of 400mg* amylobarbitone sodium nocte* was to enable the

later induction of a drug withdrawal state* Although

records of the subjects' sleep were obtained* little comment

on the results of this stage is necessary since they followed

exactly those obtained by Oswald and Priest (1965)* There

was the expected depression of % ROM sleep and tolerance

with continued administration (Fig* 13)* On withdrawing

the amylobarbitone the initial stages of the expected/
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FIGURE13TheadministrationoflOQmg,chlorpromazineasa substitutefor400mg.sodiumamytalblockstheREMsleeprebound.Subsequentwithdrawalof chlorpromazinedoesnotresultinaREMsleeprebound.



/expected rebound were seen.

Fig. 13 shows that after 5 successive nights of

chlorpromazine no rebound was seen despite the sampling

over forty-five subsequent withdrawal nights.

Using the technique of analysis outlined jbneviously

(111#A) it was found that chlorpromazine, after fourteen

nights of amylobarbitone, does not result in REM sleep

time (in minutes) being significantly different from the

control values. Further, despite the significant

(t=2.5714, p 0.01) decrease in total sleep time (Table 6)

the mean REM time during chlorpromazine administration was

not significantly different from that to be expected for

the observed total sleep time (obtained from the regression

equation of III.D).

It was noticed in the process of this analysis that

on the first two nights on which the subjects received

chlorpromazine, the observed REM time was greater than the

expected, while the reverse was true for the 3rd and 5th

nights. However, neither of these pairs of nights was

significantly different from control or from each other.

The significant decrease in total sleep time during

chlorpromazine administration can be accounted for in

terms of the increased delay to sleep onset (Table 6)

(t=3.3Q69, p 0.01). In withdrawal this parameter was

not significantly different from either the control or

chlorpromazine stages. This was also true of total sleep

time.

During the administration of chlonra^^zine, the delay

to the onset of the 1st REM period of the night decreased

but not significantly (Table 6) with respect to the control

values/
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/values (t»1.3955, p>O.OS) while in withdrawal

it was significantly increased when compared to drug

values (t«2.4266, p<Q.Q5).

m.fciii irhlaiffiathie^aie and Msuq "fithdEfltfal.

iriffliniaUaUfln and secQEttinBa* The three subjects

who took part in this study received 4QQmg» sodium amytal

nocte for eleven nights* Two of the subjects immediately

transferred to 400mg. chlormathiazole nocte for seven

successive nights while the third was administered 400mg*

thiamins for the same number of nights* Both subjects

and experimenter wars kept ignorant of which subject

received thiamine* It should be noted that unlike the

lest experiment* there were no intervening withdrawal

nights between the "addicting" drug and the "treatment"

drug* All subjects were studied over the first seven

"treatment" withdrawal nights. The distribution of

recordings is shown in Table 7).

Hssults

The effects of the treatments on % REM sleep (Fig, 14).
showed that thiamine apparently did not block ths HEM

rebound* However* as only one subject received thiamine

it was not passible to carry out any meaningful statistical

analysis for this drug* Cn the other hand* it was possible

to compare thiamine with chlormethiazole*

Comparing the total sleep times of the subject

receiving thiamine with the total sleep times of those

receiving chlormethiazole* it was found that there was/
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Tabic8

Lffactofadmlnlatrationofsodiumacyialontotalaiaaptimeandofehlormathlajel*andthiamine Immediatelyafteranytalwith'reusIontotalalooptin*. Drag

Moantotalalaoptla*(tins)
S.O.

5

P
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2.3
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<0.05
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470.0

2.3
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14.1

5.0077

<•.001

Chlormathlaaol#

456.5

14.3

Thiamin*

437.7

14.1

2.2554

<0.05

farjuaon,1959.
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/was a significant difference between drugs during

the period of drug administration (Table 8, t»2.2554, p<0.05).

Also comparing the total sleep times during thiamine and

araytal administration in the same subject, there was again

a significant difference (Table 8,t«5,0077, p<0,001).

Chlor,ethiazole too was ineffective in preventing the reduction

in total sleep time though this manifestation of sleep

disturbance was less marked (Table 8, t®2.5813 p<0.05)

than with thiamine.

It should be noted, however, that on the first night

of chlormethiazole withdrawal both subjects had particularly

disturbed nights, one subject having a total sleep time

of only 157mine. while the other slept for a total of

253mins. despite both being in bed for 455mins. This

total sleep time reduction resulted in a gross reduction

in % REM sleep as noted in Fig. 14.

Differences in the delay to sleep onset and the delay

to the 1st REM period were also apparent (Table 9).

while thiamine was only partially successful in stopping

the increase in delay to sleep onset, which other experiments

would predict for the withdrawal phase, chlormethiazole

did block this aspect of the sleep disturbance. Similarly,

thiamine did not prevent there being a decrease in the delay

to the 1st REM period while chlormethiazole did.

Analysing the REM sleep time during chlormethiazole

administration using the technique outlined in the study of

dose effects of chlorpromazine (III.D), it was found/
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Effectofsodiumamytal,thiamineandchlormethiazoIeonthedelaytosleeponsetandthedelaytothe1stREMperiod. Drug

MeandalaytosleeponsetUlns.)
SO

»

t

P

Meandelayto1at8EMperiod(nlns.)
SO

#

t

P

Amytal

13.5

8.4

148

76.4

Thiamin*

24.4

12.3

1.5097

U.S.

64

21.3

2.2544

<0.05

Amytal

11.9

6.7

149.5

90.5

ii'-f>

Chlonaathiasol*

10.2

7.2

<1.0

N.5.

143.4

38.4

<1.0

N.S.

i'erguaon,1959.



/found that this dose (4QQmg.) of chlormethiazole

was effective in maintaining REM sleep time at control

levels, (t»7.6696). The rise in REM sleep on cessation

of chlormethiazole administration was not significant

(t«1«2476). As previously remarked, there was a gross

reduction in total sleep time on withdrawal night 1 in

both subjects and so this night was not included in the

REM time analysis.

The only meaningful comparison of REM sleep that could

be made between chlormethiazole and thiamine administration

was the comparison between the (axpected-observed) REM

times. On this comparison, the two drugs were found to

be not significantly different (t»1,8464). This was

presumably due to the decreased % REM sleep on nights

three and five of thiamine administration. While

the ability to depress REM sleep in this way may be a

property of thiamine, it should be remembered that only

one subject received thiamine.

aissHBaign

It has been shown that barbiturates initially suppress

REM sleep and that on withdrawal there is a greatly

increased proportion of REM sleep in the night (Oswald and

Priest, 1965). The same effects have bean shown for

alcohol (Yules at al. 1966). Within the clinical definition

of addiction is implicit the concept of tolerance to the

drug and that D.Ts develop only if tolerance is complete.

However, it has been shown (IIl.Bi) that the changes in

REM sleep are sensitive to changes due to small amounts of/
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/of drug. It is this sensitivity that has permitted

laboratory investigations of drug withdrawal states using

normal volunteers and the effects of two drugs used in

the treatment of such states.

When a drug is administered subsequent to withdrawal

of an "addicted" drug, there can be one of three effects

on REM sleep. It can, of course, have no effect. This

was probably tha effect with thiamine, though only one

subject was studied, and although it has been advocated

for the treatment of delirium tremens, its effect may be

due to the often overlooked simultaneous administration

of hypnotics.

Tha alternative effects that could be expected from

drug substitution are (a) a complete blockage of the REM

sleep rebound or (b) a delay in the rebound. The

experiment in which chlorpromazine was substituted for

amytal demonstrated the complete block effect. lOOmg.

chlorpromazine when given alone depressed REM sleep (III.Di)

but was found to maintain tha amount of REM sleep in tha

night at normal levels during withdrawal. The lack of

any rebound on stopping administration of chlorpromazine

can be explained on the basis of the drug's slow clearance

from the body tissues. It is well known that traces

of the chlorpromazine con be found in urine several months

after the last dose was administered (Oubost and Pascal, 1955}.

Chlorine thiezole demonstrated the delaying effect of

a drug on the rebound phenomenon. This drug, having

sedative properties, reduced REM sleep during administration/
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/administration (Evans and Lewis, unpublished

observations) and would be acting in a manner analagous

to chlorpromazine in this situation* However, its

clearance from tissues is much more rapid than that of

chlorpromazine and so a rebound was observed on withdrawal.

On the other hand, in clinical practice, it is usual to

reduce the doss over days rather than stopping its

administration suddenly as was done here* This would

control the rebound so that the sleep disturbance would

be minimal*

All the hypnotics investigated using the sleep E.E.G.

techniques have been shown to have a REM suppressant

effect followed by a return to base-line levels (Oswald

et aJL. 1969). Gross at al. 1966) on giving paraldehyde

to a patient found that the resulting sleep lasting six

hours contained no REM sleep* Morphine too has shown

a REM suppressant effect in rats (Khazan et al. 1967) and

in man (Kay et al. 1968). Although the effects of

steroids on sleep have been less well investigated,

Kawakami and Yoshida (1965) have suggested that ACTH may

alao have an inhibiting effect on REM sleep* ACTH and

other steroids have been advoceted for the treatment

of delirium (Smith, 1950$ Fischbach, 1952)* It would

therefore appear that despite the plethora of treatments

that have bsen advocated since the concept of delirium

tremens was introduced, most appear to have the common

property of reducing REM sleep. However, ail the drugs

advocated - paraldehyde, morphia, opium, chloral, and of/
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/of course alcohol and barbiturates themselves -

have at some time been shown to be capable of resulting

in B.Ts. This would appear paradoxical unless it is

remembered that to promote delirium the drug should be

abruptly withdrawn.

When discussing chlormethiazole, it was indicated

that the usual clinical procedure was a gradual reduction

in the dose rather than abrupt cessation. This procedure

is usual in all substitution regimens. It is possible

that by decreasing the daily dose, the "pressure" for

REM aleep is released slowly thereby enabling the underlying

physiological mechanisms to spread the rebound over several

nights ox weeks. If the drug is suddenly withdrawn,

it may not be possible to prevent REM sleep mentation

intruding into waking phantasy. If this occurs the REM

rebound is abrupt with a sharp rise in REM times giving

rise to drug withdrawal symptoms. Evidence for this

hypothesis can be obtained by arranging the data of

Gireenberg and Pearlman (1967) as shown in Fig.15*
It can be seen from this graph that those patients who

developed delirium had high REM times sooner than the non-

delirious group.

The hypothesis that for delirium to develop there must

be an abrupt release of REM pressure presupposes that REM

periods can spill over into waking life. This would be

experienced by the patient as the intrusion of dream

phantasy into wakefulness which intrusion becomes disturbing.

Such a phenomenon can be seen in narcolepsy./
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FIGURE15REMsleepinpatientsduringalcoholwithdrawal.The deliriousgrouphaveagreatershorterlivedreboundthan thenon-deliriousgroup.(RedrawnfromGreenberg&.Pearlman,1967).



/narcolepsy*

One of the outstanding features of the narcoleptic

attack is that it is an episode of K£M sleep frequently

not followed by orthodox sleep (^echtschaffen at el.. 19633

Hiehikawa at al.. 1968$ £vai*e and Oswald, 1967), Th#

narcoleptic is unique in present experience in hie ability

to enter sleep abruptly without prior orthodox sleep.

Thus, it is possible to find consciousness and H£M sleep

in direct continuity, Narcoleptic patients frequently

develop paranoid symptom#! these could be brought about

by a coneciouaneea-drean-consciouaness experience instead

of a consciousness-orthodox sleep-dream-orthodox sleep-

concciousnesa sequence, Similarly, a person waking from

a particularly vivid dream often experiences disorientation

in time, place and person for several minutes. The

dream lives on in wakefulness when he hes experienced a

consciousness-orthodox sleep-dream-consciousness sequence.

The inability to dissociate phantasy and reality

when dreaming and waking are in continuity would indicate

that there is a common mechanism underlying both S£M sleep

and the paranoid delirium of drug withdrawal states.

The present experiments would lend further circumstantial

evidence to the relationship.

The idea that dreams and hallucinations are closely

related is by no mean® new, dung (1944J clearly held

this view* wLet the dreamer walk about and act like

one wakened, end we have the clinical picture of dementia

preecox"• Hughlings Jackson (1958) though more/
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/more cryptic, was of the same opinion: "Find out

about dreams and you will find out about insanity".

Kant (19S2) too expressed similar views in his "Critique

of Judgement".

E.E.G. sleep investigations of psychotics do suggest

that psychotic hallucinations are associated with excess

REM sleep (Gulevich et al. 1967; Caldwell and Domino, 1967).

However, the present experiments and in particular the

study of chlorpromazine substitution, emphasise one of

the problems of investigations of aleep in clinical

situations. The prolonged effects of drugs such as

chlorpromazine and barbiturates make it essential that in

future investigations of the sleep of psychiatric patients,

those patients included in the study must not have been

in contact with psychotropic drugs. The alternative is

that drug therapy must have been stopped a considerable

time before the investigations begin, not only to ensure

the absence of false negatives due to tolerance or continued

action of the drug, but alao to minimise the possibility

of false positives due to "rebound".

One flaw in this argument is that withdrawal of

amphetamine does not lead to delirium. This fact is ssan

most clearly when amphetamine withdrawal is contrasted

with barbiturate withdrawal. Although the withdrawal

effects seen in sleep of the two drugs ore similar, the

clinical picture of the two syndromes is entirely different.

On the one hand, barbiturate withdrawal leads to a state of

behavioural excitation, while on the other lethargy/
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/lethargy and apathy are the sequelae of amphetamine

withdrawal. It might be suggested therefore that at

the purely behavioural level there is an explanation for

the non-appearance of delirium with amphetamine withdrawal.

However, if there is any credence in the hypothesis that

at least some of the mechanisms of delirium will be

revealed in sleep, then a closer examination of sleep data

is necessary. Feinberg (1968) has carried out such an

examination and has put forward the following hypothesis.

"The probability of such a (drug withdrawal) delirium

is directly proportional to the ability of addicting drugs

to suppress both the phasic aspects of REM sleep and the

mechanisms which govern stage 4 sleep. ,

the likelihood of delirium is enhanced if the temporal

relations during withdrawal are such that stage 4 mechanisms

remain suppressed when the REM sleep rebound occurs."

Barbiturates, during their administration, not only

reduce REM sleep, they promote stages 3 and 4. In

withdrawal there is a marked rise in REM sleep but relative

to the % REM, little stages 3 and 4. In contrast, the

orthodox sleep compensation for reduced REM sleep during

amphetamine administration is an increase in stages 1 and 2.

Indeed there is a decrease in stages 3 and 4. It has been

demonstrated that with deprivation of stages 3 and 4 plus

REM sleep, in recovery stages 3 and 4 take precedence

over REM sleep. Hence, in amphetamine withdrawal, not

only is there an increased $» REM sleep, there is an associated

increase in % 3 and 4. On Feinberg*s hypothesis, therefore/
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/therefore, delirium would not be expected during

amphetamine withdrawal* Furthermore, Feinberg has

suggested that the results obtained in the present amytal-

chlorpromazine experiment may be only half the story.

His suggestion is that the efficacy of chlorpromazine

in the treatment of drug withdrawal delirium lies in the

drug's ability to promote stage 3 and 4$ its REM depressant

effect has only secondary value.
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The tricyclic anti-depressant drugs are established

therapeutic ©gents, yet their mode of action haa remained

obscure. The usual delay of some 10 or more days before

they produce beneficial effects has never been satisfactorily

explained. Again, the long period of weeks or months

necessary for lasting cure, capable of surviving stoppage

of drugs, has caused uncertainty as to whether patients

should be regarded as temporarily "dependent" upon them.

Slow brain processes have to be inferred, of a duration

often met in psychiatry (Oswald, 1967). The observations

in this report have features in common with many other slow

brain recovery processes and may cast light upon the mode

of action of anti-depressant drugs, as well as providing

further insight into the chemical mechanisms of aleep.

The latter are currently believed to be governed in part

by cerebral mono-amines, which the tricyclic drugs are

thought to affect.

The observations were made on three women who had taken

overdoses of tricyclic anti-depressant drugs and whose sleep

was studied for several weeks afterwards, especially their

REM sleep. Jouvet (1967) reported that imipramina suppressed

this kind of sleep in the cat and that no immediate "rebound"

increase followed. Hartmann (1968a and b) described

suppression of REM sleep lasting three nights in man after

a small single dose of amitriptyline and found no rebound/
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/rebound in the following three nights. By way

of contrast many other drugs which suppress REM sleep cause

a withdrawal "rebound*1 excess of REM sleep. Examples are

amphetamine (Oswald and Thacore, 1963} and various hypnotics

(Oswald and Priest, 1965| Kales et al. 1968; Evans et al.

1968). The rebound after these drugs persists during many

weeks.

The PflUsnts

Among 53 patients who had taken overdoses of tricyclic

anti-depressants and who came under the psychiatric surveillance

of Dr. I. Oswald during 1968 were three woman in whose cases

(a) the original prescription of the drug by the general

practitioner appeared of doubtful appropriateness because

their depression was reactive to circumstances; (b) personal

problems warranted hospital admission. While they were

in-patients, and, thanks to their co-operativeness, for a

time after discharge, their sleep was studied. The drugs

were not resumed. The clinical histories were aa follows:

Patient 5; Aged 20, single. First attended psychiatric

Outpatianta three years before; two years intermittent

psychotherapy; "psychopathic traits since age 13***
Alcoholic father, separated from the mother, towards whom

patient was ambivalent. Unstable sexual unions and work

record. Fed up with job, complained to general practitioner

of depression in February, 1968, Siven amitriptyline

which she took rarely. Two days before overdose resigned

job and on 19th June broke with boy friend. Had double gin

about 22.30hrs., took 157 tablets of amitriptyline 25mg./
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/25mg. then told mother. Admitted to Royal Infirmary

of Edinburgh 23.30hrs. Stomach wash-out. Two major

convulsions. Reusable by powerful stimuli. Dilated pupils,

brisk reflexes, flaccid tone. ECG showed bundle branch block

for a few hours. After 36hrs» had tachycardia of 160,

with brisk reflexes, restless and twitchy movements, delirious,

talking as if hallucinated, but replying to questions.

"Pressure" of speech (sudden bursts of rapid syllables).

60 hours after admission transfcred to psychiatric ward.

Oriented and rational the next day.

Soon after admission, blood showed "Tryptizol-like"

substances 150 ug per 100ml. After 36 hours "leas than"

SO ug per 100ml. None detected in sample taken on 6th day.

A co-operative ward patient but sulky and indifferent

about her future. After discharge on 19th day moved into

flat away from her mother. Frequent employment and boyfriend

difficulties but the frequency of minor crises settled over

the next six months.

Patient Kt Aged 43. No previous psychiatric treatment.

Had married when 26 but husband always refused to beget

children. Pseudocyesis aged 31. Fantasies of children

preoccupied her constantly. At age 41 , lymph node swellings.

Put on nortriptyline 25mg. t.i.d. Radiotherapy for

Hodgkin's Disease, none for eix months before admission.

Mass in neck but disease appeared stationary. Bitter over

childlessness. Argument in shop over correct change, went

home distressed and took 2QQ nortriptyline 25mg. tablets

at 19.30hrs. Husband noticed drowsiness. Vomited once./
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/once*

Admitted to Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh 22.30hra*

Moderately productive stomach wash-out* Responding to

painful stimuli* Six major convulsions in first 24hrs*

Tachycardia of 112 with occasional dropped beats* temperature

99*6°F, some hypotonia and intermittent limb twitchings*

After 96 hours was overactive, paranoid and aggressive to

staff* Given lOtimg. chlorpromazins and 13ml* paraldehyde

and transferred to psychiatric ward where paranoid and

overactive features settled within 46 hours.

Remained in hospital 25 days. A vigorous woman with

aggressive feelings towards her husband* Would always

turn the conversation towards children* Talkative and

lewdly joking with other women. Denial mechanisms always

operative over cancer* After discharge resumed work and

general adjustment improved*

Patient Mt A quiet girl of 16. Had never got on well

with mother but been very attached to father who died when

she was 16* Following an overdose of 12 sleeping tablets,

she married largely to escape the home* Continual friction

with husband and mother-in-law* One child of four months*

Her complaints of depression led her doctor to prescribe

imipramine 50mg* b.d* which she took for eight months

prior to admission* History of a major convulsion four

years earlier*

Following a row with own mother took 40 tablets

imipramine 25mg. about 14*00hrs* At 16.30hrs* husband

noticed drowsiness* Vomited once* Admitted to Royal/
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FIGURE16

PATIENTK9NIGHTSFROMOVERDOSEOFNORTRIPTYLINE
Showingdrug-

inducedaccentuation ofEEGsleepspindles. Thetworepresentative excerptsfromthe recordsofPatientK bothillustratestage2 sleepwithcomparable amountsofslowwave activity,butthe spindlesarestill accentuated9nights afterheroverdose whereastheyappearnor¬ malonthe17thnight. (Theamplification signalreferstotheEEG channelsandisgreater byafactorof2 thantheeyemovement channels).
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/Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh 22.30hrs. Unproductive

stomach wash-out One major convulsion. Tachycardia 140,

temperature 99.6°F, Easily roused whan spoken to.

Hypotonia and twitchinge of limbs. Next day still slightly

drowsy and sudden "pressure" of speech on intermittent

words. Transfersd to psychiatric ward, to which her baby

was also admitted a week later. Therapy directed to family

relationships. Discharged after three weeks. Two months

later was happier as a rented house was about to become
'M'i

available.

Raaulta

The drowsiness associated with the overdose disappeared

about the time of transfer of the patients and their sleep

duration became normal. The sleep EEGs showed an excess of

drug-induced fast activity having the appearance of

accentuated sleep spindles (Fig.16 ). The accentuation

was obvious on simple inspection for 6, 12 and 7 days

after the overdose in the case of patients S, K and M

respectively.

Patient S had no REM sleep on either of the first two

recorded nights though there was evidence, in the ££G

frequencies themselves, of the usual cyclical pattern

within the night. REM sleep returned on the 5th night

after the overdose and rose abruptly to the high level of

36.0% on the 6th night (Fig. 17 ). However it was not

until the 11th night that the peak abnormal REM percentage

of 44.6% occurred. In the mornings following the 10th

to 14th nights she spontaneously complained of having/
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OVERDOSEOFTRICYCLICANTIDEPRESSANTS: EFFECTSONREMSLEEPOF3WOMEN (LewisandOswald,1969)
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/having had dreams which were exceptionally vivid,

frightening and often strongly sexual in theme* On the

morning after the 11th night, she saidt "A terrible

dream just as I was going off to sleep, about 20 minutes

after"* On that night she had in fact gone straight

into HEM sleep for 2 minutes, after only one minute of

Stage 2 sleep and 10 minutes later did so again for a

20 minute period which ended with a brief awakening*

She refused to describe the sexual dreams but they involved

the psychiatric registrar on two nights* Rsturn to normal

took four weeks with an abnormally early onset of the first

REM period as late as the 26th night (Fig,17 ),

The other patients were essentially similar* Patient K

showed an abnormally early onset of REM sleep (9 min.) and

frequent brief REM periods in the early night on the first

night of recording (8th after overdose)* On the 9th night

there was actual sleep onset HEM sleep and on the 10th night

she reached 31*1% REM sleep with only 1 minute of NREM sleep

preceding the first REM sleep. Her whole-night REM

percentages were lower than for the other two patients and

her highest all-night percentage was not till the 20th night.

She too complained spontaneously of vivid, frightening,

"violent", "obscene" or "not nice" dreams from the 13th to

the 17th nights.

Patient M had only 6,5% REM sleep on her third night

after overdose but nevertheless had an early onset, with

a 3 minute REM period after 6 minutes of NREM sleep. She

reached a peak on the 10th night with 38,5% REM sleep./
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/sleep. Again she spontaneously complained after

the 9th to 13th nights of vivid and frightening dreams«

"On a planet* it was going to blow up. An aeroplane*

couldn't get it to go.....frightened. as if trying on

and on to wake myself but couldn't". Again she referred

to sexual themes but refused to describe them.

The results of the three women have been combined

in Fig.17 and a best-fitting curve (Elderton* 1938)

applied to the recovery period* the equation for the curve

being as shown. The curve was fitted to the data above

the asymptote (taken as 24%) and extrapolated for the

portion below the asymptote. This value of 24% is a mean

figure for young women taken from Williams et al. (1966)*

though may represent a slightly high normal for our

patients. If in Fig.1T one considers the area under the

fitted curve* but above the asymptote* it is over 150%

of that other area which lies below the asymptote, to the

left of the curve and to the right of the arrow indicating

the approximate time of the overdose. The second area

would represent the "loss" of REM sleep time. The peak

of the curve is flattened and lies between the 9th and

12th nights. The asymptote is reached after approximately

28 days.

PjsEHsaign

a) The Bad Dreams as Withdrawal Symptoms REM sleep is

the state most regularly accompanied by dreaming. The

profusion of eye movements* or number per unit time/
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/time during REM sleep, is related to the dream

content* The greater the profusion, the more active

or vivid are the dreams (Dement and Walpert, 1958; Berger

and Oswald, 1962)* Barbiturates decrease both duration

of REM sleep and profusion of eye movements (Oswald et al.

1963; Baekeland, 1967)* When barbiturates, nitrazepam,

or glutethimide are withdrawn the profusion rises above

base-line levels (III.C. Allen et al. I960; Oswald, 1969)

with other evidence of increased intensity of REM sleep,

including vivid, frightening dreams (Oswald and Priest,

1965; Kales and Jacobean, 1967; Kales et al. 1968b;

Evans et al. I960). Frightening dreams with increased

REM sleep are also found in alcohol-withdrawal (Gross et al.

1966; Greenberg and Pearlman, 1967; Bergamasco et al. 1968}

and tranylcypromine-withdrawal (Le Gassicke et al. 1965),

Increased dream vividness also accompanies REM rebound

following REM sleep deprivation by behavioural techniques

(Pivik and Foulkes, 1966).

Hence when these 3 patients reported bad dreams during

the time of peak REM sleep percentage, their dreams were

presumably another example of an intensity factor increase.

The bad dreams would represent flygg-withdrawfll SymPtSWa.

The sexual themes may have been fortuitous, or have

been a reaction to the male bed-time environment, but were

probably a true withdrawal phenomenon. REM sleep is

curiously associated with sexual function, e.g. the erections

that are an integral part of the state in the male (Karacan

et al. 1966), There seems no reason why this feature/
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/feature, like others, should not be intensified

in rebound periods.

Immediate symptoms upon withdrawal of imipramine

have been described, such as coryza (in contrast to the

drug-induced dryness), giddiness, headache, nausea,

abdominal pains and diarrhoea (Kramer et al. 1961j

Anderson and Kristiansen, 1959). Thay are rarely of

clinical importance.

Patient M took a fairly small overdose, amounting

to the equivalent of four days' maximum clinical doses,

and vomited some of it. Yet her rebound phenomena were

comparable with those of the other 2 patients who took

large overdoses. If it were confirmed, as would be

predicted, that there is REM rebound with intense and

unpleasant dreams 10-14 days after cessation of prolonged

therapeutic dosage, it might help explain why many patients

return with symptoms after this delay. Some common

process might be reflected in unpleasant affect both by

night and by day.

b) REM, "Cpmpgnsdtibh"

Whan Dement (I960) published the first account of

selective deprivation of REM sleep ("dream deprivation")

he proposed that the increase which followed deprivation

should be regarded as a compensation for the dreams that

had been lost. Those who have done similar experiments

have not examined the duration of the recovery period but

3 reports indicate a return to normal in from 5 to 8 days

(Dement, 1960 and 1965j Kales et al. 1964), and that/
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/that the total "compensation" is only a fraction

of the "lost" REM sleep time. The largest "compensation"

appears to be about 60% in one report (Dement, 1965).

The rebound of REM sleep observed considerably exceeded

what was lost, as was true of rebound after amylobarbitone

(Oswald and Priest, 1965) and after heroin (III.H.).

Although intensity increase is a factor duri ig rebound after

behavioural deprivation (Pivik and Foulkes, 1966) as well

as following drugs, there is nothing to suggest that it is

greater after the former. Consequently it appears that

the rebound increase in REM sleep upon withdrawal of a

drug which had suppressed REM sleep, represents more than

mere "compensation", or elimination of some pent-up autotoxin,

such as Dement (1965) later proposed.

The REM aleep rebound of Patient K was to less high

levels than seen with the other two patients. She had

been given 100rag. chlorpromazine on the 5th day, which may

have inhibited REM sleep rebound (III.Ei).

c) The Long Time-Dcale of the Withdrawal Rebound

The fitted curve in Fig.17 returned to asymptote

after a month. It has previously been pointed out (Oswald

et al. 1969) that addictive drugs cause (1) immediate

reality-escape (2) REM 3leep suppression (3) REM sleep

rebound. The tricyclic drugs give no immediate relief and

are not subject to abuse, but the withdrawal dreams observed

would add justification to the view that patients become

dependent on the drugs. The course of recovery was similar

to that which follows withdrawal of amphetamine (Oswald/
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/(Oswald and Thacore, 1963), short-acting barbiturates

(Oswald and Priest, 1965? Evans et al. 1968), nitrazepam

(Oswald and Priest, 1965) or heroin (III.H.), as are the

parameter® of their mathematical equations. There is,

however, one major difference from amylobarbitone or

amphetamine, namely, the delay of some 10 days to the peak

of the rebound, instead of it following alnoat immediately

upon fall in blood concentration, and this may be attributed

to persistence of anti-depressants within the brain, as

will be discussed below.

The slow recovery processes underlying REM sleep

after drugs is interpreted as the slow reconstruction,

through protein turnover , of the intra-neuronal machinery

which governs REM sleep, machinery currently believed to

be linked with cerebral mono-amines. In the case of the

tricyclic anti-depressants taken by these patients, their

presence in the brain for several days would be a time in

which modification of REM sleep-governing machinery would

have been brought into being. The modifications would

presumably undergo correction in the subsequent weeks.

d) IropUcfltiane-fpar ,fthe gpdd pf asUqn pf tatodlis
anU-tiflpygasgnta*

It has been suggested (e.g. Schildkraut end Kety, 196?)

that the level of mood is regulated by the amount of

noradrenaline available to post-synaptic adrenergic receptors

of some cerebral neurones. The tricyclic drugs are uniquely/

For a discussion of this hypothesis, see IV. B*
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/uniquely potent in blocking the active re-uptake

mechanism fox removal of noradrenaline from the synaptic

cleft (Iverson, 1967), and hence should tend to increase

the noradrenaline available to the receptors and so elevate

mood. They or their products rapidly enter the human

brain - witness the immediate suppression of REM sleep

(Hartmann, 1968a). Yet their action on mood, unlike

that of amphetamine, is delayed 10 days or more and requires

weeks to produce durable change. The theory does not meet

the clinical facta, A mechanism for slow and lasting

neuronal change is required.

The constant protein turnover within cerebral neurones

meets the time-scale requirements that underly the prolonged

REM rebound phenomena. The tricyclic anti-depressants

affect adrenergic function and data on reserpine to be

mentioned in IV indicate that at least some cerebral

catecholaminergic neurone functions are indeed governed

by the slowness of protein synthesis, A delayed 10-14 day

peak recovery process after tricyclic anti-depressants

has been demonstrated, A delayed 10-14 days clinical

response is normal. While recovery may not be a mirror-

image of response, common mechanisms may be suspected,

namely the active formation or active reformation of

neuronal equipment induced by the drugs or by their release,

Toyoda (1964) described the accentuation of EEG sleep

spindles after 12,5-SOmg. of imipraraine in man, A few

hours after massive overdose of tricyclic anti-depressants

only minute traces can be found in the blood-stream, from/
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/from which total disappearance (e.g. Patient 5}

is rapid. Yet evidence of the persistence of these drugs

or their products in the brain was manifest in the ££G

sleep spindles of these patients for 6-12 days, which would

suggest that these compounds do not leave the human brain

by simple diffusion into a blood-stream where their

concentration is low, but only by gradual release from

neuronal storage sites as these become reformed. The

findings are compatible with the evidence from animal studies

that many tissues have high affinity for imipramine, so

causing the low plasma levels found in man (Moody et al.

1967).

In conclusion it is suggested that the delayed clinical

response to tricyclic anti-depressants, and the weeks

required for their beneficial effects to become "fixed",

depend upon the alow re-construction of intra-neuronal

machinery, and that processes governing sleep, which has

been demonstrated, serve as examples of such slow procedures,

probably involving both protein synthesis and cerebral

mono-amines.
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II1.6. aompflrative Effects of qotob.Amphetamine derivatives

gjn hpmqn ajjum.

Oswald et al.. (1968) reported a comparative study of

the effects of fenfluramine and diethylpropion. The doses

used, 4umg, and SGmg, respectively, were considered to be

equivalent in their anorexic effect. Silverstone (1968)

has criticised this study on the grounds that the dose of

diethylpropion was too large. In view of this, the present

study, which extends that of Oswald, used 25rog. diethylpropion*

The other drugs used were chlorphenterminc and amphetamine.

As there is evidence, both clinical and neurophysiological,

that fenfluramine, in contrast to amphetamine, has "sedative"

properties, it was decided to include a tablet containing

both amphetamine and fenfluramine.

The subjects were eight young male volunteers of normal

weight and of good physical and mental health. In addition

to an analysis of sleep stages four other parameters were

consideredt-

1) Minutes of intervening wakefulness,

2) Number of shifts from any stage of sleep to stage 1

or stage U in an upward direction, i.e. from stages 2,

3, 4 or HEM, from stage 1 to stage 0 but not from stage 0

to stage 1. Also excluded were sequences of 2,0,1,0,1,2.••

such a sequence being counted as one shift to stage 0.

3) A measure of subjective quality of sleep was obtained

from 5 subjects by having them mark a 10cm, line. One

end of this line was labelled "the worst night's sleep

you can imagine" and the other "the best night's/
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/night's sleep you can imagine",

4) Subjective effects of the drugs on sleep were also

assessed from the degree of correspondence between the

subject's estimate and the EEG estimate of how long he

had slept and how long he had taken to go to sleep.

The design of the experiment was based on a Latin square

and so the drugs were given in random order. The recordings

were made at one week intervals and each subject had two

blank tablets at the beginning of tha series as adaptation

nights. The order of drug administration (Table 10

was not disclosed until after all records had been analysed,

KPBMitS

Every effort was made to hold constant the total time

available for sleep but soma variation was inevitable.

However, analysis of variance showed that there were no

significant differences in total time in bad either between

subjects or between drugs. Nevertheless total sleep time

was significantly reduced by the mixture of fenfluramine

and amphetamine in comparison with ail the other preparations

used (Fig, 18 Table 11).
iii.Gi. Effssta pn hem gjesp*

The delay to the first HEM period has an expected

bimodal distribution and was therefore analysed by a non-

parametric one-way analysis of variance. All the drugs

increased this delay over the placebo value (Fig,1 9 Table 12).
However, fenfluramine had significantly less effect on this

measure than chlorphentermine, amphetamine, diethylpropion

or the mixture.
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FIGURE 19.

AMPHETAMINE DERIVATIVES and DELAY REM PERIOD
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/mixture.

Fenfluramine alone did not affect the proportion

of HEM sleep either over the 1st three hours of sleep

{Fig. 20 Table 13), or over the whole night (Fig. 20 Table 14).

Diethylpropion, chlorpbentermine, amphetamine and the mixture

reduced the amount of HEM sleep in the first three hours

when compared with placebo and fenfluramine. Over the whole

night however,, the effects of diethylpropion were not

significantly different from either placebo or fenfluramine.

The mixture and chlorphantarmine, over the whole night,

maintained their REM sleep reducing effect compared with

fenfluramine and placebo. Chlorphentermine administration

resulted in greater HtM reduction than diethylpropion or

amphetamine. Amphetamine itself reduced HEM sleep when

compared with placebo,

lll.&ii. if,facts gn glBfifi.

Amphetamine appeared to increase % stage 1 above placebo

values over the whole night but this was not significant

(Fig, 21 Table 15)* The addition of fenfluramine to

amphetamine, however, resulted in the increase in stage 1

being significant with respect to all other preparations

while chlorphentormine led to a significant increase in stage 1

sleep compared with placebo. in the 1st three hours of sleep,

the only significant effect was with the mixture which

resulted in a greater proportion of stage 1 sleep than was

found with placebo, diethylpropion or amphetamine.

Despite these changes in the proportions of stage 1 sleep,

the number of shifts to stage 1, though greater than the

number of shifts with placebo, was not significantly increased/
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FIGURE 21

AMPHETAMINE DERIVATIVES and SLEEP DISTURBANCE

la) NUMBER of SHIFTS to STAGE 1 in FIRST 3 HOURS of SLEEP Ic) NUMBER of SHIFTS to STAGE 1 in WHOLE NIGHT
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/increased with any preparation (Fig. 21).

Amphetamine and the mixture increased the number of shifts

to stage 0 compared with placebo in the 1st three hours but

the total duration of intervening wakefulness was not

significantly increased either in the 1st three hours or

over the whole night.

Stage 3 ♦ 4 was not significantly affected in either

period of analysis though stage 2 was significantly increased

by amphetamine over the whole night.

111 .Giii. 'tUflllty.

Administration of the mixture of amphetamine and

fenfluramine resulted in the subjects feeling that they had

had a "poorer" night's sleep than after any of the ether

preparations. (Table 16).

Ul.Siv. .Jgtiqem.gnt Hif ^igga Timst*

The absolute difference between £EG and subjective

estimates of total sleep time was increased by all the drugs

but due to very large individual differences, this change

in correspondence was not significant. However, the mixture

significantly decreased the correspondence between the

objective and subjective estimates of the delay to sleep onset

even though neither fenfluramine or amphetamine alone had

significant effects (Table 17).

III.Gtv. Taking all measures into consideration and using

Wilcoxon's sign-rank test and repeated comparison with placebo,

it was possible to order the drugs. This gave an indication

of the global "degree of change" in sleep time for each drug

in comparison with the blank. The order for the 1st three/
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Table16

AMphetamlnederivativesandsubjecttvequalityofsleep
I)Analysisofvarlseee Source
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/three hours was»-

Placebo-Fenfluramine-Diethylpropion-Chlorphentermine-Amphetaraine-

Mixture,

and for the whole nighti-

Placebo-Die thylpropion-Fenfluraraina-Chlorphenterroine-Amphistamine-

ftixture.
\

lilacuaalon

beveral authors have adduced evidence to suggest that

fenfluramine and amphetamine axe qualitatively and not just

quantitatively different. achmitt and Le Douarec (1965)

demonstrated that in rabbits there was a decreased excitabil¬

ity of the reticular activating system and a depression of

the recruiting response of the diffuse projection system on

administration of fenfluramine. Although these authors

could show only a slight modification of the £EG others

(Foxwell et al.. 1969) have demonstrated marked increase in

the amount of cortical slow wave activity as well as

confirming and extending ochmitt and Le liouarec's findings.

It is pointed out however by Foxwell at al». (1969) that

the effects of fenfluramine are not the same at all levels

of the CNS. Zianes and Kinnard (1967) have further shown

that while amphetamine reduces reserpine depression and

increases motor activity in mice, fenfluramine will increase

reserpine depression and decrease motor activity. At the

clinical level, Brodbin and O'Connor (1967) report sleepiness

as a aide-effect of fenfluramine though the drug does not

appear to affect choice reaction time (Dr. R.H. Barnes,

personal communication). In view of these results, the/

IV
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/the results obtained in the present study and those

of Oswald et al. « (1968), it would appear that fenfluramine

has a dual effect in that it has both excitatory and sedative

effects on the CMS,

Oswald et al.. (196 8) also suggested that a qualitative

distinction could be made between fenfluramine end diethylpropion*

while the present study would sndarse the fenfluremine-

amphetamine distinction, the distinction between fenfluramine

and diethylpropion is less clear, since the REM suppressing

effect of diethylpropion is apparent only in the first

3 hours of sleep and not over the whole night* This was

due, presumably, to the small dose of diethylpropion used

(0.35mg/kg)* for the same reason, it is not surprising

that, over the whole night diethylpropion was "nearer"

to placebo though in the first three hours more marked effects

were detected.

In the present study, no effect was found for fenfluramine

on the number of shifts to stage 1 sleep* This is in contrast

to the results of Oswald at al.. (I960)* On rescrutinising

Oswald's raw date, it was found that the majority of his

subjects were females and that it was these individuals who

contributed most to the differences between placebo and

fenfluramine* while the dose of fenfluramine in his study

and in this one was the same, it is reasonable to assume

that the dose/kg body weight would be less in the present

study since here the subjects were ell males*

If fenfluramine were simply "sedative" and amphetamine

"stimulant" a mixture of amphetamine and fenfluramine might

be expected to have little or no effect on sleep as each/
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/oach would cancel the other* In fact the mixture

used, 4Omg. fenfluramine and 7*5rag. amphetamine, revealed

a potentiation of some amphetamine effects, viz* reduced

total sleep time, increased % stage 1, decreased stage 2

and changes in subjective effects. This would argue some

qualitative similarities between amphetamine and fenfluramine)

it also raises the question of the definition of a stimulant.

It would seem that there is no absolute definition of

a stimulant for it must depend on the biological system being

considered* To a biochemist, a stimulant drug is one which

increases turnover or synthesis; to a pharmacologist it is

one which increases the rate of firing at eithar inhibitory

or excitatory synapses; to the behaviourist a stimulant

elevates mood, increases motor activity and pressure for

thought and speech* Fenfluramine is a drug which can

exhibit both stimulant and sedative effects* it increa

free fatty acids and "ketones" in blood) increases the

shifts to arousal in sleep; decreases cerebral responsiveness

and can counteract amphetamine induced motor activity in

the mouse (Selpharm Laboratories, unpublished observations)•



I1I.H. Heroin and Human Sleep.

Drugs of addiction ara taken, initially at least,

because they make possible escape from reality into a

phantasy, dream-like world. The recent interest in the two

kinds of sleep has led to an examination of the effects of

drugs which lead to escape from reality and the state of

sleep accompanying dreaming. The present evidence (IV.A)

suggests that all the common drugs of addiction cause

(1) immediate reality escape, (2) initial suppression of

paradoxical sleep and (3) after their withdrawal cause a

rebound excess of REM sleep.

There has been little study of the effects on sleep

of the "hard" drugs of addiction, morphine and heroin. In

a study using rats, Khazan et al. (1967) demonstrated that

morphine reduces the amount of REM sleep and that continued

administration resulted in a gradual return of the proportion

of sleep time spent in REM sleep to pre-drug levels. Kay at al.

(1968), using human subjects (post addicts), confirmed the

REM suppressant effect and in a pilot study of morphine

withdrawal found evidence of a delayed REM sleep rebound in

2 subjects.

Ill.Hj. The subjects used were Drs. I. Oswald, J.I. Evans,

M.O. Akindale and the author. Three baseline night sleep

records were obtained (excluding the adaptation night record)

from each subject, prior to the subcutaneous administration

of 7.5mg. heroin* this is equivalent to approximately 2Qmg.

morphine. Sleep recordings were obtained on each of threa

consecutive nights of heroin administration and the three

subsequent withdrawal nights.

1 1 0



/boiling water bath for 1 hour,

2) Cation Exchange (Tompsett, 1968).

The column of the cation exchange resin had the

following characteristics) Resin - Dowex SOW x 12
(mesh 200/400).

Weight - 3 g.

Diameter - 10mm.

Height - TOmn.

The acid hydrolyaed urine was applied to the column.

The column was then washed with 100ml. of M hydro**

chloric acid. Morphinu was then eluted with 100ml.

of 2.5N hydrochloric acid.

3) solvent Extraction.

An aliquot of the 2.5N hydrochloric acid eluats

was neutralised (pH 7) by the addition of solid sodium

hydrogen carbonate. The mixture was extracted three

times with a chloroform/n-propanol (3/1) mixture.

The combined solvent extracts were dehydrated by the

addition of anhydrous sodium sulphate, filtered and

then evaporated to dryness in sn all glass vacuum

still.

4) Colorimetric Determination.

The residue (3) was dissolved in Sml. of Q.1N hydrochlori

acid. 0.5ml. of 20> (w/v) sodium nitrite was added.

2 minutes later, 0.5ml, of 2Qjfa (w/v) sodium hydroxide

was added and the absorbance measured at 495 milli¬

microns without delay against an appropriate blank.

5) Thin Layer Chromatography,

Residues obtained after solvent extraction (3) were

examined by a thin layer chromatographic technique/
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/technique similar to that described by Haywood

and Moss (1968)*

The procedure was controlled by the examination of

standard solutions of morphine,

Results

III,Hi, subcutaneous injection of 7»5mg. heroin immediately

decreased the proportion of REM sleep in the whole night

(Fig, 22), Continued administration of heroin resulted

in a gradual restoration of % REM sleep to pre-drug levels

though over the period of 3 nights restoration was incomplete.

On withdrawal, there was a small but immediate rise in the

proportion of REM sleep. However, this rise was not

significantly different from the pre-drug proportion

(t « 2.26, p - o.U6),

HI .Hil. detailed results for these two subjects (1,0, and

S.L) are shown in Fig,23 where REM suppression is obvious

in both subjects. Subject b.L. had not returned to base-line

two months after the first series of heroin injections.

However, again reduced % REM and the gradual return to base¬

line was observed. This was also true of subject 1,0, who

had, by the time of this second series of injections, returned

to within normal limits. On stopping heroin, one subject

{S*L,} showed a marked and immediate REM sleep rebound which

declines over about 3 months. The other subject showed

little evidence of REM sleep rebound, the only indications

of rebound being on the nights of September, 28th and October,

9th when the delay to 1st REM was 42 mins and 33 tains

respectively. On October, 1Gth this subject had a heavy head

cold which may have reduced % REM sleep./
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FIGURE23 Upperhistogram: subjectI.0. Lowerhistogram:S.L. Bothsetsofresults includetheresults forthesetwosubjects fromFigure22andshow alsothenightsonwhich thearbitrarylimitsof normalityindicatedwere exceeded.Marked individualdifferences areseeninthemagnitude ofresponsetothedrug andtoitswithdrawal.
EFFECTOFHEROINONREMSLEEPOF2MEN (Dosage-7-5mgNightly)
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/sleep.

A beat-fitting curve was obtained for the withdrawal

period of the subject showing rebound (S*L*) This was found

to be a Pearson type I curve (Elderton* 1938) with the

equationi-

0.4354 / v0.9671

, " 10.41 44 ~
7.7211

0.4354 , \0
(1 + 10.4144 I\' 23.1 322 7

where y is the % REM sleep and x the number of daya

since the last injection minus tho mode* Fig* 24

shows this curve and it can be an that there is a return

to the base-line on night 34 (October* 29th}* Nevertheless,

as mentioned* Fig. 23 shows evidence of subtle abnormalities

of REM sleep for a longer period.

Total morphine output during the initial withdrawal

period for the two subjects is shown in Fig* 25.

Both subjects had significant amounts of free and conjugated

morphine in their urine for 216 hours and 264 hours

respectively after the last dose of heroin* It is interesting

to note thet in Fig* the peak REM percentage wee on night

9 which was the first night after heroin excretion had

ceased in subject 5*L*

■'auftUESUyq

The subjective experiences resulting from heroin

administration have been described by others* but these

descriptions ware obtained under special circumstances (Lee, 1942|

Martin and Frasar* 1961), The immediate post-injection

effects experienced by the four subjects here were noticed

about 5-t0 minutes after the injection* The first/
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FIGURE 25
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of subject S.L. from Figure 23. N.B. x is as in Fig.



/first symptom to be experienced was described as a

"warm, glowing flush in the abdominal region". This

was quickly followed by an intense itching particularly

around the nose and mouth. If, at this point, the subject

stood up, there was ataxia and a "feeling of being drunk

without the euphoria of alcohol"• There was also a sense

of restriction of breathing due to s "lump in the throat".

Whan lying in bed in the dark there was an intense desire

to remain still and "pressure to carry on an hypnagogic

conversation with yourself", the so-called 'soap-basing*

effect. These two phenomena were associated with a

feeling of disembodiment and depersonalization as demonstrated

in the following hypnogogic hallucination experienced

by S.L.

"I was lying in bed when the room suddenly seemed

as though the light had been put on. Several

people, unknown to me came into the room and

looked at ma in bed. I was one of those people.

It was not frightening because I was objectively

standing by looking at myself looking at myself.

1 was orientated enough to appreciate that I had

to remember these events. Suddenly I did panic and

opened my eyes. After a second or two I realised

what had happened and that I must remember it.

After getting settled down again to go to sleep

several more people came in with flame torches.

This was slightly alarming. I seemed to sit up

with a start but was prevented by someone bending

over me. Again I was standing watching this/
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/this objectively. The overall effect

was unpleasant and there wire several moments

of panic»"

The other subjects also commented on these attacks

of panic which lasted only a few seconds and would come on

even though the mind was a "complete blank", which may

have been related to respiratory effects. The frequency

and intensity of all these phenomena never diminished over

the period of heroin administration. The mornings were

characterized by headache, dryness of the mouth, physical

and mental inertia and loss of libido.

The withdrawal symptoms, which were apparent in 1,0,

and S.L, in the late afternoon prior to tha last three

injections of neroin, included weariness, headache, yawning,

shivering, coryza, hand tremor, poor grip and a mild

depression. Apart from the weariness and coryza, thess

symptoms had disappeared by the end of the first week of

withdrawal.

During the second period of heroin administration and

the initial withdrawal period, diurnal measurements of

haart rate, respiratory rata, ventilation volume and forearm

blood flow were obtained and have been reported elsewhere

(Rosenthal et al.. 1969), The only immediate effect

of the heroin was a reduction in ventilation volume. No

withdrawal effects were observed. A diurnal two-fold

increase in forearm blood flow was observed but this did

not appear to be related to the heroin or its withdrawal.

1 1 6



It has been commented (e.g. Beneau, 1969} that in

experimental self-addiction using rats or monkeys some

animals will not become addicted, a situation analogous to

man and alcohol. The results from the two subjects in the

second study may indicate individual differences in response.

Neither subject has ever been addicted to any drug, though

5.L. is an inveterate smoker, and neither experienced with¬

drawal "craving" for the drug. However, one may speculate

that the marked and prolonged recovery process demonstrated

in 5.L. could indicate a constitutional difference rendering

him more "at risk".

A prolonged recovery time from opiate addiction has been

described by Himmelsbach (1942) for several physiological

indices. However as his subjects were physically dependent

on opiates and had been for some time, many of thase

variables (e.g. basal metabolic rate, erythrocyte sedimentation

rate, haemocrit and caloric intake) would have been confounded

by the prior nutritional state. Nevertheless, sleep

disturbance based on nurses' observations, was apparent for

approximately two months after the last dose of opiate.

Fraser et al.. (1961) and Martin and Fraser (1961) have

similarly described withdrawal from heroin in patients serving

sentences for contravention of narcotic laws. Using subject

and observer rating, the Addiction Heaearch Center Inventory

(Uaartren, 1965a,b)ahowad that after 10 days withdrawal, the

intensity of the abstinence symptoms was still 10 points

above base-line. Examination of the curve of "abstinence

intensity" shows it to be exponential and that it ia unlikely/
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/unlikely that base-line Mould have been reached for

about another 2 weeks.

The hypothesis that drugs of addiction have a

characteristic sequence of events on sleep is supported

in part of this study. There can be an immediate rebound

of REM sleep on withdrawal from heroin though there would

seem to be considerable individual differences.
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nI.x. :/Mb.iesUv9 tfgtiiBBtgi af an ^ evfllyation*

^nUaducUon

McGhie and Russel (1962) have demonstrated differences

in the amount of sleep taken by different age groups and

between the eexee. These have been confirmed by Tune (1968)*

Again Masterton (1965) has suggested differences in the

amount of aleep obtained by the various grades of hospital

medical staff. These surveys utilised subjective

assessment and presupposed that subjects can estimate how

long they are awake in the night, The same assumptions

apply to the study by HcGhie (1966), which, while confirming

that there is a aleep disturbance in many psychiatric

patients, was unable to differentiate the affective disorders

by this means.

The importance of these aasumptions becomes more

critical when evaluating hypnotic and other drugs such as

slimming pills, suspected of disturbing aleep. Using

subjective methods Parsons (1963) suggests that there

is little justification in classifying the barbiturates

in terms of their length of action, and Silverstone at al.

(1963) using interview techniques, indicated that

diathylpropion (Tenuata, an amphetamine derivative) caused

difficulty in falling asleep, Oswald at al. (1968) using

sleep E£6 techniques has confirmed th&t diethylpropion

disturbs sleep significantly. While there has been in

recent years a considerable increase in the amount of

research into sleep, occasioned by the finding of a

physiological concomitant of dreaming (Aaerinsky and/
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/and Klextman, 1953), the objective ££G study

of sleep mitigates against the use of large numbers of

subjects* If the object is to study the sleep of large

numbers of normal or paychiatrically ill subjects, it is

mors practical to use the interview (Clement and Bourliere,

1961), questionnaire (McGhie and Russell, 1962) or sleep

chart (Hasterton, 1965j Tune, 196B) methods*

Despite the well known problems of subjective assessments

little attempt has been made to validate such estimates of

sleep* This paper attempts such a validation and considers

changes in estimates brought about by the administration

and withdrawal of drugs.

Whflti

0 physically and mentally healthy young males acted

as subjects* There was no evidence that these volunteers

were unusually concerned about their sleep* They were

not selected on the basis of personality ox whether they

considered themselves "good*4 or "poor" sleepers (Monroe,

1967)*

On reporting to the laboratory on recordihg evenings

electrodes were attached at the standard ££G and £QG sleep

recording positions (Oswald and Priest, 1965), They

then retired to quiet air-conditioned bedrooms, separated

from the recording room* E£G recording was continuous

from approximately 23.30 hours to 08*00 hours.

116 subject-nights were recordedi 29 control (pre-drug),

43 drug and 44 withdrawal* The control recordings were

obtained for each subject followed by the drug night/
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/night recordings* This investigation was an adjunct

to studies on the effsdts of drugs on sleep* There was

therefore no control over the drug9 or the doses included*

They werei Largactil (chiorpromazine) 25mg* and lOGrag.j

Heminevrin (chlormothiazole) 2Gj and a hypnotic, Tuinal

(quinalbarbitone sodium and amylobarbitons sodium) 6Q0mg.

Drug administration was continuous over 5-14 nights

although recordings were not taken every night* On stopping

the drug, recording was continued though again not necessarily

on successive nights throughout the withdrawal period*

In this study three parameters measurable from the

EEG were of interest since these are the ones most commonly

considered in surveys and most usually asked about by

a doctor. Thay were, (i) delay to sleep onset, (ii) total

sleep time and (iii) number of awakenings* With regard

to this last parameter it was considered unreasonable to

expect subjects to be aware of awakenings of less than

1 minute* Therefore, only these periods of 1 minute or

more were noted although shorter periods were taken into

consideration when calculating total sleep time* It is

possible that some subjects register very brief periods

of arousal* For example, after a body movement it is not

uncommon to find that the <x-rhythm is present for a few

seconds* If the <x-rhythm is present for 10 seconds or more,

then this is counted as an awakening when calculating total

sleep time but not the number of awakenings* Indeed it

is possible that some individuals may on some occasions be

able to register arousals of the order of one or two seconds*/
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/seconds* On waking in the morning, the subjects

were asked to estimate the same three variables* On no

occasion were they told how close to the CC6 measures their

estimates were*

Two measures of accuracy of estimate were derived

from the objective COG data and the subjective estimated.

The first, "judgement-error", was the absolute difference

between objective and subjective estimates* The second

measure took account of whether there was subjective

over- or under-estimation* This was the "judgement-tendency*

(Smith and Beecher, 1960)* for example, a subject may

estimate his total sleep time as 420 minutes (7 hours) and

his delay to sleep onset as 40 minutes whereas they might

be 45Qminutes (7^" hours) and 20 minutes respectively

on EOG criteria* In this case the judgement-error would

be 30 minutes for total sleep time and 20 minutes for the

delay to sleep onset while the judgement-tendency would be

+30 minutes and -20 minutes respectively* The means for

the two measures on each phase of the study and for each

variable are shown in Figa* 26 & 27* As can be seen

subjects under-estimated their total sleep time but over¬

estimated the delay to sleep onset and the number of

awakenings*

Non-parametric analysis of variance for related samples

demonstrated that there was no difference between subjects

or drugs on any of the variables (Siegel, 1956)*

hile there were differences between the control,/
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Tabl*18

CorrelationofobjectIvaandsubjective(absolute)estimates
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0.09
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2

Theoverallcorrelationwascalculatedseparatelyandnotaveragedfro*theindividualcorrelations.
»

p<0.05
»•
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/control, drug and withdrawal phases on the variables

(Tig. 26 ), Table 18 shows that there is a relationship

between the subjective and objective estimates during the

drug and withdrawal periods for total sleep time and delay

to sleep onset. However, there was a significant difference

between the objective and subjective estimates as shown

in Table 19. In other words, although subjects axe not

accurate in their estimates, their estimates do shift in

the same direction as the objective measures.

Pigsgaajgn

The assessment of the effectiveness of hypnotic drugs

is important and the only practical way in terras of labour

and the number of subjects that can be used, is some form

of subjective estimate of sleep. An overall evaluation

of the night's sleep has been shown to have a poor correlation

with nurses* ratings and motility scores (Hinton and Marlay,

1959| Cox amd Marlsy, 1959). This study would confirm

the unreliability of subjective estimates when compared

to objective ££G measures. That a subject is unreliable

in judging his sleep is unfortunate since "subjective

evaluation (of sleep) is important, if for no other reason

than that the clinical use of hypnotic agents is most

frequently concerned with alleviation of patients' complaints,"

(Lasagne, 1954). However, this study would suggest that

provided evaluation of the drug if not based on absolute

time estimation but on relative measures the subjects would

be reasonably accurate since the correlations are positive

and significant./
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#•
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/significant.

In the present study, however, there is a striking

withdrawal effect seen in all parameters. It is well

known that patients, when their sleeping tablets are stopped

will complain of their sleep. The present study demonstrfl^ffn
that thev exaggerate the extent of this "poorness" of sla6a.

Overall assessment of sleep by the subject must depend

partly on his estimate of the duration of the sleep, which

in turn depends on how long he takes to fall asleep, and how

often, and for how long he wakens. If he is inaccurate in

hia assessment of these factors then he will, ioso factq

exaggerate the poorness of his sleep. For example, one

subject, on the first night of stopping 600mg. Tuinal

adamantly maintained that at most he had slept for 30 minutes

in the whole night. He had in feet slept nearly three

hours.

In the design of clinical trials of hypnotic drugs the

withdrawal effect is important. It is not uncommon, e.g.

Parsone (1963) to find that placebo is administered

immediately after the drug. The withdrawal effect makes

it inevitable that placebo will appear worse than the drug.
It is therefore essential either to separate the placebo

from the drug by many nights or to have the placebo preceding
the drug on all occasions. The same considerations apply

to the comparison of hypnoticaj their administration must

be contiguous otherwise the subjects will tend to compare

the second drug with the nights intervening between tha

first and second drugs. These intervening nights are/
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/are withdrawal nights.

Our knowledge about norms for the sleep pf healthy

subjects under different conditions depends on subjective
estimates (fesell and Amatrucfe-, 1 945; Lewis and Masterton,

1957; Williams, 1959; McGhie and Russell, 1962; Murray,

1967; Tune, 1968) as does information about the patterns

of sleep disturbance in psychiatric patients (Hinton, 1963;
McGhie, 1966). This study would suggest that the values

for total sleep time etc. quoted in several of these studies

are if anything under-estimations but in view of the poor

correlations obtained in the control period in this study

they are more likely to be unreliable.

Monroe (1967) has demonstrated personality differences

between people considering themselves to be "good" or "poor"

sleepers. It is also known that personality is a factor

in accuracy of estimation of short time intervals (Qrme, 1962).
A study is currently being carried out to investigate this
in relation to accuracy of sleep estimation.

It is of course possible that the drug and withdrawal

effects observed are related to altered time perception

and not to altered sleep. While this hypothesis may be

true, it does not alter the implications of the study for
the design of trials of hypod>lb&8s or of the practical

considerations for the doctor trying to stop a patient

taking hypnotics.
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IV. fiENEftAl DI^MSSIPN

A) Addictive Prima cause Suppression of Paradoxical
JiijyuteiMftJL ftgfrgwnd.

Drugs of addiction are taken, initially at least,

because they make possible an escape from reality. Those

most vulnerable are people who, through their personalities,

are beset by conflicts and anxieties. They obtain but

little solace from contact with the real world. Access

to certain drugs enables them to escape to a less harsh

world, a world removed from reality and nearer to the

world of dreams. It is less harsh too in that those

with whom they associate are of kindred spirit and the

result is a therapeutic group. However much the cult of

transcendentalism is abhorad or condoned it is undoubtedly

less harmful since its tenets deny its adherents escape

through drugs.

There was until recently a distinction made between

drugs of addiction and drugs of habituation. Only the

former were supposed to provoke "physiological" abnormalities

on withdrawal. The Interdepartmental Committee on Drug

Addiction of the Ministry of Health (1961) accepted thid

line of thinking and so did not consider amphetamine as

an addictive substance. The distinction between

"physiological" and "psychological" dependence was a relic

of a past in which the medical profession regarded the

body and soul as dichotamous. Today, it is believed

that mental events are determined by brain (physiological)

events. Craving is the most characteristic feature/
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/feature of any abstinence syndrome* As this was

merely psychological it was accorded little importance. Xa

it not ludicrous not to recognise that the craving for a

drug has its basis in brain function* that function being

as yet unascertainable* just as all drugs that are said

to produce "psychological dependence" do so because they

affect brain physiology and change the person's feelings

and thoughts? Given sophisticated techniques for

measuring brain function* techniques sensitive to as

little as a single capsule of barbiturate, "physiological"

features of dependence and abstinence will inevitably

become more and more frequently reported. The amphetamine

and phenmetrazine evidence (Oswald and Thacore* 1963) was

but an early example and as has since been demonstrated,

it is unwise to condom a drug because of its parentage*

e.g. fenfluramine.

Emphasis has been placed on the long—lasting increase

in the amount of HEM sleep subsequent to drug withdrawal.

It has been pointed out that not only is there an increased

pressure for HEM sleep but that there is also an intra-HEM

pressure as demonstrated by the increased profusion of \

the eye movements. That these phenomena are not due

solely to a restoration of what has been lost during

drug administration is shown by comparing the recovery

periods following behavioural and pharmacological REM

deprivation. In behavioural deprivation* the rebound

accounts for about 30% of what has been lost* whereas

after pharmacological deprivation of REM sleep (which/
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/(which is not total deprivation) the rebound is

of the order of 120-150$ of that lost* Despite the

relatively small compensation after behavioural deprivation*

Pivik and Foulkes (1966) have shown that in this period

there was an increase in profusion of eye movements and

increased vividness and bizarreness of dreama. The

commonly encountered patient who has been taking barbiturates

for years* when studied in the laboratory* reveals a big

rebound into high levels of paradoxical sleep with

nightmares. Restoration of the drug restores sleep to

normal while re-withdrawal causes a return of the

abstinence syndrome.

In patients who have just had their hypnotics

withdrawn* a noticable feature of their behaviour is high

anxiety level. The anxiety is manifest by day, as well

as in their nightmares. This anxiety is literally caused

by the medication they had been given for possibly brief

periods only* but it must be seen as a potent factor

in the aetiology of prolonged dependence upon hypnotic

drugs. To suppose that hypnotics have effects limited

to a few hours or* at most* the 48 hours of detectable

blood levels is a common error. Rebound sequelae may

last for weeks.

One must further conclude that the oast and increasing

consumption of hypnotics is iatrogenic. Consumption

of barbiturates doubled in Britain between 1969 and 1964}

it doubled in Czechoslovakia between 1958 and 1965

(Vondracek et al. 1968)} the absolute expenditure/
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/expenditure on hypnotics in Australia doubled

between 1961 amd 1965 (Commonwealth Director General

of Health, 1962, 1966) while in the U.S.A. "from 1952

to 1963, the retail sales of sedatives and tranquillizers

increased 535 percent" (Dept. of Health, Education and

Welfare, 1967). A major corrolary of this world-wide

increase, and one which throws an increasing burden

on medical services, is the rise in the use of drugs

for deliberate self-poisoning, admissions for which have

increased about tenfold in as many years in both Edinburgh

(Matthew, 1966) and Western Australia (Oswald, 1966)

even though completed suicide rates have varied little.

The increases in self-poisoning with hypnotics and the

increasing realisation that brain physiology is disturbed

for many weeks after clinical recovery will inevitably

bring about a demand for longer follow-up of the patient

by the psychiatric services attached to poison treatment

centres. This will strain existing resources to their

limit.

As has been discussed throughout this dissertation,

drugs other than hypnotics cause a suppression of

paradoxical 3leep with rebound increase on withdrawal..

It should be noted that there is representation from

a vast diversity of chemical groups showing this sequence

of events. Emphasis has been laid on the rebound increase

of paradoxical sleep as a nocturnal correlate of that

unpleasant day-time mood which makes the patient crave

his drug. Other psychoactive drugs have different/
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/different actions and one, reserpine, is notable

for the unpleasant mood it induces at a time when its

administration, not its withdrawal, is promoting paradoxical

sleep at night (Hartmann, 1966), It would be wrong to

assume that increased paradoxical sleep was invariably

associated with intensification of mood in the direction

of negative hedonistic tone. There could be circumstances

where it was associated with intensification of other

emotions such as sexual emotion (Oswald et al.,1966),

There are potent psychoactive drugs which do not

induce dependence. Though there is reduced paradoxical

sleep with administration of these druga, they have been

said not to provoke a rebound in withdrawal e.g, amitriptyline

(Hartmann, 1963) and nialamide (Jouvat, 1967), However,

the evidence for the non-occurrance of withdrawal rebound

is now not so convincing at least for vary high doses of

the tricyclic anti-depressants and for the hydrazine

MAOIa (Akindele, 1969), Interestingly £CT, also used

to treat depression, suppresses paradoxical sleep but

causss neither rebound (•arcone et jl». 1967)nor addiction,

Diphenylhydandoin (Epanutin), like £CT causes suppression

but no tolerance and no rebound of paradoxical sleep

(Cohen, et al.. 1968), This drug could, in a sense, be

thought to be addicting but within the generally accepted

ambit of addiction it can be excluded, Phenothiazines

again are different and whether or not there is observed

HEM sleep enhancement and no withdrawal rebound or HEM

sleep depression and slow rebound is dose dependant,/
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/dependent. Although drugs like ;mitriptyline

and chltrpro azine are potent and valuable drugs clin¬

ically, they do n :t give the patient an immediate escape

from reality and do not invite abuse. equally, adminis¬

tration of Nardil must be continued for at least 10

days before any clinical improvement is observed and

the same time for the appearance of changes in HEM

sleep. Again, there is no possibility Of immediate

escape .

At present then it is possible to say that the

study of sleep, and especially the phase associated

with divorce from reality, has provided a tool for the

study of addictive drugs and has made it possible to

demonstrate neurophysiological consequences of their

administration which extend far into the post-withdrawal

period. The drqg LSD, while liable to abuse, is

generally not regarded as addictive in a manner

comparable to amphetamine but as belonging to a different

category of mind influencing drugs, perhaps like

cannabis. Muzio at al. (1965) showed that LSD is

unusual in that it enhances paradoxical sleep and that

the rebound on withdrawal was a rebound decrease of

paradoxical sleep.

Among the slimming pills known to cause dependence,/
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/dependence, amphetamine, phenmetrazine and

diethylpropion share the usual effects on paradoxical

sleep as does chlorphentermine though there are no cases

of dependence to this last drug in the literature. In

contrast, fenfluramine, though chemically related, has no

effect on paradoxical sleep (Oswald et al. 1968). It

will be a matter of interest to see whether or not time

will prove fenfluramine to cause dependence for this would

provide one test of the proposition that drugs capable

of causing dependence are drugs which suppress paradoxical

sleep and provoke a rebound enhancement of paradoxical

sleep when withdrawn.

This alone can clarify the link between addictive

properties and effects on paradoxical sleep. The link

may be direct, it may be chance, or it might be connected

with the phenomenon of the rebound and the rapidity of

onset of the rebound. An abrupt rebound, manifest in

paradoxical sleep, could simply reflect the abrupt

rebound distortion of numerous other, less easily measurable,

features of central nervous activity.
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Iv• B. The .'ossible Mechanisms Involved In the Effects
qf ^yyys go ^ Jigep,

Several workers have indicated that there is a "need"

to dream. It was thought that the increase in the amount

of HEM sleep following deprivation was a compensation for the

dreams that had been lost {Dement, 1960), However, as

Dement (1965) later appreciated, this "psychic" hypothesis

is unlikely. Doubt had been shed on the proposition that

HEM sleep was the only time that mental life was present

(Kamiya, 1961} Foulkas, 1962} Hechtschaffen et al«, 1963),

This, taken in association with animal studies (Jouvet et al,,

1964} Jouvet, 1965), lad Dement to state that "It is likely

therefore that loss of the psychological experience of

dreaming has little to do with the increased tendency for

HEM sleep to occur (after deprivation)". He replaced this

"loss of psychological experience" hypothesis with a biochemical

one. In this it was suggested that whatever it was that

controlled RLM sleep built up during deprivation and at

some critical level began to act like an "autotoxin". fhesa

deductions were made on tha basis of behavioural deprivation

studies and the extrapolation to drug studies would suggest

that rather than there being a passive build-up of a

hypothetical substance, there is some active fsec-back

mechanism opex ting.

The nature of the graphs obtained by plotting percent

HEM sleep on each night with continued drug administration

demonstrates that "tolerance" develops. If Dement's "autotoxirr'

hypothesis were correct, then a rebound would be expected/
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/expected during continued drug administration.

This does not occur. The amount of REM sleep in the night

can remain at base-line levels for some time in the

continuing presence of the drug. It is more likely therefore

that some feed-back mechanism operates to control the amount

of REM sleep in the night. The constancy of the REM

sleep within a species suggests that it may be genetically

determined.

The most obvious conception of the result of a demand

for more of that which induces REM sleep is that a secondary

mechanism is brought in to play, which, after a few nights,

is capable of fulfilling the role of tho primary mechanisms.

On stopping drug administration, the primary mechanism is

again able to function fully provided the drug is immediately

cleared from tissues. The secondary mechanism is not

abandoned immediately however! it continues to operate

far some time at a decreasing rete. Thereby giving rise to

the progressiva return to "normal" values of REM sleep.

A delay to the peak of the rebound may indicate the rata

of clearance of a drug from brain tissue as was suggested

in the discussion of the results obtained with the tricyclic

anti-depressants and heroin. Postulating a secondary

mechanism leads to complications and for the drug administration

period, if taken in isolation, such a postulate is unnecessary.

There is no reason why the results from this period of the

experiments should not be explained on the basis of an

increasingly efficient datoxication mechanism. This would

mean that the drug would become progressively leas affective/
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/effective and more rapidly made inactive. That

this is possible is evidenced by the tendency of patients

taking hypnotics or addicts taking heroin to increase the

dose and in the case of the latter to increase the frequency

of drug ingestion. It is of course equally possible in

terms of Dement's hypothesis that some of the receptors

for tha substance controlling HEM sleep ar® blocked and

that there is a build up of this substance sufficient to

occupy unblocked receptor sites, or indeed to induce receptors.

However, neither a detoxication mechanism nor accumulation

of an autotoxin could account for the rebound and the slow

return to normal. It is unlikely that a detoxicating

mechanism would have a facilitatory effect on REM mechanisms

nor is it likely that the autotoxin would be dissipated as

slowly as to result in the RfcM times remaining elevated for

some weeks.

In view of these arguments it would seem reasonable to

postulate a secondary mechanism to account for the sequence

of events observed. Schematically the sequence of events

would be as in Fig. 28.

It is well known that the rate of production of enzymes

can ba adjusted to cope with the body's 'demand' for them,

A blockage in any enzyme system results in a gradual increase

in the rate of production. The increased production rata

and the increased amount of "free" enzyme that would be present

when the block is removed would not halt immediately or

dissipate immediately. Such enzyme induction has been

demonstrated in studies with tha bacterium -acherichia coli

involving the organism's production of isolaucine which/
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/which is needed for protein synthesis* Using

radio-active tracer techniques* it has been shown that a

deficiency of ieoleucine leads to an increase in production

while an excess in decreased production rate,

Howaver, any postulated mechanism involving ©nryme

induction or receptor induction results in an unwarranted

assumption. The review of the literature and the present

experiments demonstrate that drugs of diverse chemical

structure all result in the same sequence of events in HEM

sleep and so hypotheses such as those above would have

inherent in them the premise of non-specificity of the anrymss

or receptors. This is highly improbable. The effect of

the drugs is much more likely to be a non-specific one such

as an inhibition of the rephosphorylation of AMP to ATP or

a similar but indirect affect at the cytochrome level of the

respiratory chain. These have been suggested as the mode

of action of the barbiturates (Aldridge, 1 964| Mcllwain, 1964}.

At the same time, a search of the literature has not revealed

any evidence which would suggest that the time course for

alterations in rephosphorylation would be that predicted from

the sleep studies, Un the other hand there is no reason why

effects on rephosphorylation should be no more than an

intermediate step.

The time course of the recovery period extending, as

does, over a period of 4 to 8 wseks, may betray some active

repair process in intraneuronal machinery. The moot likely

fundamental mechanism would involve protein synthesis. The

synthesis is seen as the creation of new neuronal machinery/
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/machinery either to replace what has bean damaged

by external ineult or to replace what has bean created to

counter-act (or moke possible tolerance to) a drug.

Induction of protein synthesis appears to be related

to the development of morphine tolerance as witnessed by

two facts. First there is an increase in the protein

content of microsomal-soluble fraction of the brain of

tolerant animals. oacondly, 8-azaguanine, which inhibits

protein synthesis, is effective in blocking tolerance to the

lethal and analgesic effects of morphine (apoerlein and

Scrafani, 1967j Cox at al.. 1968), Collier (1965a and b)

has discussed the possibility of induction of so-called

"silent" receptors, which are themselves proteins. The

results obtained by bpoerlein end crafani would be coneistant

with this hypothesis as would the results of Cohen et al. (1965

who demonstrated that actinomycin-O, another inhibitor of

protein synthesis, also blocks tolerance to morphine.

However, Cohen et al. interpreted their results as indicating

an induction of synthesis of polypeptides by morphine.

Haynert and Klingman (1962), using vary large doses of morphina,

found an increase in brain norepinephrine and suggest that

tolerance develops as a result of this increase in norepinephrine

synthesis brought about by induced synthesis of an enzyme in

the biosynthatic pathway for the catecholamines. On the

other hand, »'ay et al. (1 968) have implicated 5-HT mechanisms

in the development of tolerance to morphine. In this study,

not only did they confirm that protein inhibition stopped

the development of tolerance, they found that in the tolerant

animals there was an increased 5-HT turnover. The study/
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/study was extanded to examine the effects of para-

chlorphenylaianine (PCPA), a 5-HT synthesis inhibitor, on

the development of tolerance# A# predicted, PCPA

administration resulted in there being no tolerance and it

was concluded that the protein involved in morphine

tolerance was tryptophane hydroxylase since hydroxylation

is the rate-limiting step in 5-HT synthesis# It is

interesting to note that PCPA suppresses R£N sleep

(weitzman et al.. I960* Dement at al.. 1969)#

However, the report by Clouet and Ratner (1966) that
1 4

the incorporation of C leucine into total brain protein is

reduced in morphine tolerance raises additional questions.

They interpret their data as indicative of depression of

protein synthesis in tolerance# The data, however, might

equally well indicate decrease in protein turnover or

alteration in protein composition in the tolerant animal#

Finally, it is worth noting that in a discussion.

Dement (1968) comments that streptomycin produced a "strange"

effect on REtf sleep* it decreases the amount. Perhaps

in the contaat of the present hypothesis it is not such a

"strange" effect.

It was suggested that an intermediate step in the

effects of drugs on sleep might bo a blockage in rephoaphoryl-

ation. Protein synthesis is inhibited by oxygen lack and

the presence of 2,4-DNP# It is therefore thought that the

incorporation of amino-acids into proteins requires ATP,

the system being as followsi-/
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/followss-

AHP
R-CH-CGQH R-CH-CO £ R-CH-CO sRhA

I 1 1
E
_ hK„, miUhd -=» 4 ^ 2

■* ATP
_ + P2P « A«P < £

(After Mcllwain, 1966).

{£ » amino—acid activating enzyme).

I
Transfer to micro¬
somal RNA and subseq.
uant release.

If drug effects on sleep were mediated indirectly

through inhibition of rephoaphorylation, then the predicted

result would be a decrease, not an increase, in protein synthesis.

In view of the findings of protein synthesis induction during

tolerance ana the non-dsvelopment of tolerance with blockade

of protein synthesis, any possible effects on rephoaphorylation

can probably be discounted.

A rebound is not a phenomenon unique to RCM sleep,

ho matter w< ich biological system is disturbed, rene ai of

the disturbance will result in an overawing. Although

many diverse urugs result in the appearance of the same

phenomenon, it does not imply a common mechanism,

furthermore, all the evidence so far mentioned relate to

the phenomenon of tolerance, not withdrawal, and there is

no good reason why it should h© assumed that withdrawal is

the mirror image of tolerance.

Administration of centrally acting drugs, even in

clinical doss®, is an insult to cerebral neurones. Curves

of similar duration to those found with REM sleep after

drug administration are found with other forma of insult/
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/insult to cerebral neurones. After- 28 ECTs in one

week (an overdose of anti-depreasant treatment) there ars

EEG abnormalities which take three weeks to disappear

(Callaway, 1950). The technique used, estimating the delta

index, i.e. the "amount" of EEG waves less than 0 c.p.s.,

with a map measurer, was crude but more refined techniques

including evocative procedures, revealed abnormalities

5-7 weeks after the last ECT of a normal course of treatment

(Roth, 1951).

Insult to rat cerebral neurones by means of hypoglossal

axon injury (Watson, 1968) results in a recovery process

extending over some 4-10 weeks in which nucleolar nucleic

acid, and, by inference, ribosomal protein synthesis,

follows a curve very similar to that found in recovery from

anti-depressant overdose and from heroin.

An example of drug effects apparent long after the

drug has been cleared from brain tissue is found with

reserpine, notable for causing depression on a long time

scale. This drug depletes brain cells of catecholamines

very rapidly and itself disappears from brain tissue in a

matter of hours. Yet the catecholamine restoration process

follows a course of 4-8 weeks (Carlsaon et al., 1957).

The slowness in the reformation of storage particles for

catecholamines in the cell bodies is believed to depend

on protein synthesis (Iverson, 1967).

There are many examples of slow recovery processes in

the behavioural sciences but the most apposite example ie

the finding by Flexner et al.« (1967) that puromycin can

inhibit mare learning in the rat for up to 3 months.

Puromyein is/
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/is a drug inhibiting RNA induced protein synthesis.

This is what might be called a "blanket" hypotnesis,

Tha phenomenon of the rebound of REM Bleep may indeed

be skin to rats falling off poles when given many different

drugs. The reason for their falling off the pole can have

many causes.

Nevertheless, the slow recovery processes underlying

REM sleep after drugs would be interpreted as the slow

reconstruction, through protein turnover, of the intra*

neuronal machinery which governs REM sleep. One obvious

way to test the hypothesis is to take animals, all of

whom receive the same afferent stimulation, and examine

changes in the base ratios and the rate of protein

turnover after REM deprivation.
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His bed*s reply.

That I male be a rest of cares,
an end of toying pains:
See storaacke thine be not surchargda,
when slepe thou wouldast gains.
If sugred slepe (devoide cf dreames)
thou likest to enjoys:
Then live with little: anu beware
no cores thy hedde anoys.
And lastly deme thy feathered bedde
alwaies they graspyng graves
So rest by me thou shalt obtains,
and eke much comfort have.

Translated from the Latin
of Dr. Haddon by Timothy Kendall
1 577.
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Drug Withdrawal State
An EEG Sleep Study

J. I. Evans, MB, ChB, DPM, and S. A. Lewis, BSc, Edinburgh

It HAS BEEN shown in many publica¬
tions1-2 that there are two types of sleep:
orthodox or nondreaming sleep and rapid
eye movement (REM) or dreaming sleep.
The description of these two separate phys¬
iological states and the finding that bar¬
biturates have a profound and long-lasting
effect on REM sleep3 gave impetus to many
recent studies of the effects of drugs on

sleep. It has been found that hypnotics,3 5
meprobamate,6 and alcohol7 cause an imme¬
diate decrease in REM sleep. With contin¬
ued administration, tolerance develops so
that REM sleep values return to normal. On
withdrawal, there is an immediate overswing
or "rebound" in REM sleep taking several
weeks,3 even from small doses4 of the drug,
to return to predrug levels.
During some drug withdrawal syndromes,

there is an excess of REM sleep. This is true
of both alcohol withdrawal8-9 and barbitu¬
rate withdrawal.10 In the initial withdrawal
period a frequent clinical complaint is what
the alcoholic calls "night terrors" and the
studies by Greenberg and Pearlman8 and by
Gross9 would suggest that REM sleep mech¬
anisms are intimately involved in the produc¬
tion of "night terrors" which appear to be
severe nightmares.
Phenothiazines, in particular chlorproma-

Submitted for publication July 12, 1968.
From the Sleep Laboratory, University Department

of Psychiatry (Royal Edinburgh Hospital), Edin¬
burgh.
Reprint requests to Research Psychologist, Uni¬

versity Department of Psychiatry, Royal Edinburgh
Hospital, Morningside Park, Edinburgh, 10 (Mr.
Lewis).

zine, are commonly used in the treatment of
drug withdrawal delirium. It has been
shown11 that 100 mg chlorpromazine will
depress REM sleep with no immediate "re¬
bound" in withdrawal. It is therefore of
interest to study the effect of chlorproma¬
zine on REM sleep during withdrawal.
Assuming the excess of REM sleep in

drug withdrawal, chlorpromazine adminis¬
tered immediately after stopping, for exam¬
ple, a barbiturate could have one of three
possible effects: (1) The chlorpromazine
could have no effect on REM sleep and the
rebound could continue. (2) The chlorpro¬
mazine could have a delaying effect on the
rebound such that it would appear after the
chlorpromazine had been withdrawn. (3)
Chlorpromazine could block the rebound
completely.
The results of a previous study11 makes the

first hypothesis unlikely and the slow clear¬
ance of chlorpromazine from body tissues12
coupled with clinical evidence suggests that
the last hypothesis (3) is the most likely.
The present study was designed to test

these hypotheses using barbiturate with¬
drawal as the model.

Method

The EEG and EOG recording of sleep was as

previously reported from this laboratory.11
Six baseline night records were obtained

from each of two healthy young male subjects
over a period of weeks prior to the administra¬
tion of the drugs. There was another baseline
night record, an earlier one, which was discard¬
ed as it was an adaptation night.13 Four

Arch Gen Psychiat—Vol 19, Nov 1968
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Table 1.—Distribution of Recording Nights

No. No. Baseline* Drugt WithdrawaU
Subjects Sex Nights Drug Recording Nights Recording Nights

2 M 6 Amobarbital 1,2,4,7,8,9,10 15,16
11,14

Chlorpromazine 17,18,19,21 22,23,25,28,30,
32,35,37,39,42,
46,51,53,59,62

*This excludes the first adaptation night record.
tDrugs were administered on successive nights even though a record was not obtained each night.
}The first withdrawal night was the night immediately succeeding the last drug night.

hundred milligrams amobarbital (Amytal) was
administered for 14 consecutive nights, record¬
ings being taken on nine of these as shown in
Table 1. On nonrecording nights, the subjects
took the drug at approximately the same time,
30 minutes before retiring. They were instruct¬
ed to keep to the same bedtime and to refrain
from taking all drugs, other than the experi¬
mental ones, throughout the experiment.
Following the last "amobarbital night" there

were two nondrug nights. These two nights
were followed by five nights on which the
subjects received 100 mg chlorpromazine orally
approximately 30 minutes before retiring. Four
recordings were obtained, though the fourth
night was omitted; as before, the subjects still
received the chlorpromazine. On stopping the
chlorpromazine, their sleep was monitored on
15 of the first 45 "withdrawal" nights. The
nights on which recordings were obtained are
indicated in Table 1.

Results

The initial stage of this experiment, the
administration of 400 mg amobarbital, was
to enable the later induction of a drug with¬
drawal state. Although records of the sub¬
jects' sleep were obtained, little comment on
the results of this stage is necessary since
they followed exactly those obtained by Os¬
wald and Priest.3 There was the expected
depression of the percentage of REM sleep
and tolerance with continued administration
(Figure). On withdrawing the amobarbital
the initial stages of the expected rebound
were seen.

The Figure shows that during five succes¬
sive nights of chlorpromazine (100 mg)
there was a gradual decrease in the percent¬
age of REM sleep. On stopping chlorpro¬
mazine no rebound was seen despite the sam¬

pling over 45 subsequent withdrawal nights.
Using the technique of analysis outlined

in a previous report,11 it was found that
chlorpromazine, after 14 nights of amobarbi¬
tal, does not result in REM sleep time (in
minutes) being significantly different from
the control values. Further, despite the sig¬
nificant (t = 2.5714, P < 0.01) decrease in
total sleep time (Table 2), the mean REM
time during chlorpromazine administration
was not significantly different from that to
be expected for the observed total sleep time
(obtained from a regression equation11).
It was noticed in the process of this analy¬

sis that on the first two nights on which the
subjects received chlorpromazine, the ob¬
served REM time was greater than expect¬
ed, while the reverse was true for the third
and fifth nights. Neither of these pairs of
nights, however, was significantly different
from control or from each other.
The significant decrease in total sleep

time during chlorpromazine administration
can be accounted for in terms of the in¬
creased delay to sleep onset (Table 2;
t = 3.3069, P < 0.01). In withdrawal this
parameter was not significantly different
from either the control or chlorpromazine
stages. This was also true of total sleep time.
During the administration of chlorproma-

Table 2.—Effect on Sleep

Total Sleep Time Delay to Sleep Onset Delay to 1st REM Period
(min) (min) (min)

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD
Control 446.7 ± 5.8 21.0 ± 7.6 76.5 ± 13.0
Chlorpromazine 445.4 ± 5.0 46.0 ± 15.9 65.9 + 13.0
Withdrawal 455.0 ± 4.5 31.4 + 22.8 86.9 + 22.9
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Effect of chlorpromazine on sodium amytal withdrawal.

zine, the delay to the onset of the first REM
period of the night decreased (Table 2)
with respect to the control values (t =
1.3955, P < 0.05) while in withdrawal it
was significantly increased when compared
to drug values (t = 2.4266, P < 0.05).

Comment

It was predicted that chlorpromazine
would block the rebound of REM sleep seen
in drug withdrawal. The results of this exper¬
iment show that this prediction was correct.
Further, no delay in the rebound was ob¬
served despite following the course of the
withdrawal for 45 nights. The only observa¬
ble withdrawal effect was a slight decrease
in total sleep time associated with an in¬
crease in the time taken to fall asleep.
Drug withdrawal delirium is only seen

after tolerance has developed and the drug
is abruptly removed. In sleep this abrupt
stopping of a drug is manifest as an immedi¬
ate rebound in REM sleep. In other words,
there is a sudden release of REM "pressure."
Circumstantial evidence from the clinical
field is found in the study by Greenberg and
Pearlman8 where it is seen that those pa¬
tients who developed delirium had high
REM times sooner than the nondelirious

group.
Since the middle of the 19th century, the

treatment of drug withdrawal delirium has
emphasised the importance of sleep. With

little exception, treatment has been effected
by the use of opiates, paraldehyde, and,
later, hypnotics. The recent trend has been
to use phenothiazines. It has been shown
that morphine14 15 will depress REM sleep,
as will hypnotics3 5'16 and phenothiazines,11
and that all these drugs will produce deliri¬
um when stopped abruptly from high dos¬
age. The fact that the drugs used to treat
withdrawal delirium depress REM sleep,
and so presumably block the withdrawal
rebound, makes it an attractive hypothesis
that to treat this delirium the mental life
associated with REM sleep must not be
allowed to intrude into wakefulness but
must be contained wholly within sleep.
An underlying assumption of the hypothe¬

sis is that the mental life of REM sleep can

spill over into waking life. This would be
experienced by the patient as the intrusion
of dream fantasy into wakefulness which is
disturbing. Such a phenomenon is seen in
narcolepsy.
The sleep attack of the narcoleptic is an

attack of REM sleep frequently not followed
by orthodox sleep.1710 The narcoleptic is
unique in present experience in the ability
to enter REM sleep without prior orthodox
sleep. Thus it is possible to find conscious¬
ness and REM (dreaming) sleep in direct
continuity.
A similar phenomenon is observed in a

person waking from a particularly vivid
dream who may often experience disorienta-
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tion in time and place for several minutes20;
he has experienced a consciousness:orthodox
sleep:dream:consciousness sequence.
The inability to dissociate fantasy from

reality when dreaming and waking are in
continuity would indicate that there is a
common mechanism underlying both REM
sleep and the paranoid delirium of drug
withdrawal states. The present experiment
would lend further circumstantial evidence
to the relationship.

Summary

It has been shown that in drug withdraw¬
al delirium there is an excess of rapid eye
movement (REM or dreaming) sleep. Such
delirium is commonly treated with chlor-
promazine. In the present study, two male
subjects received amobarbital (Amytal) for

14 consecutive nights. After two withdrawal
nights, in which an excess of REM sleep
was observed, they received 100 mg chlor-
promazine for five consecutive nights. The
prediction that the chlorpromazine would
block the withdrawal REM sleep excess was
borne out by monitoring the subjects' sleep
for 45 nights after stopping chlorpromazine.
This experiment gives further evidence for
the hypothesis that there is a common mech¬
anism underlying both REM sleep and the
paranoid delirium of drug withdrawal states.
Professor Carstairs and the Board of Management

of the Royal Edinburgh Hospital made available the
facilities for the study; Mr. J. Henderson helped with
the recordings; and May and Baker, Ltd. provided
advice and financial assistance.

Generic and Trade Names of Drugs

Chlorpromazine—Thorazine.
Amobarbital—Amytal.
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Sleep and Barbiturates: some
Experiments and Observations*
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MARY CHEETHAM,|| M.B., CH.B., D.A.

Summary : To determine the effect of barbiturates onsleep two subjects, after a control period, received
200 mg. of sodium amylobarbitone for 26 nights. All
night sleep records taken during this period showed that
the barbiturate shortened the delay to sleep, increased
the total sleep period, lengthened the delay to rapid eye
movement (R.E.M.) sleep, and depressed R.E.M. sleep.
After five nights R.E.M. sleep returned to baseline values
—that is, showed tolerance. On stopping the drug with¬
drawal phenomena were seen, even to this small dose of
the drug.
In a second experiment a subject dependent on 600 mg.

of Tuinal was found to have low normal R.E.M. sleep
while on drugs. On withdrawal, delay to sleep increased
and total sleep time fell. R.E.M. sleep was doubled and
the delay to R.E.M. became abnormally short.
These findings suggest that hypnotics allow sleep to be

" borrowed," and that patients should be supported while
they are being withdrawn.

Introduction

In the past decade drugs have become the focus of attention
of many groups in society. Doctors have become more aware
of their side-effects, prolonged actions, effects on foetal develop¬
ment, and the possibility of addiction and overdose. Society
has become anxious over the questions of abuse and addiction,
and these anxieties have produced a number of standing com¬
mittees in an effort to control this complex problem.

* From the Sleep Laboratory, University Department of Psychiatry,
(Royal Edinburgh Hospital), Edinburgh 10.

f Lecturer, University Department of Psychiatry, Edinburgh,
f Medical Research Council Scholar, University Department of Psychiatry,

Edinburgh.
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The need for such control is apparent even when the quantity
of drugs consumed for therapeutic reasons is appreciated.
Ministry of Health (1964) statistics show that hypnotics, anal¬
gesics, and tranquillizers constitute 22.6% of all prescriptions.
Of this group barbiturates are the largest contributors, making
up 8.1% of all prescriptions, and the amount increases
annually. Other indices confirm the increasing use and abuse
of these drugs. Overdosage by hypnotics has increased
steadily as a means of attempting suicide (Kessel, 1965), and
delirium due to abrupt withdrawal is a frequent hazard (James,
1963).
Many doctors were taught that whatever else they could not

do for their patients they could at least provide sleep. This
expectation seems to have passed on to the patients, as doctors
often complain that they feel under pressure to prescribe
hypnotics.
In the past decade knowledge about sleep has also greatly

increased. It has been found to consist of two regularly
alternating states (Aserinsky and Kleitman, 1953, 1955), which
differ drastically in many physiological criteria.
At the beginning of the night the normal subject enters a

cycle of sleep which is characterized by slow waves and
spindling activity in the E.E.G., slow rolling/absent eye move¬
ments, the presence of muscle activity, and regularity of pulse
rate, blood pressure, and respiration. After about an hour of
this slow wave or " orthodox sleep " there is an abrupt change.
Spindles disappear from the E.E.G., muscle tone drops pre¬
cipitately in the submental region (Berger, 1961), the E.E.G.
becomes low-voltage, and runs of sharp waves appear—the
"
saw tooth " frontal activity which is followed by bursts of

jerking synchronous eye movements (Dement and Kleitman,
1957). Respiration and pulse rate become irregular and blood
pressure is variable (Snyder et al., 1963, 1964). After 10 to
20 minutes the eye movements disappear, often after a body
movement, and spindles reappear as another cycle of slow wave
sleep begins. This second type of sleep has been called " para¬
doxical " or rapid eye movement (R.E.M.) sleep.
In the normal night five or six cycles of orthodox sleep with

an equivalent number of periods of paradoxical sleep occur.
Paradoxical (R.E.M.) sleep usually occupies about 24% of the
total sleep. Normally, orthodox sleep takes precedence over
R.E.M. sleep, and the first R.E.M. period of the night does
not occur until after at least 45 minutes of orthodox sleep
(Rechtschaffen and Verdone, 1964 ; Oswald and Priest, 1965).
Mental activity differs in these two types of sleep. In

orthodox sleep mental activity is variable, often fragmentary,
and more reality-orientated. During R.E.M. sleep disorienta¬
tion in time and place is common and dreams are reported
(Aserinsky and Kleitman, 1953 ; Goodenough et al., 1959 ;
Monroe et oil., 1965). To determine the effect of drugs on
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sleep we have conducted a number of electroencephalographic
studies in volunteers.

Method

During these investigations subjects reported to the laboratory
at 22.00 hours, and electrodes were attached with adhesives to
Fz Cz Pz positions of the 10/20 system to collect the E.E.G. ;
to frontal and outer canthi positions to monitor eye movements ;
and over the belly of the submental muscles to record muscle
tone. Bipolar montages were employed and the electro¬
encephalograph was run continuously from 23.30 to 8.00 hours.
Subjects were instructed to keep regular hours of sleep

throughout the total experimental period and refrain from
alcohol or drugs other than those prescribed in the experiment.
The record—almost a quarter of a mile (400 m.) of paper—

was analysed according to the types of sleep. Normal indices
were (i) the total sleep time (T.S.T.) from first spindle to final
arousal minus any intervening period of wakefulness ; (ii) total
R.E.M. sleep and percentage R.E.M. sleep—the sum of all
R.E.M. activity from first eye movements to last R.E.M. minus
any intervening period of spindling activity which can intrude
into R.E.M. sleep ; (iii) the delay to sleep (iv)—the interval in
minutes from the start of recording from " lights out" to first
spindles ; and (iv) delay to R.E.M. (D)—the interval from first
spindles to first R.E.M.

Experiment 1
Two female subjects were used as their own controls. Over

a period of six weeks seven baseline recordings were made at
irregular intervals. The first record was discarded, as is
accepted practice, since the results are often low owing to a
" first night" effect (Mendels and Hawkins, 1967). Subjects
then received 200 mg. of sodium amylobarbitone at 23.00 hours
each night for 26 nights. Recordings were taken at intervals
over the next two weeks until all variables were within the
normal range. Altogether 27 nights were recorded over a
period of almost three months (see Fig. 2).

Results

The immediate effect of the drug was to decrease the delay
to sleep and prolong the T.S.T. (Fig. 1). R.E.M. sleep was
depressed (Fig. 2) and orthodox sleep was enhanced. R.E.M.
sleep continued below the baseline for five nights ; then
tolerance occurred and R.E.M. values rose to baseline or a little
above it. During this period of tolerance the drug still promoted
and enhanced orthodox sleep so that T.S.T. remained raised.
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The delay to the first R.E.M. period was increased by the drug.
However, at nights 12-14 T.S.T. fell, the delay to sleep
increased slightly, and the amount of R.E.M. activity rose:
at night 12 the delay to R.E.M. period was below the baseline
value.
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Fig. 1.—Effects of sodium amylobarbitone 200 mg. nocte on sleep of

two female subjects.

When the barbiturate was stopped, T.S.T. fell abruptly for
the first two nights and the delay to sleep was much prolonged.
Delay to R.E.M. became abnormally short (less than 45 minutes)
during this period, and R.E.M. sleep was increased—up to

sleep of two subjects.
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31% of the night. R.E.M. sleep subsided towards baseline in
a fluctuant manner over the next fortnight.

Experiment 2
This subject had been taking 600 mg. of Tuinal nocte

(quinalbarbitone sodium 300 mg. and amylobarbitone sodium
300 mg.). Over a period of three years after a hospital admis¬
sion for treatment of a post-gastrectomy anaemia he had built
up his consumption from 200 to 600 mg. of this drug. He
reported that after several months at each dose level the drug
" lost effect" and he had to increase the dose. When he tried
to stop the drug he claimed that he did not sleep at all.
The recording procedure was as in experiment 1, though no

drug-free baseline nights were possible.
During the experiment the subject was asked to estimate his

delay to sleep and total sleep time.

Results

While taking drugs this subject slept between 90 and 100%
of the time available (Fig. 3). He regularly underestimated
his total sleep and similarly overestimated his delay to sleep
by a regular amount (Figs. 3 and 4). R.E.M. sleep was con¬
sistently at low normal levels (Fig. 5). At night 12 the drugs
were stopped. R.E.M. sleep doubled in value and the first
R.E.M. period was abnormally early. Total sleep time fell to
76% of that available and the number of awakenings increased.
The delay to sleep was over 90 minutes. This disturbed night
caused the subject to complain that he had not slept at all.
Over the next three nights of withdrawal R.E.M. time remained
increased, and the delay to sleep continued to be increased and
total sleep time remained shortened. The subject continued to
seriously underestimate the extent of his sleep and complained
of fatigue and restlessness. His R.E.M. sleep was very active ;
not only were the periods of R.E.M. sleep longer but the
movements themselves were more intense. The increase in
" activity " has been shown to occur in withdrawal from other
hypnotics (Evans and Lewis, 1968). Under these circumstances
nightmares have been shown to occur (Oswald and Priest,
1965 ; Evans and Oswald, 1966).
At the subject's request the hypnotics were restarted at

night 16. R.E.M. activity fell to its former level, and T.S.T.
and delay to sleep returned to previous drug night values.
The subject's estimates returned to their previous reasonably
accurate level.

Hypnotics were stopped again at night 20. The effects were
similar to the previous withdrawal period and the irregularity
of the onset of delay to sleep and total sleep time continued
while the R.E.M. time remained raised in a fluctuant way.
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Fig.5.—R.E.M.activity.
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Discussion

These experiments demonstrate the effects of barbiturates as
well as some of the problems which accompany their use. A
single tablet of sodium amylobarbitone promotes the early onset
of sleep and enhances orthodox sleep while depressing R.E.M.
sleep. The body responds immediately and attempts to restore
the amount of R.E.M. sleep to normal values. After a week
on the drugs the principal effects are in shortening the delay
to sleep and promoting continuous sleep. However, even while
the drug continues there are times when the delay to sleep
increases ; total sleep time falls and R.E.M. time is raised above
the baseline. Though in experiment 1 this tendency was not
severe, an " escape " phenomenon of this type may be the reason
why patients increase the dose of hypnotics. Greenberg and
Pearlman (1967) in their work on alcohol, which is very similar
to barbiturates in its effect on sleep, also found that R.E.M.
rime could increase after a period of depression though the
alcohol continued in full doses. It is possible that over a

longer period total sleep time would fall and delay increase, as
patients report.

Stopping the drug allows the overswing of R.E.M. sleep.
This is experienced as an increase in activity by the patient, who
may suffer from frightening dreams but frequently wakes up
during R.E.M. periods. The R.E.M. activity, increase in the
delay to sleep, and number of awakenings lead to a serious
underestimate of the quality of sleep, and the sort of situation
where the patient complains of total insomnia, while relatives
or nurses differ in their opinion.
The temptation is to restart the tablets at the same or higher

dose, and this, as seen in experiment 2, puts the patient back
to previous drug values. However, while the withdrawal effect
of 200 mg. of sodium amylobarbitone takes almost two weeks
to clear (Fig. 2), Oswald and Priest (1965) found that 600 mg.
of sodium amylobarbitone took five weeks to subside. Thus
by increasing the dose of hypnotics the patient is enhancing
the duration of the withdrawal state. Although there is an end
to these withdrawal effects the need to return to the drug is
understandable.

If tolerance and withdrawal are the hallmarks of addiction,
then only one tablet taken for a week could be seen to be addict¬
ing. However, the withdrawal is not severe. Serious with¬
drawal problems are not likely to occur until 800 mg. to 1 g.
of barbiturate is being regularly consumed. Although there is
insufficient experimental evidence to suggest that all hypnotics
act in this way, nitrazepam (Mogadon) depressed R.E.M.
activity initially and produced a similar withdrawal state
(Oswald and Priest, 1965). Kales et al. (1968) has shown that
methyprylone (Noludar), glutethimide (Doriden), and metha-
qualone (Melsedin) also depress R.E.M. sleep initially and show
a R.E.M. " overswing " withdrawal state. The literature con-
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firms that almost all hypnotics, if taken in sufficient dose and
for long enough, when stopped abruptly bring on a severe
insomnia and a paranoid hallucinating state identical with
delirium tremens (de Clerambault, 1910 ; Hudson and Walker,
1962 ; James, 1963 ; Ewart and Priest, 1967). Recent work has
shown that R.E.M. sleep is grossly increased in delirium owing
to alcohol and barbiturate withdrawal (Gross et al., 1966 ;
Greenberg and Pearlman, 1967 ; Evans and Lewis, 1968).
Thus it seems likely that experiments will show that all
hypnotics have these effects on R.E.M. sleep in some measure.
These experiments demonstrate that with barbiturates it is

possible to promote sleep. However, there is some cost, in
many ways hypnotics allow sleep to be " borrowed," and this
must be paid back during withdrawal. It seems advisable to
tail off hypnotics slowly, even from small doses, to minimize
the withdrawal state, but it is also necessary to support the
patient through the period of withdrawal, which is after all a
limited event. It would perhaps be better to consider hypnotics
as a course of treatment, with a beginning and a definite end,
as soon as circumstances permit. It may also be more logical
to prescribe intermittent courses of hypnotics so that with¬
drawal effects may be dissipated periodically and excessive
build up of drugs prevented. It is an old criticism that doctors
are good at starting and continuing treatment but not so good
at stopping.
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Sleep Patterns During Afternoon Naps
in the Young and Elderly

By S. A. LEWIS

Recently there has been interest in the
nocturnal sleep of the elderly. The studies by
McGhie and Russel (1962), Weiss et al. (1962),
Kales et al. (1967) demonstrated that, compared
with young adults, elderly people have a
reduced total sleep time, more awakenings
following sleep onset and a moderate reduction
in REM (rapid eye movement) sleep. In other
words, elderly people have a more disturbed
sleep. While this group have a shortened night's
sleep, they are given to taking afternoon naps,
and it may be that through these they can
compensate for their insomnia at night.
In a study of afternoon napping in young

adults, Maron et al. (1964) demonstrated that
their sleep cycle was similar to the nocturnal
pattern for this age group. The present study
considers whether patterns of sleep during
afternoon naps differ between age groups.

Method

Two groups of paid volunteers were used as
subjects. Group I consisted of 10 undergraduates
(5 female, 5 male) while Group II was composed
of seven individuals in the age range 71—84
years (6 male, 1 female). No person was included
in the study who was taking medication of any
kind, in particular hypnotics or tranquillizing
drugs. Analgesics of the salicylate family were
permitted. All subjects were asked to retire at
about 23.00 hours on the night before the
recording afternoon or at their usual time if this
was earlier. They were asked to refrain from
taking alcohol for at least 24 hours prior to
the recording session.
Subjects reported to the sleep laboratory at

13.30 hours, when the experimental procedure
was explained to them. In an attempt to reduce
any anxiety which might arise from delay in
getting to sleep it was emphasized to the

subjects that the result would be just as valid if
they did not sleep at all. All were told to prepare
themselves as they would for a nap at home.
This meant that a few changed to night attire,
while others merely loosened tight clothing and
sat in a lounge chair. Electrodes were attached
in the standard EEG and EOG sleep recording
positions, and the subjects were left in a warm,
quiet bedroom separated from the recording
area. The recording lasted approximately
120 minutes, and was frequently terminated by
the subjects themselves. The sleep EEG
records were scored according to the criteria
of Williams et al. (1964, 1966).
On awakening, subjects were asked for an

account of any dreams or other mentation they
might have had, whether or not REM patterns
were observed during recording.

Results
As in nocturnal sleep, the elderly subjects after

falling asleep had fewer period of wakefulness
than the young subjects, but were awake for a
greater mean time at each period. There was
no difference between the groups in the delay
to sleep onset. Also, it should be noted that the
delay to the onset of REM sleep, if any, was
always greater than 45 minutes, which is the
lower limit of the nocturnal range. Although
the elderly group spent significantly longer in
bed than the young group on the first recording,
their total sleep time was significantly shorter.
No significant differences were obtained between
first and second recordings (Mann-Whitney
U-test; one-tailed criteria). (Detailed results
may be obtained on request.)
Reports of mentation which the subjects

called "dreaming" were obtained from four
subjects, all of whom were in the young group.
The records of three of these subjects showed
REM patterns.
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Discussion

The results indicate that the characteristics of

napping sleep in both young and elderly are
similar to the nocturnal patterns. Webb and
Williams (1967) have shown in a large group of
young adults that over the 24 hours the propor¬
tions of the various stages of sleep show little
change. However, Maron et al. (1964) have
reported significant differences between after¬
noon naps and evening naps in young subjects.
This was particularly true of the delay to the
onset of REM sleep and the percentage
of REM sleep; for example, they reported
that there was a diurnal variation in the

"pressure" or "need" for REM sleep based on
the differences found in the delay to REM
onset between afternoon and evening naps.
However, although they did find that this delay
was greater than the 45 minutes criterion as in
nocturnal sleep for both napping periods, they
suggest from anecdotal evidence that in 20
minute naps dreaming can occur. If, as is
generally accepted, rapid eye movement sleep is
a physiological concomitant of dreaming, the
present study would agree with Maron et al.
that reports of dream-like mentation after 10- or
20-minute naps must be accounted for on a
different basis. At the same time, however, the
criteria ofwhat is a dream vary from laboratory
to laboratory, and there are reports of dream¬
like mentation from non-REM sleep (Foulkes
and Vogel, 1965; Rechtschaffen et al.. 1963).
It has been thought (Feinberg et al., 1967)

that although elderly people have disturbed
nocturnal sleep they are able to compensate for

this through afternoon naps. The present study
would suggest that this is not the case since their
naps are also disturbed by long periods of
wakefulness.

Summary

A study of afternoon nap sleep was carried
out using a group of young adult and elderly
subjects. The elderly subjects had a shorter
sleep time and fewer periods of wakefulness
than the young subjects, who had more
frequent interruptions of their sleep. The
insomnia experienced by the elderly is not com¬
pensated for by afternoon naps.
The work was carried out while the author

was a Medical Research Council Scholar.
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LEARNING WHILE ASLEEP

By STUART A. LEWIS
University Dept of Psychiatry,
{Royal Edinburgh Hospital),
Morningside Park, Edinburgh 10

Recently commercial interest in the sale of
'sleep-learning' equipment has increased. This
would appear to have arisen from the present
fervour to extend the notion of increased
productivity to as much of our life as possible.
It would seem that, despite the recognized
need for rest in the form of sleep, we should
put this apparently 'wasted' third of our life
to good use. After all Huxley, in his Brave New
World, used the periods of sleep to condition
the attitudes of his people I On the face of it,
the suggestion that people could learn while
asleep does not appear unreasonable. A
mother, as is well known, will waken to the cry
of her child but not to the rumble of a passing
train. This phenomenon is assumed to be the
result of a selective perception mechanism
which would entail the operation of some form
of Bruner's 'gating' (Bruner, 1957). This
in turn, and at the superficial level, implies
that the cortex is not 'asleep' but is in a state in
which it can receive and interpretincoming sen¬
sory information. Hence, why should we not be
able to increase our knowledge while asleep?
The experimental study of learning while

asleep can be conveniently divided into three
groups: (a) Studies in which the criteria of sleep
were time after retiring and behavioural indica¬
tions of arousal such as restlessness, i.e. there
is no indication that EEG criteria were used;
(b) Studies using EEG*monitoring of the sub¬
ject's stage of sleep; and (c) Russian literature.

(a) Studies using behavioural criteria
An early attempt to reduce the time taken to

train military forces was carried out by
Thurstone (1955). He succeeded in reducing
the time taken to train 16 U.S. Navy men in a
Morse code course by three weeks. However,
his criteria of sleep are not known and Le Shan
(1942) maintains that the experiments were
abandoned before results were obtained due
to the breakdown of the apparatus.
This early attempt to utilize the sleeping

hours was not followed up, at least in the
English-speaking world, until the experiment
by Le Shan (1942). His experimental group of
nail-biters at a summer camp outside New
York heard in all 16,200 repetitions of the
sentence 'My finger nails taste terribly bitter'.
His criterion that the children (median age =

9 if were asleep was whether or not they res¬
ponded to questions 20-30 minutes after lights
out. The record of the 'conditioning' sentence
was started 2i hours later, if there was still no
response to the enquiry as to whether anyone
was awake. A serious flaw in the experimental
method was that the volume was merely
lowered if there was any sign of restlessness;
it was not turned off. Since 40 per cent of the
experimental group stopped their nail-biting,
it was felt that this indicated the 'possible
therapeutic use of suggestion during sleep'.

Le Shan (1955) followed this with an
unpublished experiment in which he had a
single subject learn a different nonsense-
syllable list each morning for 12 mornings.
Although there is a lack of information about
the criteria of sleep—and it is reasonable to
assume that these would be similar to those
of his earlier study—he claims that there was
a 50 per cent reduction in trials to the learning
criterion on the two mornings on which the
list to be learned had been played over 50
times to the subject during the preceding
night. The lack of physiological monitoring
of the subject's sleep in this and other similar
studies leaves them open to the criticism that
the subject was at most in a drowsy state
while the auditory stimuli were being con¬
solidated in the long-term memory store.
This criticism can of course be levelled at any
experiment dealing with this topic in which
EEG monitoring is not used. For example,
Hedge's (1950) attempt to speed the learning
of consonants in mentally retarded and aphasic
children, allowed no conclusions about the
therapeutic value of the procedure since the
tape-recorder was not turned off even if the
child was awake on behavioural criteria. On the
other hand, Elliott (1947) in a study three years
earlier was intermediate between EEG moni¬
toring and behavioural criteria. No material to
be learned by the subjects was played while
'clear alpha patterns' were observed. However,
the EEG was not continuous in that it was

switched off once the experimenter felt that
his subject was sure to remain asleep.
At this point it is interesting to note that, of

the studies reviewed by Simon Et Emmons
(1955), 70 per cent are Master's theses and
have not appeared in the general literature
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(LeShan, 1955; Hedges, 1950; Elliott, 1947;
Hoyt, 1953; Stampfl, 1953; Coyne, 1953).
This seems to imply that either the experimental
design was so poor as not to warrant publica¬
tion or that the results were equivocal.

(b) Studies using EEG sleep recording
An interesting study in this group is that of

Fox & Robbin (1952). Unlike nearly all studies
involving the recording of an EEG, they
had the subject sleep at home and the machine
was taken to them. The machine had to be
moved from the bedside since subjects com¬
plained that it woke them. However, from
Fox Et Robbin's comments it is likely that they
suspected that the voice giving the Chinese-
English pairs was the culprit. Despite setting
up what must have been an elaborate EEG
recording procedure, they say: The experimen¬
tal situation did not allow verification by E
of the condition of actual sleep . . . (but) . . .

the subjects were questioned about this, and
those who reported hearing the machine on
waking up were eliminated.' One is left to
wonder why an EEG was taken. Unlike many
other studies, however, a matched control
was incorporated in such a way as to allow
them to eliminate the possibility of learning
while awake in the night, and their conclusion
was 'that learning can occur during sleep and
can be detected by the saving method'.
Without doubt, the most carefully controlled

studies, both in terms of sleep levels and
procedure, have been those of Simon &
Emmons (1 956) and Emmons & Simon (1956).
Although they considered the learning during
the various stages of sleep, they did not
recognize the presence of the rapid eye
movement (REM) stage. Like so many studies
using EEG techniques in psychology, they
selected their subjects not only on the basis
of psychological variables likely to influence
learning but also on the basis of a well-defined
alpha rhythm. It is always difficult to under¬
stand why this should be a criterion of selection
in such psychological experiments.
Their procedure was to pretest subjects on

a questionnaire of general but unusual know¬
ledge, the subjects having been scaled as
average or above in the Otis Self-Administer¬
ing Test (Form D) as well as the EEG criterion
mentioned above. From this questionnaire the
items answered correctly were eliminated and
the remainder used as the sleep-learning
material. After having the questionsand answers
played over during the night, the subjects
were then given a multiple-choice post-test.
The results showed conclusively that below

stage II (sleep spindle or sleep onset stage)
no learning took place. In the preceding EEG
stages there was a decreasing amount of reten¬
tion from 80 % in relaxed wakefulness (stage 0)
to 30% in drowsiness (stage I).*

In their other study Emmons & Simon (1956)
presented the learning material (nonsense
syllables) only during the non-alpha stages of
sleep and concluded that there was no ac¬
quisition during these stages. A review by
Simon (1961) indicates that, despite the lapse
of seven years, his belief that learning during
true sleep is not a viable proposition has not
changed.

(c) Russian studies
It is a curious phenomenon of Russian

psychology that there is in many areas of
study a profound belief in latent, innate
abilities. This belief is seen in their work on

extra-sensory perception and it is seen in the
area of sleep-learning. In the studies so far
found in the literature (Kulikov, 1964, 1965;
Zavalova et at., 1964; Balanescu, 1964;
Zukhar et a/., 1965; Khil'chenko et al„ 1964),
it is evident that the Russians feel that the
hours of sleep can be put to profitable use
and they have set out to demonstrate this.
Furthermore, they indicate that learning while
asleep is in some way bound up with the
suggestibility of the learner. Another point
about the Russian work is that, with the
exception of the study of Zavalova etal. (1964),
the translations available give no indication
that EEG monitoring is used; the criteria of
sleep onset are not mentioned.
One of the latest six studies available, that

of Balanescu (1964), deals with the elicitation
of conditioned motor reactions (CMR) by
verbal stimuli during sleep. The motor reactions
are conditioned during the waking state and
the CSs are artificial words. It is said that,
compared with the waking state, the CMRs
are modified with sleep in terms of latency,
duration and structure but retain their relation¬
ships. The modification is determined by signal
strength although there are large individual
differences. This last relationship implies a
fairly high degree of perceptual discrimination
which is difficult to reconcile with many of the
Western studies on sleep.
Unlike many of the American studies, the

Russians do not present their material to the
sleeper at the onset of sleep. Instead, they

*The sleep stages 0, I, II, III, and IV relate to EEG
changes and do not necessarily correspond to be¬
havioural 'depth'of sleep.
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prefer to have a delay to the start of presenta¬
tion. For example, Kulikov (1964), started the
tape-recorder only after the subject was asleep
for two hours. The results of this study led him
to conclude that there is little difference in the
quantity of material retained during sleep and
during wakefulness if the subject has prior
suggestion that he is going to have perfect
retention of the material.
This study highlights a further difference

between American and Russian work. The
former prefer to attempt to disguise the pur¬
pose of the experiment (e.g. Fox & Robbin,
1952) while the latter make it quite plain that
their intention is to study the ability to learn
while asleep. Indeed the Americans go so far
as to eliminate from the data for statistical
treatment resultsfromsubjectswho indicatethat
they appreciate the nature of the experiment.

In another study, Kulikov (1965) discusses
the'theoryand practiceoflearningduring sleep'.
He maintains that the ability to learn while
asleep is natural to everyone and that the
ability merely has to be 'awakened'. The
knowledge gained during sleep must be trans¬
ferred to consciousness and it is claimed that,
for this transfer to be most effective, it should be
postponed for a short period after waking.
As in all human activities, there are individual
differences and Kulikov feels that the relevant
variable giving rise to these differences is the
subject's degree of suggestibility.
It is pertinent after this brief review of the

experimental work of sleep-learning to ask
whether there is any evidence to suggest
that sleep-learning would be possible. The
optimal conditions under which waking learn¬
ing takes place are that there must be discrimi¬
nation of the stimuli, general alertness and a
degree of motivation.
No one would doubt that in sleep there is an

alteration in consciousness and from this it
follows that our awareness of our surroundings
is decreased. It would therefore seem to be
reasonable to expect that we could not recall
anything which happens during states of
decreased consciousness or without our con¬
sciously knowing what was going on, yet
so-called unconscious conditioning is a well-
documented and accepted phenomenon.
Greenspoon (1955) found that he could
increase the number of plural nouns used by a
person by saying 'mm hmm' every time one
was used. Similarly, Lacey et a! (1955)
found that, by giving subliminal electric shocks
to subjects who were chain associating to 40
stimulus words, they could raise the autonomic
response to the word. The response was not

confined to the stimulus word itself; there
was considerable generalization.
On a deeper plane of decreased conscious¬

ness, Levinson (1965) reports a study of
hypnotic regression to events taking place
during dental anaesthesia. He shows that
while subjects did not have a 'conscious'
memory of the acted crisis during the anaes¬
thesia, they could recall it accurately under
hypnotic regression. Again, Sterling & Miller
(1941) suggest that conditioning is possible
during anaesthesia.
Continuing on the line of perceptual dis¬

crimination there is the study of Oswald et at.
(1960) who have shown that the GSR pro¬
voked by auditory stimuli were never present
at the moment of falling asleep. On the other
hand, they also showed that 'discrimination'
returned as cortical vigilance fell even lower.
Perhaps more convincing is the experiment by
Berger (1963). In this he demonstrated,
inter alia, that subjects were able to incor¬
porate emotionally meaningful auditory stimuli
in their dreams. The stimulus name was presen¬
ted during REM sleep. In the experiment by
Oswald et al. (1960) there is no indication of
the discrimination during REM sleep but unlike
the GSR response, the subjects did appear to
be able to recognize at least their own name
up to stage IV.
The relevant part of the acquisition phase of

learning has been dealt with under the heading
of discrimination. The retention phase involves
the transfer of the material to be recalled at a

later date being put into the memory store.
Without considering the physiology of how
this is possibly achieved in the waking state
and whether the same or similar processes
could operate in sleep, there are a few experi¬
ments which are pertinent.
In a recent study by Portnoff et al. (1966)

subjects were awakened during the night and
shown verbal learning material. They were then
allowed to return to sleep or had to perform a
motor task. Retention of material which was

immediately followed by a return to sleep was
very much poorer than that which was followed
by the motor task (enforced wakefulness).
These workers conclude that it is probable that
non-REM sleep is detrimental to the transfer
of material to the memory store. However,
this result is in contradiction with the classical
finding of Jenkins & Dallenbach (1924). They
demonstrated, as have many others since,
that an interpolated task between acquisition
and recall results is an interference with
recall. At the same time it should be pointed
out that for retroactive interference to have
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its full effect the interpolated task should be of
the same type as the critical task (e.g. the learn¬
ing of paired associates would have as its
interpolated task a second list of paired
associates). It may therefore be argued that
since in this instance there was little similarity
between the material to be learned and the
interspersed motor task, this would have little
influence on the retention of the critical
material. This being so, then the relevant
variable is indeed sleep. If material presented
during wakefulness is poorly remembered it
would seem that material presented during
sleep, when discrimination is poor, would have
little chance of being put into the store.
On the physiological side, the reviews by

Galambos & Morgan (1960) and Smythies
(1966) suggest that the areas of the brain in
which learning takes place are the limbic and
reticular areas. These areas, as is well known,
exhibit different patterns of electrical activity
in wakefulness and sleep. It is difficult to see
how two different electrical patterns can be
performing or reflecting the same process when
all the literature is strongly in favour of certain
rhythms being the physiological concomitant
of learning.
Returning to perceptual discrimination but

at the physiological level, this does not take
place without the dual functioning of the
specific and unspecific projection systems.
From work on evoked potentials (e.g. Hutten-
locher, 1960, 1961), the specific pathways
remain open while the unspecific routes shut
down.

Conclusions
Direct experiments of sleep-learning suggest

that it is not possible for us to put this third of
our life to the acquisition of more knowledge.
On the other hand, relevant experiments deal¬
ing with discrimination during sleep would
suggest that at this level of consciousness at
least one of the processes necessary for learn¬
ing is available to us. One area which has not
yet been explored is the effect of REM sleep on
the learning of material and Jouvet (1965) has
propounded the hypothesis that the function
of this phase of sleep is the consolidation of
day-time material in the stores.
On balance then it seems that 'one cannot

prejudge or preclude the possibility of learning
during sleep. However, the burden of proof
would seem to reside in those who maintain
that it can' (Lindsley, 1960, p. 1579).

This research was done while the author held a

scholarship from the Medical Research Council.
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